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oat Gi }.eee HIE present Edition of the Sacred Books of the Old Testament 
ees"? in Hebrew exhibits the reconstructed text on the basis of which 

\ a the new translation of the Bible has been prepared by the learned eer / /; 

Jr | \ ae contributors mentioned on the other page of the cover. It is, 

YOM CA TY therefore, the exact counterpart of the English edition. Wherever 
Bh s 4 the translation is based on a departure from the Received Text, 

‘ % I. j the deviation appears here in the Hebrew text. Transpositions 
: in the translation are also found here in the original. 

Departures from the Received Text are indicated by diacritical 

5 

signs: ->(z.e. V = Versions) designates a reading adopted on the authority of the 10 

Ancient Versions; © (2. e. c = conjecture), conjectural emendations; and = (Zz. e. 
3 = 1)p3), changes involving merely a departure from the Masoretic points, or 
a different division of the consonantal text (e. ¢. nie 3131, Eccl. 10,1). A pod | 
indicates transposition of the Masoretic p\Dd 41D; *« is used in cases where the 
‘ip has been adopted instead of the 23, and "* for changes introduced on the 15 

strength of parallel passages. Doubtful words or passages are marked with 

notes of interrogation (*:). Occasionally two diacritical marks are combined, 

e. g.*, @. e. deviations from the Received Text suggested by the Versions as 
well as by parallel passages; or +>, z. e. departures from the Masoretic points 

supported by the Versions, &c. — [] calls attention to transposed passages, e. g. 20 

8 8, the traditional position of the words in the Received Text being marked by {] 

while the transposed words are enclosed in[ ]. In cases where two or three 

consecutive words are transposed the traditional sequence is indicated byt 2 3 &c. 
respectively prefixed to the individual words (e. g. 15,2). Hopelessly corrupt 
passages are indicated by +++++, while asterisks **** point to /acum@ in 25 

the original. 
The Ancient Versions are referred to in the JVofes under the following 

abbreviations: Al = Masoretic Text; 6 = LXX; € = Targum; 3 = Peshita; 

A = Saadya’s Arabic Version; 3 (z. e. St. Jerome) = Vulgate; A = Aquila; 0 = 
Theodotion; £ = Symmachos. ws. denotes the Samaritan recension of the Pen- 30 

tateuch; 4.7 = Samaritan Targum. 64 means Codex Alexandrinus (A), 68 = 
Bodleianus (E); 6C = Cottonianus (D); 6-= Lucianic recension (A); 6M= Am- 

brosianus (F;— M = Mediolanensis); 6S = Sinaiticus (&), 6Y = Vaticanus (B) 
¢O — Targum of Onkelos; €’ = Targum of Pseudo-Jonathan (‘»>wy oan). 
The symbols SBM and SW are explained pp. 51,1. 30; 66, 1. 35 respectively. It 35 
has not been deemed necessary to classify all the divergences exhibited by 

the Ancient Versions. As a rule, only those variations have been recorded on the 

authority of which an emendation has been adopted by the editor of the text. 
The heavy-faced figures in the left margin of the Wof/es (1, 2, 3, &c.) refer 

to the chapters, the numbers in ( ) to the verses of the Hebrew text. The mark, 40 

means omit(s) or omitted by. ++ indicates that the references given comprise all 

the passages where the respective words or phrases occur in OT, 
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27, line 5: 

31. line’ 6: 

31, line 24: 

3r~ line 34: 

33, line’ 5: 

33, line 23: 

35; line 38: 

4o, line 26: 

4I, 11.38.39: 

42, line 32: 

43, line 16: 

43, line 19: 

44, linera2b: 

44, line 16>: 

47, line 40: 

47, line 41: 

49, line 22: 

Bi line 50: 

52, line 49: 

54, line 23): 

54, line 30: 

57, line 33: 

60, line 29: 

Gr, line £5): 

68, line 14: 

68, line 45: 

69, line Io: 

75, line Q: 

76, 11.18.19: 

76, line 50: 

77 lime? 0): 

82, line 19: 

85, line 19: 

88, line 12: 

Or. line 31: 

g7, line 17: 

98, line 24: 

104, line II: 

104, line 23: 

105, line 18: 

106, line 21: 

—weigoeety Genesis 3dpeSHo~ 

I 23 

For 8 read Nin; cf p. 26, 1. 41. 

For nn read news as Al; so, too, in ll. 7.15.19.26. 

For pony Aros (]:13p read +popy Arde []#1t3p. 

For pn read Don; see notes on p. 93, 1. 39; p. 119, ll. 8ff. 

For “3} read "s}; cf. p. 38, 1. 18. 

For <3: read <315> 27 Cozeba. 

Omit sty >. 

For <pv read -nw-. 

For wf nyt read & srnyt; see note on 45,5% on p. 105, |. 6. 

Overline ond nva sn; [See, however, ad 14,2 on p. 118.]. ~ 

For 0273") read 0393™. 

For m8 read 4n8 (or 1s). 

For >y» read Syn»; cf. p. 23, 1. 22. 

For aft read n513, with Al; see PSBA, April ’96, p. 127. 

For only read generally. 

Deut.33. 20+, eve. <i 

For 1nad read 173). 

For tv read tWv. 

For G@taé read dtaé. 

For wsesi-ma read usesi-ma. 

For the the read the. 

For €yevvij8noav read éyevvnOnoav. 

For ¢he the read Che. 

For 60ev read 60€ev. 

For mpdc read Tp0¢. 

For 33) read ‘333. 

For idew read dev. 

For obscure read corrupt. 

Omit the words “Possibly also 

For mapa read tapd. 

For 3 (4,4.5), read J (4,4.5)., with full stop instead of comma. 

For #1 read w.. 

After Palestine. de/e stop. 

For avtov read autov. 

For obwp read nwa. 

For °3*yd read “3°ya. 

For Aettol read \etTOol. 

For weta read peta. 

For ‘Hpwwv read ‘HpwWwv. 

For uw) read un. 

For avtovcs read avtovc. 

106, line 32: For Lika read Zikiua. 

109, line 19: For place read feace. 

111, line 33: For nbwn\ nosb read misb mbwn. 

<2 

eee eer ee hear me!”’. 

120 



18 

19 

36 

49 

(16) 

(24) 

(3) 
(10) 

(16°) 

19, 16—49,16> HQ Genesis 3<>+She- 119 

p'w3> Mix seems to be a gloss on A=ay An % snda “nx, which afterwards crept 

into the text. Before m1y ‘> mn‘7 ‘nds “Ins we must, of course, supply DIX ART 

sos (cf. v.13). For the ellipsis, see BATHGEN ad y 2,6. The alteration of the 
original text may ANT wAda “Ins was no doubt intentional. — P. H.]. 
(NESTLE, ZAT ’96, 321 proposes to read 37m3*1]; but this would require 7¥3n in- 
stead of pimp after it. On the other hand, cf 2,15, }1y }32 1N3", also in J. [CF 

also NESTLE’s remarks on 19,36, /. ¢., p. 322. — P. H.]. 

[oe:n-ns may be either a corruption of DYen-ns (cf GROTIUS ad /oc.), or DY. 

may be a dialectic by-form of npn, just as we have aly» (cf the name of Job’s 

first daughter, 7h.) = alps pigeon (cf. xnpyen pigeons, Gitt.69>); cf also Assyr. 
emmu ‘hot, zmmu ‘heat’ (DELITZSCH, Assyr. Gramm., § 34,1; Handwérterbuch, 

p. 85> below; ZIMMERN, Badéy/. Relig., p. 46). The reading of 2», D°S°x7, support- 
ed by the interpretation of €9, x 33, would seem to suggest a pronunciation 

em(m)im. Assyr. emmu ‘hot’ = hammu, just as emu ‘father-in-law, = amu; eglu 

‘field’ = haglu; ebru ‘companion’ = fabru; essu ‘new’ =hadsu, hadasu (see HAUPT, 
Familienges. 26,3; E-vowel, 26,10). 0: might either be plural=oen (ff ‘en 

may Chull. 8%), or singular = Lsassew (pl. gsasaw) hot spring, Cf eae hot water 

(pon Chull. 46>), hot bath (avs. hamméam), hot spring (A=. amme). The 

Arabs call the ruins north of MWa‘dm (=p nyo; cf KILTEL on 1 Chr. 4,41) Ham- 

mdm ‘the Bath’ (cf BUHL, Edomiter, p. 41). If b8!= nN, it is not impossible 

that the name jp" is to be explained in the same way. j8'n could be a form 

with prefixed n and affixed } from non, like ¢axgumdnu ‘interpreter’ (DELITZSCH, 
AG, § 65, No. 35). It is by no means certain that the name of the Edomite 

district jan is identical with jpn south. DOUGHTY combines DXF with als (of 

BUHL, Z c. 41). This combination seems to me improbable, but I believe that 

nnn in v.24 has probably been influenced by the proper name o6°7 in v. 22, — 

igs BF 
‘y nM Nw an is perhaps preferable, as agreeing better with the previous lines. 
(‘ww in mde = 15 awe (p. 109, 1. 32) may be an older form of ¥, ¥ (see Johns Hof- 

kins University Circulars, No. 114, July, 1894, p. 111°); cf “4 in Biblical Aramaic 

= in Syriac. — P. H.]. 
Perhaps 3nNn, or tha (see Deut. 33,5 and PSBA, April ’96, p. 121). GRATZ pro- 

posed ‘»aw for ‘yaw; which is plausible, but hardly convincing. 
P. 80, 1. 17 add: Perhaps it has supplanted a dmoz Aeyouevov ‘wys or AWYS hazry. 

5 
= 

iC zs 

-near Corrigqenda «ss- 

Page 1, line 7: For 43 ‘1 read {j> ‘sp. 

Page 1, line 8: After [] insert :. 

Page 2, line 22: For sin read sn. 

Page 7, line 23: For 5:a65 nvm read dyad pvon; of 1. 19. 
5: For m9 read 5m, 

Page Io, ll. 9-20: should be overtined (J3). 

Page 11, line 2: For my read a 1by, without Dagesh. 

Page 12, 11.25.26: should be over/ined (RJE). 

Page 12, line 31: For ‘n> read “n>, 

Page 14, line 1: For nyp read ny>. 

Page 18, line 40: For nan read m<3>37. 

Page 23, line 22: For by» read bya; cf p. 44, 1. 12. 

Page 8, line 
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2 (4) 
(6) 

(19) 

ae) 

(8) 
(21) 

Gr= 'G) 

7 (11) 

14 (2 ff.) 

(5) 
18 (12) 

118 HS 8+ Genesis o<beSHo- 2,4—18,12 

tig» ALODENDA eSHo~- 

The unusual o°»w) prs of Al is probably right. 

[For 18, see my paper on Zhe Beginning of the Judaic Account of Creation in 

the Proceedings of the American Oriental Society, April 1896. We must read: 
past by aby: ani; o£ MERX, Chrestomathia Targumica, p.61. — P. H1]. 

mewn, add ¢npman 55 nx», and read <n» for <8; cf v.20. So GRATZ, whose 

E-mendationes I have just seen (July 26, 1896), through the kindness of the Gene- 

ral Editor. ; 
In a good number of instances I am so happy as to find myself in independent 

agreement with GRATZ, ¢. g. 14,14 1p5; 20,4 D3 (see my note); 27,33f. :qi3 

‘4; 49,24 (1)"54, where also GRATZ omits }38 as dittography of 1a". And I 

now very much incline to adopt in 9,26 nw ‘2n8 ma 713, with GRA?TZ after 
SCHUMANN; Jn for M3 in 22,10; and pp3 for 5p3 in 25,18, with KROCHMAL and 
GRATZ, In 19,29 n25MDF is probably correct (cf Is. 1,7); in 21,28f. 38% and nasa 

(ff. 43,9; 47,2); in 26,22 HITZIG’s 33355) for 1353; and the additions “py maw 

after m8 29,14, and dpa) after yN¥i in 32,6. 
On the other hand, GRATZ’s use of the Versions, especially 6, leaves some- 

thing to be desired; e. g. in 6,5 his note runs: “pri dg. Sp. P” (7. e. dittography, 

Septuagint, Peshita), But 6 has émmedwWs, corresponding to px. Again, in 9,7 

6 did zo¢ read 17), though it seems the right reading. Nor did 6S read 1m 

instead of 1m8 in 48,22. As to 6, see my note. Shas !,», and the term ade 

is simply exegetical of by. In 49,14 ‘bon for 198m seems peculiarly unhappy; and 

the idea that $ read n23 for O13 rests on a misapprehension of the translator’s 

methods, [ase tak is a paraphrase of o13 Wen (Jony he-ass = strong man, 
giant, 2 Sam. 21,20), somewhat like flXe tol for nmdw m>:y in v. 21 (hind sent 
= fleet messenger; because deer are swift runners). Otherwise, we might think 

S read 23 or 133 for 119M. 
[m17."N& seems to mean here just as well as JHVH (cf. By in Eccl. 2,16; 7,11) 

or in spite of JHVH, DX=ndy in Aray (\As ae) Neh.5,18 &c. Eve boasts her- 

self of having produced a new human being in spite of JHVH, z. ¢., although 
JHvVH had commanded them not to eat from the forbidden fruit, vz. sexual 

intercourse. The question is discussed in a special paper which will be publish- 

ed in the Journal of the American Oriental Society. — P. H.]. 
Instead of #1 18" we should, perhaps, read 28%, and omit <Iwr ADD». 
M's maps) Sas agrees better with the parallel expressions of the next two verses. 
I now think that 41 obwa originated in dittography of the following w3. The 
sense is complete, and seems to me more solemn and emphatic without it. 

Instead of Al wy myaw2a we should, perhaps, read sav wya» nyaws, following 8, 14. 

This gives exactly a lunar year for the duration of the Flood, instead of a year 

and eleven days, for which there seems no reason. Such errors in numerals 

are common enough. 

[I can hardly believe that the “glosses” ys xm &c. are due to RP or to a special 

editor of c.14; it seems to me more natural to suppose that the author of the 

chapter made those explanatory additions himself to heighten the artificial an- 

tique flavor of the narrative. They should, therefore, have been printed in ovange 

without overlining. — P. H.]. 

For MM mwa we should, perhaps, read 7 yw. 

[It is not impossible that the original reading of the passage was *n>2* “IN& 

(f. >, BOs “tdde, avy Is. 64,5) Tay %> ANT = pws MINDS > yd Son “ns 
in the preceding verse. It is true that ‘Ab2 “Ins is unparalleled, but we have sy 

‘nba in the phrase ms) tw ond vxwm ‘ada ty, Josh.8,23 &c. mw> nvnd oon 
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50 (11) 

(12) 

(13) 
(14) 
(16) 

(18) 

(20) 
(21) 
(23) 

(24) 

(25) 
(26) 

50,11—26 HOS Genesis H<beBo- 117 

M mnw; G td dvoua adtod =nbw; cf a tow. The reference, of course, is to the 
yu. Jer. 51,33 (fem.), Hos. 9,2 (asc.) seem to be the only passages indicating 

the gender. 
pviyp 5a8 was doubtless a real local name, meaning Meadow of Egyft, like 938 
mewn, Meadow of the Acacias, and similar known designations. The writer 

naturally suggests a connection with bax ¢o mourn; as though the name meant 

Egypt mourns. 6 mévOog Aiyittov='¥b 928; so the other Versions. Cf La- 

GARDE, Udersicht 44. 
6 xai érotnoav avtwd obtwe of vioi adtod, Kai €awav avtov exei, omitting Wd, 

and reading ow for nis. Kai €8apav adtév= 1n& Mp, from v. 13. 

For the transposition, see 23,17.19; 49,30. Cf also 25,9. 

YOR ns Map “ns. , G (owing to homeoteleuton). 

MM Apy 5x yyy. The verb is clearly wrong; being an accidental anticipation of 

the following m3. 6 Kai mapeyévovto = 183% (47,15, e¢ assim). We might also 

correct W™ (cf 44,18; 18,23) =S aa;e0. (Even if ny could mean ¢hey sent a 

message, it would still be unsuitable, as the context implies an interview between 

the brothers and Joseph). 
Al 395 could only mean ¢hey went away, not, as J renders, veneruntgue ad 

eum. We restore 123%), after VATKE. 

DON, «6SIA; Al very abruptly ods. 
mnyi; 6 cimev dé avtoig = DTS TDR. 
nowy p33, w.STO (xMn p32) A; cK G mardia Ewes tpitns yevedc; so 3. See Ex. 

20,5; 34,7. Al dw 33 carries the descent a step further. 
Hor sain Sy ds, wpa 115 is a bad correction. Were born upon Joseph's 
knees = were laid at birth upon his knees; like a Roman father, he received and 
formally owned them as his legitimate descendants. Cf note on 30,3. €0 

Aoeanyeons were born, and Joseph brought them up. The Assyrian phrase 
aplu resti tarbit birkia (the firstborn son, the nursling of my knees) is similar 

(Sennacherib 3,64). Cf also the Egyptian sat Ra hert mentuf, the daughter of 

Ra, who is on his knees (Pyramid of Pepi II.); see PSBA, Nov. 1895, p. 256. 

AM ondy), av.6 omdym. 
Al paws, G+ 6 Ged¢ Toig Tatpdow UW. 

mn, w6SIA+p2mx. , Al, owing to previous D2n& (homeeoteleuton of clauses). 
Ml nw) is possibly an error of writing for nw" (impers. use of 3 sing.). But a 

pws) (passive); so 3 refositus est, and A. See 24,33. © kai €Onkav = inNw; so 

€0 and S. We adopt this, as the Hif‘il and Hof‘al forms of bw appear to be 

very doubtful. 
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49 

50 (3) 

(4) 
(5) 

(7) 
(8) 

116 HSE Genesis 2<sheSioe 49—50,8 

With them let him butt the peoples, 
And thrust them to the ends of earth! 

an obvious metaphor, like that of 1 Kings 22,11 (see my paper on Deut. 33 in 
PSBA, April 1895). The imitation of our passage by the later poet is confined 
to vv. 25.26; and neither this verse, nor the line 730 ‘3>w })8%, has any parallel 
in the older poem. 

ZIMMERN’s not too poetical emendation of v. 22 is D8. *9Y MB y3 AY ND j3 
aw vy ys oa A young bullock is Joseph, a young bullock, a wild-ox caif 

(Wildstierjunges); zy /ate-born son is an ox-calf. Against this we observe: (a) 
that there is no proof that M15 (N75) ever meant the female of the wild species; 
(6) that Ww denotes the domestic animal, and ox. the wild, and the poet would 
hardly mix them in this incongruous fashion. Deut. 33,17 is certainly not a 

parallel in this respect; (¢) Yy3 ‘33 would naturally mean my youngest son, that 
is, Benjamin, not Joseph; (d) the transition to the following verses, though easier 

than in the case of the Masoretic text, is still not without difficulty, inasmuch as 

a young bullock or ox would not be a likely object for the archers to aim at, 

though a young wild-ox might be; (e) the term 9» (should it not be pointed 

‘Sy? cf. Prov. 27,22) young one, from my fo grow up, is extremely doubtful, in 

spite of the Assyrian @/#, the designation of the celestial Bull in the Epic of 

Gilgames. Indeed, to those who have not adopted HALEvy’s paradoxical views 

about the Sumerian language, it may seem that a/# is only an Assyrianized form 

of the Sumerian ALA (= GALA) demov. 

Passing over other debatable points, I observe, lastly, that if the reading of 

6 in v. 242>, which at least has the merit of yielding a natural sense, coherent 

with v.23, be correct as we have seen reason to believe, Joseph is #o¢ represent- 

ed as defending himself, bow in hand, against the archers who assail him; 
and if my transposition of the terms mab and m>'s in vv. 21.22 be accepted, the 

fact that the Zodiacal Archer — fhe shooting Scorpion-Man of the Babylonians 
— stands exactly opposite the Bull in the starry heavens, is quite irrelevant to 

the Hebrew poet’s picture of the hart beside the spring, who is the mark for 

the shafts of the ambushed hunters. 

In conclusion we may ask how it is, if there is any real relation between the 

Zodiacal symbols and those of this poem, that four of the five animals mentioned, 

viz. the ass, the hart, the wolf, the serpent, are not found among the twelve signs 

of the Zodiac? The second animal of the Chinese (Tatar) Duodenary Cycle is 

the Ox, and the sixth and seventh are the Serpent and the Horse (¢f Dan’s 
Blessing), while the eighth is the Goat; but would Professor ZIMMERN 

admit any relation between this scheme and the imagery of the Blessing of 

Jacob? The metaphorical characterization of the Tribes was the poet’s aim; and 
the lion, the wolf, &c. assign well-known traits to particular Tribes. Being merely 

metaphors drawn from animals existing in the country, they could be differently 

applied by the later poet, Deut. 33, so far as he chose to use them at all. 

[April 6, 1896]. 

AM ww; cf 25,24; Esth.2,12. G xatapiuodvta; perhaps 139° (13, 16) or N31 

by Aramaism. 

A ons, so G AiyuTtoc; a. AHS, perhaps an inversion of oO“ ynn. 
821935, 6 + trepi €uod— Ms Dy (Josh. 14,6) or by. But the addition is not necessary. 
au. mip “b> (so GA; but not GV nor 3). 
uf SPW WRI (Cf. V. 6). 

‘pt. GSA pn is hardly right, as that would imply ‘pr 52). 

nay pr. G Kai h ouvyyevia avtod (var. tThv ouyyevelav) is an error, due to re- 

collection of the common association of 28 n’a with mvp (e. g. 12,1). 

_ ie) 
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49 

49 —oHaedete Genesis 2<>Sho- 115 

The Lion, again, is one of the most prominent constellations of the Zodiac, 

and the great tribe of Judah is here called a lion, or rather a lion’s whelp. More- 
over, the principal star in the Lion is Regulus, the “Royal Star” of the Baby- 

lonians and of the Arabian astronomers, whose position is on the breast of the 

Lion between his forefeet (the Arabs say, “in the Lion’s heart’). GUNKEL, quot- 

ed by ZIMMERN, sees here the ultimate source of the expression 939 "3 ppnes. 

But 535 y.ap seems to mean from before him (see note on v.10), just as "9395 
or W513 means Jehind him (Ex. 11,8; Hab.3,5). And it is surely strange that 

the ancient poet of Deut. 33 should have so far missed the meaning of his model, 

and the supposed connection of ideas between the lion and sovereignty, as to 

transfer the image from Judah, not to Joseph, but to the small though martial 
tribe of Dan. It would seem that he understood the lion’s whelp, not as a sym- 

bol of royal sway, but of warlike fierceness and vigor. Hence also he compares 

Gad to a lioness. 
ZIMMERN thinks that his hypothesis throws light on the enigmatical 82. °3 4p 

m>w (where we might read mndw, if we agreed with WELLHAUSEN and CORNILL 

that v.10 is a later insertion). He renders the verse: Wicht wird, bis er eingeht 

in die Scheol (a. h. zeitlebens), das Scepter von Juda weichen, noch der Herrscher- 

stab von zwischen seinen Fiissen, wiahrend er den Gehorsam von Volkern hat, 

suggesting that now or nbw=a7dbsxy, and that bw might even be a by-name for 
the underworld, in the special sense of the region where the stars are, after their 

setting in the west, and therefore equivalent to the Assyrian s7/ém, with which 
JENSEN has compared Sixw. He adds that the Chaldeans connected the stars 
below the horizon with the realm of the dead, according to Diod. Sic. ii, 31. 

True as all this may be of the stars (cf the Egyptian ideas about Amenti), it 
is difficult to believe that ndw or rather nbw=7bdxw in this passage: (a) A refer- 
ence to Sheol would surely be strange in such a context, even if it would not 

have been avoided as ill-omened. — (4) The tribes, rather than their individual 
eponyms, are really the subjects of the poet’s utterances; and he would hardly 

think of a tribe as entering Sheo/, like an individual man. Nor would a Judean 

author be likely to contemplate the entire extinction of his own tribe, which was 

the principal theme of his panegyric. — (c) The phrase m>xw N° is against usage; 

it should be mdxw TY (37,35; Is. 14,15). — (Z) The line n*wy naps 15) is not a fitting 
sequel to mbxw x2 °> 4y, as ZIMMERN himself seems to have felt, if we may 

judge by the curious inversion of the members of the verse in his translation, 

which makes the line As long as (2) he holds the obedience of peoples parallel to 

Until he enter Sheol (. e. during his life-time); a construction of the Hebrew 

text which is quite impossible. 
On the Blessing of Joseph, ZIMMERN remarks that the sense /fruzt-tree for 

nib is assumed on the ground of this passage only. It has, however, the virtual 
support of all the Versions from 6 downwards, inasmuch as their renderings 

presuppose the root mB (S$ perhaps pointed n3 or NB); and mMB=7A=ANS 

cannot be regarded as an inexplicable anomaly (see the Grammars). Next, on 

the ground of Deut. 33,17, ZIMMERN thinks that Joseph must have been com- 

pared with an ox here also. He supports his case, further, by a reference to 
Num. 23f., “where Israel repeatedly appears under the image of the lion and 

the wild ox,” azd Israel denotes Judah and Ephraim. But in Num. 23.24 there 

is no indication whatever of such a division of peoples and symbols. On the con- 

trary, in Num. 23,23.24 Israel, as a whole, is obviously intended; and the same 

must be said of Num.24,8.9. And as to Deut. 33,17, that passage does not say 

Joseph zs a young bull or a young wild ox, but — as I read the text — 

fle is stately as the firstling of an ox, 
And the horns of the wild ox are his; 
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of his brothers; cf. 8) "W2 y 69,9; and for the form 3 from 4%. The Assyrian 
2dru, tzir, to hate, shows that the verb was med.>. Otherwise, we might read 

a3 Nif‘al part.; a di. Aey., like WW in w Zc. 

Dew paw, 6 viol laxwB; cf v. 33. 
DMIs 313, 6 + ons. 

AU NI732 WR WRX. 2.65 . Ws, which may have originated in dittography. Or 

the true reading might be ws wx, as DELITZSCH suggested; cf 2 Sam. 23,21 Q*ré. 

AM ‘py sing.; but see v. 33; 25,8; 35,29; Jud. 2, 10 (mae). 

4 mip, © év xtyoet. The verse is too far off to be regarded as an apposition 

to v.29, or as a parenthesis referring to v. 30. We therefore correct mp3; cf. 
Jer. 32,43 77wn mp3. 

YoY, wHCOSIA imy; see on v. 29. — 

At the last moment my attention has been called to an article by Professor 

ZIMMERN, entitled Der Jacobssegen und der Tierkreis, ZA vii,2, p. 161. One’s 

judgment is so apt to be overborne by almost everything that one reads in 

German, that I cannot but feel glad that I did not see this paper until my own 

independent study of the text was completed, and my notes, such as they are, 

finally revised for press. ZIMMERN lays stress on the four names Simeon and 
Levi, Judah, Joseph. Following a suggestion of NORK, he supposes a relation 

between the “brethren” Simeon and Levi, who alone are coupled together in 

‘this peculiar manner, and the Gemini or Twin Brethren of the Zodiac. Thus, 

he thinks, we get new light on the obscure statement Ww [sic] py) ws 1997, 

which, he says, strikingly recalls the fact that the celestial Bull (like Pegasus) is 

mutilated, huitouoc, z. e. only the forehalf of the animal is represented in the 

heavens; an appearance which must go back to Babylonian times, as it is allud- 

ed to in the Epic of Gilgames [Nimrod] and elsewhere. Further, in this Epic it 
is GilgameS and Eabani that answer to the Twins who mutilate (verstiimme/n) 
the celestial Bull. The killing of the Man by Simeon and Levi corresponds to 

the killing of the tyrant Humbaba by Gilgames and Eabani; and the curse on 

Simeon and Levi may be compared with IStar’s curse on GilgameS and Eabani 
for having mutilated the celestial Bull. 

There is no @ griorz ground for rejecting combinations of this kind. We have 

already seen some traces of mythological influence in Genesis; and others re- 

main to be noticed in connection with our English translation of the book. But 

here the differences seem to be greater and more important than the resem- 

blances. Simeon and Levi do not cut the ox in twain; they merely hough or 

hamstring it (4py); a common proceeding in warfare, as regards the horses 

of the vanquished (Josh.11,6.9; 2Sam.8,4). It was perhaps considered speci- 

ally heinous that they treated oxev so. At all events, huitouos is not the same as 

veveupoxotnuevoc. ZIMMERN’s objection to regarding w'x and “Ww as collectives 

may be met by reference to 32,6, where w=“p2; while such expressions as 

DRI wR the men of Israel are common. The two tribes seem to be taken to- 
gether (a) because of their common action which is the subject of the curse (¢f 

34,25.30); and (4) because Simeon, who is not mentioned at all in the so-called 

Blessing of Moses, Deut. 33, was not important enough for separate mention at 

the time when the poem was written. But if we point ons, and understand 
howling creatures, z. e. hyenas or jackals or something similar, the basis of the 

comparison with the heavenly Twins disappears. And some kind of savage ani- 
mal seems almost required by the context (see note on v. 5). Lastly, we observe 

that, whether the narrative of 34 be based on the Curse here pronounced on 

Simeon and Levi, or vice versa, the general analogy of the poem undoubtedly 

favors the supposition of an historical rather than a mythological reference (see 

my paper on the Zestament of Jacob, PSBA, May 1895). 
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(25) 

(26) 

49,25.26 HSS Genesig <i 113 

wip (1 K. 10,18): mMyw dy sm Rein’ 423 Lherefore gold was laid upon his arms(!) 

as if M—=and the arms of his hands were gilded. 6 kai eeh0On = 15 (2 Sam. 

4,1), a common phrase; but the subject is always Oo not nyt (Zeph. 3, 16; 

Jer.6,24; 50,43; Ezek. 21,12). The expression D7; ‘yw means ¢he arms of their 

might; and the restored line is octosyllabic like the preceding one. Otherwise, 5 

127) (=182) would be a good parallel to 72wn), and might easily have been 

misread \51"\. 

AM apy’ Vax . The line is metrically too short; and as ‘3° is not found again 

before a Divine title, we suggest 13) Ya8 "Wp, By the hand of JHvH, the Hero 
of Jacob. €, which usually has 85‘pn for W28 (w 132,2.5; Is. 1,24; 49,26), 

here has xp’pn 5x. LAGARDE, Oxomast.2,96, proposed “wp for "7. 
A Synw jas ny ov»; a disjointed sentence, which violates the parallelism, how- 

ever it be translated, and is certainly corrupt. The line ought to correspond to 
the second of the quatrain, and parallelism requires y's» or *y"1b instead of own, 

which 9S point ov» By the name (cf. yp 20,1.2). 6 exeidev 6 katioxvoas lopandr 

=5srw ay owp (katioxverv = ny, 2 Chr. 14,11, and in several other places); or 

perhaps bsw poxna ap (cf w 89,22 I33BNN yi). If myn nwY represent an ori- 

ginal ‘yup, J28 may equally well be a distortion of pox. On the other hand, 

sty’ in the next line may be a natural repetition of "ty in this; and j38 was per- 
haps originally written in the margin by some one who remembered “Ryi j28 20 

(roam... 165 plsa7G 2), 

¢O seems to take jas in the sense of ja (cf w 118,22 }28, T Noy); rendering 

Senet Np y'331 p7TAS jE MIs 1. Or perhaps j28 suggested j2'8=j3) 3N(!). A 

Cold, essence, self. Starts lole, Usi pa ee (so SBM) By the name of the 
Shepherd of the stone of Israel. LAGARDE: 981" ‘33 Ny wpe. 25 
Al sw onsi. Some MSS, and 26S (but not JA; cf Ex.6,3) wv ds. (G 6 Beds 6 
éudc zmplies this reading; cf. 17,1; 28,3; 35,11; 43,14; 48,3; Ex.6,3). 

The present passage suggests that tw 5x was the god of fertility, both of the 
soil and of men and animals; the chief blessing in the eyes of pastoral and 
agricultural communities. Cf especially the line amy ow n313; also 20,17.18; 30 

35,11, HIN Aw “Ww ON 38; Hos.9,14.16. The Ephesian Artemis with her many 

breasts (aw) illustrates the same idea. 

nnn nyai pin ns03, ze. the springs and streams, with which Joseph’s land — 
the hill-country of Ephraim — abounded. Cf Deut. 33,13. 6 kai evdoyiav yijs 

éxovonsg mévta =5> N31 DIpp N79; or perhaps rather 52 nya oIpH NDI. Ip 35 
(=f, Ex. 23,20) is sometimes fem., e.g. 18,24. 6 perhaps read the closing n of 

nnn as 6; for it renders the following na73 by €vexev evAoytag (. e. NDI). 

Pax. 22.6-+ JON), Kai pntpdc; spoiling the rhythm. It perhaps originated in 6; 

as mere dittography of the kai ujtpas of the previous line. It would thus be 

an interpolation in »». €9O interprets am ow nd72 by FOX TINT XNI2. 40 
The second n293 cannot be right. mixn apices, cacumina, in the parallel stichus, 

requires a corresponding term, and Deut. 33,15 has wx. Cf Is. 37,24 DT OND. 

M sy “Nn is evidently corrupt. The parallel phrase odiy nya3 justifies 6 dpéwv 

uoviuwy = sy “in (Hab.3,6; 6 td dpn Bia, absurdly reading ty); as does also 

the imitative passage, Deut.33,15, where n1p “1m is the parallel to nd\y mya. 45 

Cf. nm for “1m, 36,2. 

“43 may be considered a natural metaphor. 6 read 333 (Wy Hynjoato ddekpwv; 

cf. 2Sam.5,2); but Mis preferable. Joseph might perhaps be called the Wazarite 
of his brothers, as being the comeliest in person (cf Lam.4,7), and from his 
youth the chosen of Heaven. Cf. also Am.2,11; Jud.13,5; 16,17. 3S Jl» 50 

crown, pointing "33. But it is strange to meet even a metaphorical allusion to 
the institution of Nazaritism in such a context; and it is not Joseph but Judah 
who is promised the sovereignty. We therefore suggest that m8 WW3= Zhe hated 
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T12 —8Q0d+ Benesia +3adeSto- 49,23.24 

People do not shoot (v. 23) at vines; at harts they do. The expression 7's ja 

resembles O81 }3, y 29,6; and it is perhaps worth noting that a town }\>'8 be- 

longed to the House of Joseph, Jud. 1,35. 

AM py oy mr 4a, G vidg NVENUEvos wou ZNAWTd¢=}rV *9 AND j3. The recollection 
of the envy of Joseph’s brothers suggested this strange connection of }y with 
the denominative }‘y, 1 Sam. 18,9. 

3 et decorus aspectu =} IY > jA, is interesting as an attempt at textual cor- 

rection (“y, Ezek. 16,7). S renders the couplet: 4 som of zucrease (uail= 

avEnoic, Eph. 4,16) zs Joseph, A son of increase! Go up, O fountain’ differing 

from 6 only in pointing *9y, owing to the recollection of Num. 21,17, 182 ‘y. 

The hart at a spring (cf w 42,1) is an admirable symbol for Joseph, whose hill- 

country (Ephraim) was full of streams and springs. 

SH aw »by MDS N= F fliae (cf. 30,13) discurrerunt super murum ; a statement 

which obviously fails to harmonize with the context. 6 vidg wou veWTatos, TPd¢ 

we Gvdotpeyov! = aw dy “ps aa; of aw. Ww Sy “Yys 33, where Nw is doubtless 
an error for 31’, the Samaritan 3, 1 (4 9) being very similar. The line thus 

becomes an ill-placed reference to Jacob’s yearning after his lost favorite. (This 

is but one of many indications of 6’s influence on the editors of w.). S$ Laisa 
eas wisos Laasaco = WY AYA Wb }123; which hardly improves matters. What 
we want is something to connect the hart standing by the spring with his ene- 

mies, the archers (v. 23). Now Ww may mean zzszdiard (Jer. 5,26; Hos. 13,7), and 

Sy is an easy corruption of \y ascenderunt. They went up to lie in wait at 

least supplies the link of connection we desiderate. The two preceding terms 
‘(al mMy¥ m3) must in some way qualify this statement; and as 2.6 ‘32 may be 
corrupted from 3, we suggest 3y¥M2 (or MIY¥H3; though the sing. Ips is not 

found), 272 his tracks or spoor (cf. Dan. 11,43; W 37,23; Prov. 20,24). 

M325) is clearly ungrammatical, occurring as it does between two imperfects 

with \ consecutive. Syntax and symmetry would require 17394. But in place of 

the questionable verb 329 Zo shoot, we prefer ux. WIN = G Ehorddpovv (Ex. 17,2), 

3 jurgati sunt; which is quite as congruent with nym ‘ya as the preceding 
(Ex. 1,14) and following verb (27,41; 50,15). Otherwise we might suggest 37197" 

(Jer. 4,29; of wy 11,2; 64,5). 
Al nwp yea awn But his bow dwelt in a rock (Num. 24,21 Jw» jNs); which 
is strange enough, apart from the strangeness of a bow and hands being assigned 

to a hart, as though some centaur-like figure were intended. 6 kai ouvetpipy 

META KpdTouUs TA THEA GUTWY—=ONwP ‘82 awn is in harmony with the context, 

with common sense, and with the zszs Joguendi elsewhere (wy 46,9; 76,3; Hos. 

1,5; Jer. 49,35; 1Sam.2,4). Further, it is not impossible that "83 is a corrup- 

tion of 1m dowstring (w 21,12 plur.); of y 11,2 IM.=ZA vevpd. This at all 

events would account for the enigmatical ta vedpa of the next line in 6, which 

might thus be due to incorporation of NEYPA (z. ec. veupd), written as a marginal 

correction of peta Kpdtouc. 9 nan) (= Hl); but SBM Magee, pointing 2A 

(WALTON , 9). 
A ypopu wy. G Kal cZeAVOn Ta vedpa Bpaxidvwy xeipdg (xeipwv, GACM) avtwy. 

Cf. 27,16 tovs Bpaxiévac avtod = A. The verb nb (2 Sam. 6, 16) is quite in- 

appropriate; we want a parallel to \2wni. Now JHVH is often said to break the 
arm of his foes (ww 10,15; 37,17; Ezek. 30,22.24); and "5 Zo scatter, originally 

meant /o split, shatter, like the Arabic ) i cf. the imprecation e&)54,5 a| 5 > 
Allah break their backs’! This sense of "5, moreover, is suitable in wy 89, 10.11: 

Thou brakest Rahab in pieces (n82; cf. Job 22,9); With Thine arm of might Thou 

didst shatter (np) Thine enemies! cf. W 53,4, where n\esy “WD is syn. with 1Aw 

niwsy (w 34,20; Is. 38,13), and with nipsy 837 (w 51,9); w 41,7. 

3 03,5e may indicate 15%; cf Jer. 3,13 AL MaM, 3 his. 9 thinks of tb and 
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nal annotator, writing after the fall of the Northern Kingdom, and sighing for 

the fulfilment of this prophecy, which makes of Dan a true bulwark of Israel. 

(19) M apy; GY adtov (GAC abtwWv) kata wédac¢=Ddapy (A dolés\), which is certainly 
right. In &l the » has unhappily been connected with Wx in the next distich; 

to the detriment of both sense and form: 5 

Gad — raiders will raid upon him; 
But he will raid upon their rear / 

(20) Al wwsd, against the analogy of all the other cases, which have no prefix to the 

proper name; see last note. SIA , b. 

Al yond mapw. As the subst. is elsewhere masc. (a jw here), and as the line is Io 
metrically short, its fellow being octosyllabic, the 7 (A) may represent an old 

misreading of » Gi); a relic or abridgment of (4). But €O AYyrNX Av (so also 

S$) suggests \p>n or indm3 in place of 1nd. 
sp ‘supp. G generalizes with tpuprv &pxovow; but cf 1K. 4,7.16; 10,5. The 
mention of the king certainly bears on the question of date. 15 

(21) AL iby “DSR ynan | ANdw mds wnbI; a greatly corrupted distich. 6 NepOaher 

oTéAEXoc Avemevov || Embdidovcg év TH yevijuati KdAAoc, on the ground of which 

OLSHAUSEN and most moderns point mx, Zevebinth, and “198 branches (?). But 

(a) 75x, ¢erebinth, is not elsewhere rendered otédeXoc, stump, trunk; (6) Wax 

top, crest, of a tree or a mountain (Is. 17,6.9 only), is not found in the plur., 20 

which, moreover, is plainly inappropriate in the case of a single tree (though 

this difficulty might be evaded by suggesting “18, as a poetic survival like “dx, 
v.11); (c) jM3 is not used of putting forth branches (=n>w), even if "x could 

mean branches, but of yielding fruit (y 1,3); and (¢@) the symmetry of the couplet 

almost demands 73n37 or nanan in place of jn3n (cf v. 17). 25 
Recurring now to 6, we note that in some ten places yévnua = Al 5 /rwis, e.g. 

Is. 65,21; so that év tH yevijuatt may represent "52. The corruption of an 
original (? "39; cf Deut. 33,13 ff.) “Wb m3n37 into either "P33N37 or “WNINIF would 

not be difficult ¢f €O yD RTayY “AN AYnaoNN). And as the second line refers 

to fruit-bearing, it is evident that otédexoc in the first must denote some other 30 

tree than the terebinth. But whatever the tree referred to, it must be one to 

which the epithet nnbw is appropriate. Now n>w is specially used of the vine 
(w 80,11; Ezek. 17,6 nown) DAKd and shot forth sprigs). The term 7185, moreover, 

is twice rendered otéhexog (Ezek. 31,12.13). We conclude, therefore, that m5, 

a fruiting vine, which now appears in v. 22, originally stood here, while 1:8 Aart 

really belongs to Joseph’s Blessing. (6 perhaps confused nb with 7185; cf the 
proper name 775= 78d, Jud. 7,10). We thus recover the excellent sense: 

Naphtali is a branching vine, 

That yieldeth comely fruit. 
The name of Naphtali — from 5n5, fo fwist and ‘wine — may have suggested 40 

vine tendrils to the poet; cf. the uses of the Ar. (J4sl, 2043. At all events, the 
sole allusion, as in the case of Asher, is to the fertility of Naphtali’s 

land; which agrees with Deut. 33,23. Naphtali is mentioned by name among 

the tribes that supplied Solomon’s table; and its importance in the matter is 

perhaps reflected in the fact that the deputy who ruled there for this purpose 45 

was the king’s son-in-law. 

(22) AL ADY MIB yB. G vid nvVEnuEvoc Iwon@p shows that the text was already corrupt, 

for av&dveo@ar is the usual equivalent of mB Zo be fruitful (1,22; cf. 47,27). If 

MD (AID) or ND was repeated by a transcriber whose eye fell on the N15 or "5 

of the previous distich, and some one afterwards wrote 758 as a correction in 50 

the margin, the latter term might easily have been inserted by mistake in the 

first line of Naphtali’s couplet, in place of n15, by some subsequent corrector or 

copyist. However it happened, it seems clear that the transposition was effected. 
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(14) 

(15) 

(17) 

IIo —otiQegets BGenesta $3cbebior 49,11—17 

M oy naps 1d), 6 Kai adtoc mpoodoKia COvidv =o MIpn XM (Job 14,7 Mpn, = 

tpoodokia, Lam. 2,16). A verb would be natural in place of nap’, which is only 

vouched for by Prov. 30,17 O8 Nap’, obedience to a mother. Accordingly, €9 

Pyonw; vw. nA (T** yasm adducentur), which suggests ap. A als, Pee 

Wp’; see A at Jer. 3,17 and Gen.1,9. S$ @acas=—11p) (and © mpoodokia) may be 

a trace of the same reading; see note on 1,9. If the quatrain really expresses 

the prophetic hope of Judah’s universal sway, this correction would suit very 

well: 
Sceptre shall not depart from Judah 

Nor staff of rule from before hin, 

Until his Ruler come; 
And to Him the peoples flock! 

MAND, w. M02. 6G tiv wepiPodry avtov also favors nod, for which in four places 

it gives meptPoAaioy, e.g. Ex. 22,27 (26), where S tMxenol as here. 

bon, dark, from a root 52m, as the Assyrian ef/tu’” ‘darkness’ shows. See 

DeELIrzscH, Assyr. Worterb., p. 385, No. 185; Handworterbuch, p. 55. 

AM nay And 8Im1—=6 Kai a’tds Tap’ Sprov mAotwy, is tautologous and pointless 

after the previous line; and further objectionable because 41M, which recurs five 

times, is always joined either with o' (prose; e.g. Deut. 1,7) or with DM (poetry; 

Jud. 5,17 only). We might restore '38 52in ‘4 or In mM; cf Jon. 1,6; Ezek. 27,8. 

27-29. But the parallel passage, Jud.5,17, suggests M8 V2 NT. For sim, cf 

Wa20: 
M yrs Sy wn. A marginal gloss, specifying Zebulun’s point of contact with 

the seaboard, about which some difficulty was felt. As a local determination, 

it is without parallel in the entire poem, and is, besides, thoroughly prosaic. (For 

by, w6SI ay is preferable). In Deut. 33,18.19 Zebulun and Issachar are 

coupled together (cf v. 14), and it is said of them that 7/ey shall suck the abund- 

ance of seas \|| And treasures hid in the sand. \t is a curious indirect confirma- 

tion of this, in the case of Issachar, that ybin purple fish, was the name of his 

chief clan, 46,13; cf Jud. 10,1. 
pi wan. 6 TO Kadov éerceOmoev= INN IHN (cf Is.27,2, where 39M has the 

double rendering Kaddg emOvunua; Num. 16,15 Al van © emobunua); wa. Wan 

ao, a stout male ass; not, as €**, an ass of sojourners (BINN=0M3); cf Ar. 

ey large-bodied; a term applied to camels, e. g. est d\. But the phrases 

a> —— (= D1 Wan), a> uy) cited Gis. 7hes. from SCHULTENS, appear to 

to’ find no support in the native lexical works (A. G. ELLIS). J asinus fortis, 

correctly; A, dvog doTWOdNG¢. 

6 does not imply D1) WT, as GEIGER suggested; for in y 119, 20 MD13=eTeETO- 

Onoev, and tod emOuuijoa corresponds to maxnd, which 6 read man). 

AM 2 1D NID. »w.GI 72; but the concord might be restored by pointing mh 

=imin, his resting place, from M32 (8,9); S cypmse. 

AL npy3, 6 wiwy = maw (v. 20); Num. 13,20; so TO pw Ntayp, C* maw (cf C). 

py3 is not used elsewhere as here (yet cf oO yaa, wy 16,6); and ¥, y are some- 

times confused. Rich pasture would be more attractive to the eye of an ass 

than a lovely landscape. 
JPY, G evkadrmevoc = 3 (Ex. 23,31), not understanding the dr. hey. 

AMoonN 191 bs, G Kai meceitar 6 inmeds cig TA STiowW = NN 39 ODN; CF 

wy 114,3.5; and for the sense, Jer.8,16. As the bitten horse ¢Avows his rider, S 

Jsozwo, 2. ¢. SBN, zta ut dejiciat, seems preferable. 

AM mm snp qnywd. G tmhv owtnpiav mepyrevwv Kuptov, referring the line to 

Dan, as if mp stood in the text. This shows that the exclamation was felt as 

an interruption. It is out of rhythm and asymmetrical, the lines about Dan 

forming a hexasyllabic hexastich. It is probably the aspiration of some margi- 
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as the kings and gods of Assyria and Babylonia bore for state, that is intended; 

but a long staff reaching to the ground; cf HR (URA) great man, chief, king, a 

common Egyptian hieroglyph. The Bedouin sheiks and headmen of villages 
still carry such insignia of authority. The idea of a sitting figure, with the staff 5 

held between the feet, as seen in some ancient sculptures, does not harmonize 

with the context, which suggests movement. 

M wow xD Sy would naturally mean Until he come to Shiloh (1 Sam. 4,12); 

which is unsatisfactory, if only on the ground that Shiloh was an Ephraimite not 

a Judean sanctuary. Nor, considering the actual history of the place, is TUCH’s 

As long as men come to Shiloh (to worship), at all more probable; especially in 

the mouth of a Judean poet. If we must have a local name, it would be better 

to emend obw, fo Salem, 7. e. Jerusalem (14,8; y 76,2). In Jer. 41,5 (=6 48,5) 

M ei =G Tadrnu. David's reign over all Israel is dated from his entry into 

Jerusalem, 2 Sam. 5,5 ff., cf also 2Sam.7,10. Thus the sense of the quatrain 

would be: 
The rod of rule shall not depart from Judah, 

Nor the staff of sway from before him, 

that is, he shall retain the position of leading tribe, the hegemony in place 

and war 
Until he come to Salem (in triumph), 

Having the submission of peoples. 

Or nbw might be regarded as a secondary predicate: Until he come home scathe- 

Jess; Judah being personified, like Benjamin in Jud. 5,14, as a warrior who has 
gone forth to battle in the common cause (Jud.1,1.2); ¢£ Ahab’s words °83 4 

nidwa, 1 Kings 22,27, and (perhaps) o5w apy" x3", 33, 18. 
Another not essentially dissimilar view is suggested by a comparison of Deut. 

33,7: PSD Ny | (cf Ges.-Buhl*? 730) 19 ae py |] 1383 Wy Dx || TIA yp mm yow 
:mmn. The resemblance between m5 82° °> Jy and 138°3n wy 5x8) can hardly be 

accidental; especially as Deut. 33 imitates Gen. 49 in many other respects. And 

the likeness becomes more striking if, with all the old Versions, except € and 
3, we read not m5 but abv (=15 we), and render: Until he come to his own. 
So C. VON ORELLI; and perhaps John 1,11 ei¢ ta idia HAE may depend on this 
view of the passage. The Song of Deborah, which in other respects has served 

the author for a model, sufficiently authenticates the ancient poetical use of the 

relative w (Jud. 5,7). 
G éwe Gv €\On ta Grroxciveva atm may be thought to indicate something more 

than mdw (=1 iwex) in the original text. Hence CHEYNE’s suggestion of 75 nvr 

or md avy. In 24,2 5 wR=6 tv adtod. Keiuat and its compounds are rare 

in 6. For dnoxeioOa, see Is. 10,17, = (mw!); Hos.6,11 (nw); cf Job 34,23 aw, 

= xeitat; 2 Sam. 13,32 maw, G xeiuevoc. If then 6 be supposed to indicate ov 

7, this might be regarded as a transposition of n>wn, 2. ¢. either M9¥n Azs ruler, 
or a>" his dominion. As ® and w resemble each other in the old writing Cm, 

vw), the omission of one of them on that ground in some MSS would account 

for m>w. The passage would thus become similar to Zech. 9,9: 3> x12) Jado m7; 

and the suggestion of relationship is strengthened by the context; cf v. 11 ..i7VYy 
wn 399 with Zech. Z. c. MINN 32 Vy dps on dy; and our next line, Bey NAP» 191, 
with Zech. 9,10 0435 ody a2, which is followed by a definition of the extent of 

the king’s dominion (own). Cf. also Jer. 30,21; Mic. 4,8; 5,1; and the petition 

Thy kingdom come! Yet all this is very precarious; and AZ, W d@mdoxeita, with 
which the Oriental Versions agree, seems to prove that 7>w was the only known 

ancient reading and punctuation, though this rendering implies 817 79v, whose it 
(the paw) 7s; A Wd ge svi. 
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49 

(7) 

(10) 

108 Hee Genesis Hs>ebie— 49,7—10 

'p3). But further, })s" itself is an unsatisfactory parallel to 48, and in a bad sense 

is late. We therefore restore nn13y2, after v.7°, where we should expect B33, 

if that term were original here. The term WW is collective, as in 32,6. 

sik, so G. ww. WIN is due to mere confusion of 4, 4, and }, *, rather than design; 

just as ax Onin for ony is due to the common Samaritan confusion or inter- 

change of the gutturals. 

The alliterations DX Wix, ONIDyI ty, and cases of internal alliteration like opnx 

3py"a (p-p), should be noticed. 

M PIS Ayr TV; wGH PV; but cf 16,12. The (octosyllabic?) rhythm of the 
triplet seems to require a term like msn, which we supply as predicate to 1; 

25 ,26; Job 16, 12. 
mSy 32 Alyy, 6 ex PAaotod bie wou aveBns = From a shoot (cf.8, 11 F710 = Kdp@os, 

a twig; Ezek.17,9 *B), my son, thou grewest up! (41,5; cf. Hif‘il, Ezek. 19, 3). 

But this does not suit the context, Judah being compared to a lion, not a plant, 

in the preceding and following lines. As )3 is strictly a cub, whelp, we might 

perhaps render 4: Through prey, uiy son, thou grewest up/=On prey thou 
wast reared; (cf v. 12; Job 14,9 for }®). But the use of the term nby suggests 

other possibilities. It is the term used, Jud.1,1 ff. of Judah’s goiwg up to the 
conquest of the hill-country which was to become his permanent home. And 
there may be an intentional contrast between the sensual behavior of Reuben 

(Pax ‘a2vp my, v. 4) and the martial vigor of Judah (ny 33 AWD Against the 
prey, my son, thou wentest up! Or, On the prey ...sthou sprangest; cf. 31, 10). 
This would still be the case, if we read 4505; o£ J ad praedam, fili mi, ascen- 
disti/ But the nearest verbal parallel, Jer.4,7, 12309 7™8 my, suggests that 

AHp may conceal a local determinative; and this idea derives some confirmation 
from the echo of the present passage in Deut. 33,22: :;jwanm yo par || AMS Wd 

Dan ts a lion’s whelp \| That leapeth forth from Bashan! Possibly therefore we 

should restore yn, From the desert (Zeph. 3,3); from which Judah went up to 
the conquest of his mountain home. After all, however, inasmuch as the suc- 
ceeding couplet He crouched, he couched, like a lion \\| Or a lioness —who durst 

rouse him represents him as lying down to doze, as these animals do, when 

sated with food (cf Num. 23,24; 24,8.9); the common reading and interpreta- 

tion may be right: A /ion’s whelp was Judah; \\ From the prey, my son, thou 

wentest up! (scil. to thy mountain lair; Cant: 4,8). Cf17,22 "301 Syn. 

MAND Daw Wo’ 8); cf Zech. 10, 11: WWD" DYD Hawi; an apparent imitation, which 
shows how the passage was understood in later times. Cf also the Chronicler’s 
paraphrase of vv.8.10 (1 Chr.5,2), with 1Sam.9,16; 13,14 (39935 occurs in all 

three places; see also Dan.9,25). 6 ovxK exdciwer dpxwv €& lovda, apparently 

reading 1D. and How = apxwy, 42,6).. For »2v, see Num. 24,17 (where 3533 is 

probably, like Sumerian MULMUL, @ /ance; or else a club, mace, or maul, with a 

spiked head); Is.10,5.15; wy 2,9; Ezek. 19,11 D°>vm ‘aw; as well as Jud. 5,14; 

Y 23,4. 
yon pan ppno. 6 Kai fHrovmevocg ex THY uNnpwv adTod = FJ et dux de femore ejus 

(ff. TO ‘M193 133m NBD), see G at 46,26; Deut. 28,57. The Chronicler understood 

the words in the same way, 1 Chr.5,2. His 339 93351 is as clearly a paraphrase 
of this line, as the preceding YM82 723 WNT > is of PIR 32 79 ynnw, v. 8. But 
evidently 931 p29, which is parallel to 77) in the former stichus, depends on 
yp"; and ppm is not /eader (Jud.5,14; Is. 33,22), but synonymous with »3¥, as 

the parallelism requires (Num. 21,18; yy 23,4; 60,9). And as, Jud. 5,27, mds p2 

means defore her, at her feet, 8991 $3 here may denote from before him; referring 
to the actual position of the long staff, grasped in the right hand, as the chief 

walks or stands still. 

yoan pap rather than 1? p2p; because it is not a short ornamental sceptre, such 
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(5) 

(6) 

49,5.6 Hatt Genesis e<>eBhe- = 107 

Al mdy sprys nbn tw is certainly corrupt; for (2) 55m is always transitive, e. ¢. Lev. 
19,8, and ‘yis* is most naturally its object here; (4) the sing. yvs* is never found, 

though the word, which is poetical, occurs four times besides, ¢. g. w 132,33; 
(c) the parallel passage 1 Chr. 5,1 has Wax ‘yys' 1531; and (@) instead of sys" 

my my couch he climbed’ — which, as a sort of sotto voce addressed to the 

audience, is almost comic, besides being abrupt and unmetrical — the parallelism 

demands a phrase corresponding to J’38 ‘22w», just as n>dn corresponds to ny. 
All the conditions are satisfied by 739" ‘yyy ¢he couch of thy sire (¥ run together 
were misread y; and 77, 7). G tote €uiavac trv otTpwuviv ov avépns implies 

mvp ois" (so also Sf); which is at least nearer the mark than Al. Better still, 

3 et maculasti stratum ejus. 3 8 for 8, perhaps rightly; 29,14; 44,28. As ‘3 

and 3&8 are sometimes confused, we might even restore ‘>. 

Momma» opn 2. A prima facie objection to the rendering weapons of vio- 
lence are thetr swords (or daggers), is that all swords and daggers are instruments 

of violence. Court swords were hardly in fashion in those days. Nor does it 

seem likely that nN2n=shepherds’ staves (see w 23,4 JN3iywh) JHIw); especially 

as Simeon and Levi are expressly said to have been armed with swords (35n) at 
the massacre of Shechem, 34,25f. Cf also 48,22; which proves that other 

weapons besides shepherds’ crooks were familiar to the pastoral nomads of 

Canaan. 
Again, even if n3% could mean compacts or contracts of marriage, with refer- 

ence to 34,13 ff. it is questionable if a nuptial agreement could be called a ‘3; 

a term which, occurring some 320 times besides, is always used of material ob- 

jects (of. 27,3; 24,53; 31,37; 42,25; 43,11; 45,20). We follow wm “2p dpm 159, 
6 ouvvetédeoay ddixiav €F aipeoews (var. cEaipeoews) avtwv; so CO say (= 15>). 

The expression €& aipéoews avtWv occurs 1 Macc. 8,30: Tomoovtar €F aip. avr. 

AV they may do it at their pleasures (= Heb. ans13 wy; cf Neh.g,24). It 

looks as if 6 read nqN3% instead of HN», and interpreted: ¢hey accomplished 

violence in consequence of their choice (=at their pleasures). A noun éaipeots 

does not, I believe, recur in 6 or NT; but 3 is rendered eEa1petoOm, Job 36,21, 

and aipeioOm, 2 Sam. 15,15, &c. Or, €& aip€oewso may represent 0N3739, as 

NESTLE suggests. However all this may be, the rhythm of the parallel stichus favors 

onoa» instead of omni; as does also the fact that 6 renders in the szzg. 

The dm. M2» scheme, plot, may fairly be derived from 2 Zo dg, in a meta- 

phorical sense; cf y 7,16; Prov. 16,27: The wicked man digs (contrives) mischief. 

So wan, opm, fo dig, search, and then devise, y 64,6 (7). Or we may accept 

DE DIEU’s reference to to practice decett, lay plots, stratagems &c. (see LANE); 

Eth. @n@: The idea of plots and stratagems, with reference to the crafty ruse 
by which the two brothers fatally deceived the Canaanite chiefs, is almost de- 

manded by the context. Simeon and Levi are very brothers (in guile); their 

schemes are lawless and cruel; the patriarch washes his hands of their nefarious 
conspiracies — this is what the first four lines seem to declare. (As OM is not 

quite satisfactory, and as five of the other tribes are figured as animals, we 

should perhaps point ons, Ayenas, Is. 13,21). S oso wo fron their nature= 

pnp (?); of Ezek. 16,3; 21,35. 

M ann; Is. 14,20 only. €9S seem to have read either Wn or ANN descendat/ 

ww. IM (= 6 epioa) is obviously wrong. Deut. 33,5 (point 1h’) perhaps justifies 

MM. As 732 is masc. in Lam.2,11, we have read 4m‘, but the term may be fem. 

here, as in Arab., Syr., Eth., and Talmudic use. 

M55, my glory. G6 ta hratd wou=23, my “iver; cf. Lam.2,11; and Assyr. 

kabittu, liver, as a synonym of mind, heart, disposition. See also wy 16,9;57,9, 

&c. where the same pointing is probably right, as H1Tzic noted. 
AM osn3. We might omit the unrhythmical 1; cf abapa supra, where w6SI 
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106 —o8iQegety Genesis +2<beSie- 47,30—49,4 

47 (30) An apa; the original reference being to Rachel’s grave (see last note). # onapa. 

(31) Al nwpT, Ze ded, is certainly right, as the parallel 1 K. 1,47 22pm Sy JonT nny 
shows. Moreover, the bed — myn — is mentioned again almost immediately, 

48,2. So €O (xpry), and 3. G tij¢ pdpdou adtod (—inbH), pointing MBAA; so S, 

and Heb. 11,21. 5 

48 (1) Al “ns, ww 18 (as in the same phrase, 22,1). 
AM OmDS, G + HACev mpd laxwB=s3py* 58 8M; which is implied by np» (cf 11,31; 
12,5), and by the 5°58 82 of v. 2. 

(7) Al jab, w.S6 + ow. 10 

(8) 19; w6 ; n AM. 

(11) As the rare 555 seems doubtful in the sense of 40 suppose, believe, we might con- 

jecture ‘nb5n (Job 35,14); cf TO nao, S leaeo: fo see thy face [ did not hope. 

snd>p (21,7) also seems possible. 
(12) mYIN YR innws, cf Num. 22,31 (same source); 1 Sam. 25,23. © implies the 15 

reading 7¥18 DDS 15 NNW. So also S. 
(13) ons, so OSIA rightly; c/ v.10. , Ml. 

(14) V, 226; of v.17. , A. a 

bow he crossed or laid crosswise, dm. Cf. SS to shackle (horse or camel); 40 

plait (two locks of hair) on the right and left of the forehead (LANE). 20 
(15) Al ARDY NX; G avtovc=onk, z. e. the two boys; cf v. 16. %33 may have fallen out 

in HM; cf. 3 filiis Joseph. 
M vnyo; cf Num. 22,30 (E). «w “syn; 6 ek vedtnTd¢ wou=yIV (so $3). 

(16) JNdan, 2x. on, cre A7mg; an interesting variant; but cf Hos. 12,3.4. 
Myst dt., G wAnOvvOcinoav—i9¥ (1,22; 3,16 e¢ saep.); which is much more 25 

likely, and adds force to the following and G cic mAfP0¢ TOAU=7ND S532 Chie 

9,9). So apparently S$ (cf 1,28). 
(17) Al nwa wei dy. But cf 19,2.3; 2 Sam. 6,10 for 58 (so A). COS prefix mpi). 
(20) Mt 43, G év buiv—o23. Al is perhaps due to JHw". 

AM FID, G eddoynOyoetai=—J13"; (due to memory of the other passages 12,3; 30 

18,18; 28,14 &c.) and so SJA. 

(22) nx nw. G Lika eEaipetov. The peculiar epithet may indicate the pointing 

ans; the term being understood as an Aramaism (1n8=1nx). More probably, 

Sns (ax. AMX) was taken to mean waicus, sole of its kind, unmatched, unequaled; 

cf. Ezek. 7,5; Judg. 16,28(?). This was natural enough, as the one shoulder of 35 

the Heb. (sh*chém) really denotes the site of Shechem, which lay on the shou/der 

or slope of Mt. Gerizim, in a situation of peerless beauty. See the Dict. Bzd/. 

GEORGE ELIOT speaks of ‘he shoulders of the Binton Hills (Adam Bede, c. lui). 

49 (2) 2wpm. Orsygm. Aliyews; probably an inadvertent repetition. OA vary the verb. 4o 

(4) Al ow np. The Versions give a verb; G eE0Bpioac (L UmepeZeoac) wo Howp; an 

DAD MIND; wT ‘po nysns ebwlliisti instar aguarum; S$ Mang errasti; 3 effusus es. 

This seems better than 1nd, which is awkward in junction with ove. The form 

mind, moreover, suits the octosyllabic rhythm of the triplet. But as neither tp 

nor any form of ind occurs elsewhere, except the part. (Jud. 9, 4; Zeph. 3,4), we 45 

prefer ‘83 Mb here; which suits the rhythm quite as well, if we point 1n3n at the 

end of the stichus. 

Manin bs. The Hif‘il of wn occurs 23 times besides; always transitively, in the 

sense of Jetting remain over and above, e. g. leaving food after a meal, or letting 

men survive (in two places, Deut. 28,11; 30,9, of causing people to abound in 50 

various goods). We therefore point 1nn; cf Dan. 10,13. 6 tw) exZeons, perhaps 

reading nvin 58 (see 6 at Ex. 16,20). S$ waeh J thou shalt not remain! 3 non 

crescas / =D ds. 



47 

(6) 

(18) 

(26) 

(28) 
(29) 

47,6—29 oHQetet+ Genesig M<deSho- 105 

text of 6, which is self-evidently ‘preferable. According to Syr. Hexapl., how- 

ever, 6 omitted 5.6%. 
Aw nyt ON}; 21 wt for the third word (cf Eccl. 2,19, DSM pry ws). «2. some- 
times wrongly has 7 for Al} (e. ¢. 19,2; 30,32); and reversely } for 7 (22,9.24); 

but here a. is preferable: ¢/ thou knowest whether there are &c. We, however, 
divide: w’ nny 08) (Alena scriptio): and if thou knowest there are &c. For 

the construction, cf 12,13; 21,7. 

M oryn ppp. For pwyn, see y 109,8. G€OS3 ad). plur. 

hom Dd, G kata owpa, reading 413 for }¥. But oWya may be a corruption of 

OTOMG. 
AM mdny di. Aey.; an Aramaism (a5 = aNd). We prefer w. 89m; cf 19,11. But 
G eédmev (21,15) suggests bom) (=dam). S probably own (v. 19). 

AL HDD, 2.6 HOI. So again v. 16 ad fin. 
31.63 +- ond, which has fallen out in Al after o>). 
AM odm3% is very strange in the sense of he supported them. © Kai cEeOpepev 

avtovc=pbad>) (45,11; of 50,21. But in w 23,2 ceéOpewev we = *39T3"). S usoih 

(=ad, v. 12); EO j}} (so also in v. 12). 
anD3 85, G ww} Tote extpipWuev, wrongly pointing 3M53 (Ex. 9,15). 

AL 58 by monan mpe. If 38 5x be not a spurious interpolation, a word must 

have fallen out; sn 83 (or 837) is naturally suggested by }Dv 58 DIMIpp NN INN, 

.17. (atx 58 is not the same as ‘3385; so that we cannot render Ml: and the 

aie are my lord's). 

AL yw yn, G+ yw) chat we may sow; which might have fallen out through ho- 

mceoteleuton. Cf v.23 ad fin. 
A ovyd snk ayn, Ze wade them goand live in the towns; an unlikely statement. 

We follow 1.6: pays ins Wayn, he reduced them to the condition of serfs; doing, 

in fact, what they had themselves suggested, v. 19; cf v.2 

AM neiana, af the ingatherings or harvests; cf. TO xndvy “yr when they bring in 

the crop (so 8). But meyan means proventus=yield, produce of the soil; and an 

reads mnNiana 27 the yield thereof (7. e. of the land, v. 23); of Ex. 23,10. A Sjifth 

in ¢he yield=a fifth of the yield. 
Al peed dowdy povnaa wed) o29x51 is rather incoherent. Correcting pod doxds 
and for food for yourselves (=6 ai cic BpWow vuiv), and pointing boNds instead 

of boxdy, we at least get a well-knit clause. 6 , popu boxb1; but shose who are 

in your houses=your dependents, clansmen, slav es, &c. (=TO j1"N3 war). Possibly 

we should correct: pD5¥ 555) at the end. S apparently 'by) p2"n3 bowby rod). 

Al wind myisd does not suit the context syntactically. After pn? ...ow" an infin. 

is expected, if anything; and 6 actually gives dnomeuttodv TH Papaw (GAM; but 

GE tH Papaw anoreuttobv). > wan Zo pay fifth to... is like 9 rwy fo pay te onth 

(or tithe) Zo ... (28,22); although in 41, 34 wen c. ace. Pers. is to exact a fifth from 

(cf. Wy, Neh. 10,38). DILLM. Yana myrpd; cf. S law wo py ad-ad. This is 

quite possibly the true reading; but the superfluous character of the statement 

(cf. 1 Sam. 30,25), and the use of nwpn, not whan, in v. 24, indicate the presence 

of a marginal gloss. 

AM ord, wv. 7725. 
AL 7, a. rightly 1. 

After this verse we venture to insert 48,7, which is quite out of place where it 

stands in Al, but perfectly appropriate here (see BRUSTON, ZAT ’87, p. 206 ff.) ; 

replacing Al TDD (4.6 -- D8) by pny, with KaurzscH-Socin, and adding JSS 

after 5m. (68). We follow ax in pax na. for Al pax n723 (cf 35,16) and 

mNADS for NIDY (cf 35, 19). 
6 kata tov inmddpouov xaBpaba Tij¢ yf\¢ is comflate. The rendering immddpopoc 

indicates a conjecture naa for n33. 
Gen. i4 
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(23) 

(29) 

(5) 

104 ASE Genesio $2kbeStio- 46,23—47,5 

AM awy mya, G d€xa dxtwW (var. d€ka Kai évvea); because of additions to v. 20. 

ws, TMIWY YIN; cf vv. 15.18. So again v. 25: Al npyaw, w. paw. 

pwn yt ‘331. As Hushim is formally plur. (z. e. the name of a clan), it is not 

necessary to suppose the omission of any other name or names. (See also on 

36,25). Num. 26,42, however, reads anw; and 6 offers yet another inversion 

Aoou=nown. The * was not originally written in this name, nor in D5w, DDN, v. 22. 

It marks the opinion of those who inserted it that these names are plur. — C/ 
iv (Clowes ie } 

pbw; cf. aw. ovdw; so 1 Chr. 7,13. G Cuddnu. AL odw. 
Al mpyyy apy> mNam. We transpose the first two terms, as the sense requires, 
and v.27 suggests. ©SJ wth (uetd, ps, cum) Jacob; which shows that the 
difficulty was perceived. 

wGTOST 15%; AL Td. 
pw, © évvea (corrupt for €mtd, see on v. 20). So 6 adds tévte, 5, to the total 

of 70. (Curiously, there are 75 lines in the Blessing of the Tribes, 49, 3-27). 

M v3pb nnd is meaningless. 6 ovvavtijoa ait = "35d mapad (2 Sam. 18,9; 
Deut. 22,6). Jacob sent Judah on before himself, to bid Joseph come to meet 
him in Goshen. Joseph obeys, v. 29. 

In this sense, 83p3 is construed with *355 as well as 5s (Num. 23,16). We there- 

fore further emend Al P58 NW, v. 29, to YON sp and he met him; which follows 

naturally on nsapd dys. 

ax MISnd (1 Kings 18,2 cm 58); and in v. 29 ANY; so S ape. 

m3w3. 6 xa’ ‘Hpwwv mod; and so again, v.29. May not this reference to 

Heroépolis, the Egyptian “vo or “vi, have originated in a misunderstanding of 

num> (as if, 7o Horoth)? At all events, jw3 mYI8 is rendered eis yijv Payeoon; 

of. 47,11. — MINI; wST sing. 

my miss Sy Jan. 6 Kai EkAavoev KkavOuwd movi (var. thefovi), omitting the re- 
peated msis 5y. The term Wy is strange, in spite of the parallel adduced from 

Ruth 1,14 (© €xhkavoav Ett, as usual). It may be a marginal gloss, noting the 

repetition of M18 by; or referring to the former occasion of Joseph’s weeping, 
45,14. At any rate, 6 seems to have read A297) 453 J". 

DYybA, 2,23; 18,32. 6 amd tod vov=nnyn (Mic. 4,7). Inversion and confusion 

of letters. — 7.35, $-+-°32, which may have fallen out owing to likeness to the 

previous word. 

ras ma 5s; », ©. Perhaps 5D); cf Set ad omnem domum patris sui. 

AM jya> pasa ws, G of hoav ev yi) Xavaav. 7, which occurs in the next line, 

may have fallen out of #1. But one would rather have expected '3 prxd Wks, 
who are of (=belong to) Canaan; cf. Jud. 13,2; or else, jy3> pax 8 183, without 

WR ; Of AT. 

nya, so 6; but wGOSZ ps, as inv. 32. Cf 47,3; where the Versions (ax.6 &c.) 

rightly read the plur. for St mys. 

AL D8) (so wxS +158); G rd; 45, 26. 
w+ ny; cof G tapédape. So 48,1. 

4 ns, perhaps a misreading of ' ‘M8 (¢ being confused with }). sxn6GSA AoW ‘ns, 

as required by context. 

4 mys, »2. rightly *py1; and so the other Versions. Confusion of AA A? 

mya 5s wx. Possibly some such question as 3m onya aNd has fallen out be- 

fore these words. Otherwise they seem redundant. 

82 pasa wad. As according to 45,17 f. (E), the Pharaoh had expressly sent 

for them, this statement clearly belongs to a parallel narrative or different source 

(wiz. J). 

The original order is disturbed, and the text abridged in #l5».6. We follow the 
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(19) 

(Rh: G2 

(25) 

\ 
(22 

44,30—46,22 ~eiiQotete Genesio +2<eSho- 103 

S 3835 for ‘833; cf on v. 24. — 33NX, aw. “NN (to agree with ‘AN ... °835). 
sx OSIA-+33N8 rightly. Al thought of 42,36. Cf vv. 30.34. 

YAS w.; Al aN; 3 38. 

HL mm). In Jud. 6,4 mne=a means of subsistence. Here the sense of freserver 

of life seems necessary (=m n9d; or mnNHd, 1 Sam. 2,6); cf v. 7. 
AM awrdyd; cf 32,9. »aGSA » brep.; vightly, as m7 is always joined with accus. 

elsewhere (for Gen., see 6,19.20; 19,19; 47,25; 50,20). Otherwise, we might 

render: and to preserve (tt; 7. e. NSW) fo you for a great body of survivors. 
NESTLE proposes nym instead of nyvnnd. 
yw, G+Apapiac (cf 46,34); a gloss which is wanting in 47,1. A pow 
Assadir. 

For Al 7:32 932) 732 S reads yMas alae yun, a plausible reading; cf 15,3. 
win come to want; so €O yapann. Cf. Prov. 20,13; 23,21; 30,9; 1 Sam. 2,7 wip 

makes poor. © extprpijs (cf. Num. 32,21 éxtpiph=wn7); S pall, 3 pereas. 

AML wwe 12. TOS wean, A weam, for the second word, which is certainly more 

tolerable than 182 (42,19). But the term was probably copied in from the next 

line. 

Al wy Ast Any Ans) has no syntactical connection with what follows, and is 

plainly corrupt. 6 20 dé Evterar TabTA=Net NX AY ANS) (, wy, which may be 

a mere repetition from v. 17). We adopt this, correcting ons for ms (cf Ex. 

25,22 for the double accusative). DILLM. DAN AY FANN, retaining Al wy ns. 

) Al nerd here only. We adopt the usual pointing. 

GSI Mvy), as though nst2 referred to the presents for the brothers, instead of 

to what follows. 

ond, S ron wine. Cf. 27,28.37; Deut. 32,14. 

MYIN, as in v.17; soax. AL prs, with note AYN PAD. 

GAS 52) 810; Al , 87, implying 383 plur. Many codd. of 6 , 817. 

GAJ+ow; , M. Cf 1 Sam. 11,15. A 
say mw. A paraphrases rightly Zoagas shall close thine eyelids (when thou 

diest). 

MM myn, GA lwong, (45,27); but Syr. Hexapl. Papaw = A, 

AL dion, so Num. 26,21. a» San; cf 6 lewounh. 
Al TID; an.S AN; see Jud. 10,1. 

Ml 3y is certainly wrong; 6 lacovg, lacouB=21 (Num. 26,24). 

AL YDS, 2.6 pos (Num. 26,15). 
Al J338, 2S pyssx; G6 Oacofay, scribal error for EooBav. Num. 26,16 “318. 

Al sw mw. The similarity of the two names renders them suspicious. Num. 

26,44 omits the first. GA Kai leoou Kai leouA=ONy™s yyy. 

6 + €yévovto dé viol Mavacon, ods Etexev avTH 1 TaAAaK h Lupa, TOV Mayeip- 

Mayeip d€ éyévvnoev tov Fakaad. viol d€ Eppam adekpodt Mavacon: Loutadaau 

kal Taau* viol dé Loutahaau, Edeu= 29 ny INT wad 19 IY Wwe WI 32 1 
yw ndmw 321 yon) nbmw mwap ms MeN yay syda nk yop Ty. See Num. 
26 ,35.36. 

Dawei, G+ ya sya 0; cf 1 Chr. 8,3 ff. 
Al DDD wT “NX must be corrected after Num. 26,38 to ow) OWNS; cf 1 Chr. 

8,4.5. The corruption was perhaps prior to the adoption of the square character; 

© and w in the old script being similar (™, w) and liable to confusion, It may, 

however, be due to mere transposition of the two letters. 

A 398); 6 WW AS H13:95; but see Num. 26,40. Ard=Addar, 1 Chr. 8,3. So S. 

AL 35. is ungrammatical. 16S m75:, as in the same formula, v. 15. €OA 11>), as 

in v. 27. 
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43 (16) 

44 

(18) 

(26) 
(27) 

(28) 

(8) 
(9) 

(12) 
(13) 
(16) 

(20) 

(24) 

102 HSS BGenesig ahestio- 43, 16—44,24 

MM y2 NX DAN; so, too, S. +63 '2 ns) onk. 

A 3, ww. AND as in vv. 16.17. 

awn, which returned, as though of itself; indicating the mystery of the event. 
But 21.6 awiw7, as before, v. 12. 

AM Sbanmd dm. Aey. Cf Hithpalpel, Job 30,14. But 6 (tod ovKopavtfom Huds) 

seems to have read baanm, and understood this in the sense of bad (2 Sam. 19,28); 

of. 3 ut devolvat in nos calumniam, TOS (RIVIINND; erieidead) suggest Stannd 
(Is. 10,15). S, too, reads b>3nnb (37,18) for the following >psnm. 

228, 2.6 plur. But cf 50,17. 

Se 82 DDDDD, G Td dé Apyipiov VuwV EvdoKWodV améxw = RI Dy ODdBo>; 

129 =d0xKiwov, 23,16, being a gloss in their Heb. text. (For 8 si=dexw, cf 

Num. 32, 19). 

After "inne, 6 + D»x rightly; cf 42,6. 
ps8 owt. The term ow is not an adjective here, any more than in 1 Sam. 
16,4; 25,6 (see DRIV.); cf the use of nox, Deut. 22,20; 2 Sam. 7,28. The idiom 

perhaps expresses: /s your father all well (or guite well)? Ts thy visit wholly 

Jriendly> Lit. Zs your father health (itself)? and so on. 
‘nm. ww6--owdsd sind wsn 713 WX; perhaps to account for the reverence ex- 

hibited by the brothers (nnwy Pp; .. WNW, as in v. 26), as though it were at 

the mention of the Deity. On the other hand, it is perhaps more natural to read 

ap innw, referring the act of reverence to Joseph, who bows his head in thank- 

fulness for the good news about his father; cf 24,26. The addition will then 

belong to the original text. So NESTLE. 
oO) by, w.6; cf 1 Kings 3,26. At ON. 

2) We point no ¥89 as before. So the Versions. Al nysnd. 
) AM Nw Zfers.; cf. 42,25. GS plur. Perhaps we should point 8¥ causative. 

Mt naw bor. Verses 22.26 and 45,1 suggest nywd yoy. 
At end, G+ iva ti ekhkéwaté pou TO Kévdu TO dpyupodv; = yaa ns ‘> onasa And 
ADIN (or 4OIT yaa ‘yaa ns). S begins v.5 thus: awd have stolen that cup in ° 

which my lord &c. 3 Scyphus quem furati estis &c. But # seems more natural, 

with its assumption that the culprits are well aware of what is meant by the 

charge. m=the thing you wot of. Zs zt not the very one my lord drinks out of, 

and which he himself indeed divines with 
ADIT, w.6H; Hl ADD. 
Al nim, vw. nov. Cf verses 10.31. 

M mp ...nn. For znfin. abs., of. 1 Sam.3, 12; KLOSTERMANN on 2 K. 21,13. 

yonyy, the usual construction (cf v. 11); so 2.6, Al sing. 

mim a8"). WELLH. omits the proper name, and corrects 9X", on the ground 

that Judah does not come forward till v.18. But if it is not to be supposed 

that all the brothers spoke at once, they must have had some one spokesman, 

and why not Judah (especially in the narrative of J)? When his pleading in 

this character fails, Judah draws nearer, and makes special intercession, 

7273 MH, so wOHSIA. . 1 M. — DTN, 6; , ) 4, which is more emotional. 

Mi yxd, GA yasd which is perhaps right, as Rachel had so long been dead 

(35,16 ff.); cof 24,67 01 confused with »). 

IPIN, so awSIA; AL 28 (3 perhaps fell out here before 3\). There seems no rea- 

son why the speaker should not say ‘38, 13°38, according to context. Here the 

latter is clearly right, being preceded and followed by 1 plur. Cf wv. 25.31. 

But in v. 32 13.385 would spoil the sense. Variations of this kind may, of course, 

be partly due to attempts at uniformity. In v. 30 4 ‘38 is perhaps preferable to 

6S$J i348; but in v.27 GSA 13938 seems better than Ml ‘38 (the homceoteleuton 

with 1358 may have caused the omission of 13—). 
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42 (9) 
(10) 

(11) 
(13) 

(14) 

(16) 

io) 

OW WN a 

wm rel “Nos & GW Oo 

aS Ss"? WS 

(12) 
(14) 
(15 

42,9—43,15 teats Genesis +3<PeSHe- 101 

nvy, 6 ta ixyn=—Ndpy (9 run together’); so again v.12. Cf wp 77,19. 

M PI2y), «6S . 1 (duplication of *). *2 rather than } would have been used (cf 

v. 12); but neither is wanted. 

AL 33M3, ws. 13038, which, moreover, immediately follows. 

AL INS ONS IBy wy ov. The context shows that the meaning is: We, thy 

slaves, are twelve brothers=Y12y 13038 ONS Wy ow. A, however, says: Thy 

twelve slaves (here) — brothers are we; whereas only ten (v. 3) were addressing 

Joseph. OSH. cancels 13938, but needlessly. Cf v. 32. 

41,28 shows that 12597 has fallen out; 20,16; Job 13,16 are very doubtful parallels 

for 81m instead of 87. 

A np, © inp. 
After this verse, a.-- in} YIN AN Wy YAR 8 ay ays Oy No wR. See 44,22. 
This is by way of a reply to Joseph’s proposal; which, however, was an announce- 

ment of his intention, from which there was no appeal for the brothers. Their 

immediate imprisonment, v. 17, finely suggests his despotic power. 

yDN, an unusual term (Is. 24,22), perhaps with an allusion to the name dy. 

Otherwise, we might correct 108% (cf NF, v. 16). 

yu, TANT, as in v. 33 (see on 43,14); but it has not yet been specified which brother 

is meant. 
Als} wy" looks like an interpolation of the same character as that of a» at the 
end of v.16. Possibly this phrase belongs to the end of v.25, and }> o7m> wyy 

belongs here: avd thus did he treat them; 7. e. in this strange way. Or the sen- 

tence is proleptic. 
may. aw. M2 is more vivid: we gloated over (wy 22,18). S$ also has 3. But cf 

21,16; 44, 34. 

Aids ANA, w6SI ry '3 rightly; ch 32,9; 34,27. 

Mt '5> ny oxdoy. We restore mixdod (1 Chr. 29,5), in accordance with the infini- 

tives that precede and follow. So © eumAfjou. Or read AS sdond &c. 

Ms} ond wyy. The plur. wy is required by the context (so $3), while ond 

is superfluous. 6 Kat eyevOn KTh.=wy; cf Esth.5,6. 6 wrongly points thus, 

44,2. See on Vv. 20. 

6 1pDD AWS, the former term being introduced from the parallel narrative, v. 35. 

M avin, 63 -.°. — m7; 2. and four MSS Heb.-+- 817; so also 6 xai ido todo. 

Al ans jn, 6+ wp3, which is doubtless correct (40,3). 1 K. 10,27 is hardly 

parallel. 

41 DNS MIN, 2w2.6S reversely. See v. 13. 

GTOS +12, as before (v.19); , AM. 

DNs nN}, so GSIA; . 3 Al. : 

MM ipws, S oss paas = Heb. inne ba (v. 27); ff S v. 28; 43,22. 

wns, so SA rightly; cf v.9. Al ‘ns (3) follow). 

M nim, but G6 dro tWyv kaptwv. The term has nothing to do with Ma (Zfu7- 

gical) song, but is related possibly to the Arabic p39 fruit, ye date, Wan palm, 

by interchange of dentals and sibilants; cf Ss, pna, p13, and 5, 1; Aram. %, %; 

and similar instances. 
WII erape-syrup=_ p> (dibs) datejuice or honey, and in vulgar Arabic gvafe- or 

ratsin-juice or syrup; cf. Assyrian (iv R* 21,1B, rev. 7) akula taba, sitd daspa, Eat 
the good, drink the sweet! (Cf Neh. 8, 10: a»pnos nw osHw 92x). The Assyrian 

dispu, daspu, like the Heb. was, mean both honey, and honey-sweet liquors or syrups. 

MM sawiwn. We point as usual. 

“NNT, so 22.6; see 42,19.33. Al ans, which should, at least, be si. 

AM DMD, 2. ADMD (12,10). The evidence is the stronger, as a4 is apt to omit 

n—, both in verb and noun. 
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(45) 

(48) 

(50) 
(51) 

(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 

42 (1) 

(6) 

100 —HSte+ Genesio 23areSHo- 41,45—42,6 

It was necessary to inform the people that Joseph had been set over them by 
the Pharaoh himself (cf v. 41). The supposed Egyptian salutation thus dis- 
appears. 

The Versions are hardly worth noticing here. 6 kai éxypuzev éutpoodev adtod 

KNpvE’ Kal KaTEOTHOEV aVTOV KTA. depends apparently on reading 28 or XMD for 

ras (Dan. 3,4; 5,29); a term which, being of Greek origin, can hardly be 

right here. ; 

M3yh n3sb¥, 6 VovOouqavynx. It is perhaps the Hebraized form of Ss J q “iy 

(sut'a en pa-anx)=The Protector of Life. Whatever the Egyptian title intended, 
it is evident that the first element in it has been assimilated to the Semitic root 

1S, Zo Azide, as was recognized by OSA. (Cf HIERON. Quaest. p. 61: Licet He- 

braice hoc nomen absconditorum reppertorem sonet. He adds: interpreta- 

tur ergo sermone Aegyptio Zapfancthfane ... salvator mundi; which is certainly 

nearer the mark). [Cfé LAGARDE, JZittheil. iii, 226.282, also CORNILL, Ein 51]. 
DMs PAS Sy ADI NB" is clearly not Heb. as it stands, , ©. We correct ns nw 

"Nx AD, after v. 33. The error is due to a copyist’s eye having wandered to 83% 

HDI in the second member of the verse. €O inserts ww after }OY (42,6); and 
so A (Waly over all the land of Egypt). 
AM ynoows ow ysw 52s 5> nx cannot be right, as D’3w is definite, and demands 

the article (see v. 47). But this change alone makes a poor sense. We, therefore, 

follow 26; cf v.53. 3 all the produce of the seven years of plenty which were &c. 
AM Ids, 2.6 plur. 

‘3W3, the antique sound, for the sake of assonance with mw3p. But the pointing 

is more likely a mere error for ‘3¥%3; cf 30,20, and similar instances, which prove 

that the recognition of likeness between sounds did not depend much on vocali- 
zation. 

smbn, 6 Wywoev— 3017 (© confused with , and transposed). 

Wt, szSIJ 1; but 7 refers to yawn, cof vv. 48.56. 
ma, 6S m7 85 (a misunderstanding). 
HW Wwyn, ww. Wwyn. 
Mop S> dy, w.GS 5p sop dy. 
#l ona WwsE is meaningless. 55 n&, of course, implies a substantive; and All is an 

easy corruption of [Jan nsx, ¢he stores of grain. Cf. 6 tovs oitopokWvac, ». WS 
32-on3, 3 biol; and see Joel 1,17. The confusion may have begun in the old 

writing, in which YY (3) resembles w (wv). 
M raw, and he bought grain (v.57; 42,3.5), should, of course, be 12¥ (f 

42,6)=2% YAW, and he sold grain. 

AWW 7) 

sav, grain, as sold from the granaries, is not likely to be derived from 12%, in 
the sense of that which ts crushed in the mill. It is perhaps from neo-Sumerian 

Sirba = nirba, nidaba (ZK il, 421) the corn-god, Egyptian zeprz. [Nirba, however, 

is an error for Visaba; cf. DELITZSCH, HWB, p. 471; AW, p.306.— P. H.]. The 

cuneiform characters for SA and IR are very much alike. : 

sax. . 6 (doubtless feeling its redundancy). 
Movwn. G wpa PpWwWuata—dos8 vy (43,2). As owH is needless after mw, and y 
is often confused with w, we suppose owM js a corruption of pyn, d>8 having 

fallen out. 
AL gin pass by mower sim ADM. 2x.SAZ smooth over the difficulty of the diction 
by reading sm) in the second instance; but it is evident that the statement sin 

pism 5y wSwn did not belong to the original sentence. w9w, which is not classi- 
cal Heb. (€O 41,45; 45,8—=Heb. Svp; Eccl. 7,19; 8,8; 10,5; of Ezek. 16,30), is 
perhaps Grecized as XdAatic, given as the name of the first Hyksos king by 

Josephus (4Z. 1,14), but not yet found in the Egyptian Monuments. 
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(2 

6) 
7) 

41,21I—43 oot Benesia 24<>eSie- 99 

AL spp, G+ jes) (vv. 4.5), whick seems necessary to the sense, but must be 

attached to next verse; cf 3 Kursus sopore depressus; and $, which begins v. 22: 

And again I saw. 
mips. GSI omit this Aramaizing draE Aey., which possibly originated in the 

following ninpy. E, no doubt, is fond of occasional Aramaisms; but if this were 

the original and principal epithet here, why do we find mp7, and not rather 

n\p3y7, in the reference, v. 24? Moreover, ORIGEN’s Hexapla has no remark on 

the word (NESTLE). 

Mmipwi, so wG$; and again, v.27. Seev.6. , M. 

My, w.; vv. 3.6.19.27.30. Mt Oo—; a mere scribal error. See on 31,9. 

4 ny, 2.6 rightly nF; as the following clause, and v. 27, indicate. 

M mpin pawn. The ears of grain have not been so described before (PI=p™ 

empty); and 6 naturally points mp14. But s2.S are doubtless right with n\p37; 
see the same phrase, v. 23. 
ppm. We add 737 ow yaw, as required by the symmetry of the verse; and 

read ya for Al ym, which does not agree with its fem. subject, besides being 

too abrupt. 

AL RY, wD TRY; cf 22,8. 
Almvy; a.wy; G kai momodtw, so S. For myy of creating officers, cf 1K. 12,31. 

Perhaps m¥ys Let the Pharaoh do it! or Wy let the Ph. appoint him! or even 

nyys=iwy et the Ph. appoint him/ see 1 Sam. 18,1; 21,14, with DRIVER’s notes 

on the very rare suffix. This seems better than 7wy}. 

Al vom, G6 kai dtomeuTttTWodTWoAV—IWHNO):. ww WON (so w. PAP, v. 35); but the 

plur. is better, as describing the function of the overseers. So SOA. 

yx ny, G wdvta ta Yevyjata tic thc, paraphrasing; cf I guintam partem fruc- 

fun. 

We restore 13m, by comparison of o»ya 528 yn, v. 48. 6 corrects thus: 528 

sows DMYS. wz.S mbw for the last word, like the foregoing verbs. 

#1 7\93, anciently 72, 6 Ja (confusion of 5, 9). 

4 pw. Everywhere in Genesis pwa is Zo kiss (27,27; 29,13; 31,28; 32,1; 45,15); 

but construction, context, and the Ancient Versions are against that meaning 

here. PD bp is according to thy command, at thy behest, 45,21; and we might 

save the reading by pointing pw, shall run to and fro (cf. v. 44), Joel 2,9; wy 

119,32. G6 UmaKkovoeta (cf A) suggests pow’ or Mys (UTaKobW=AIy some fourteen 

times); and if we point may (Ex. 10,3), we get an appropriate sense: /o ¢hy com- 

mand all my people shall submit. (sy confused with w, as elsewhere; and 7 with 

p). €0 pm shall be fed=nyv. S lay acas shall receive judgment = wew', which 

is possibly right; and perhaps 7°35 should be read instead of 7%) (cf y Q, 20). 
The sense would then be: Jefore thee all my people shall be judged. 

AM IMA TW, w. aM WAI; cf Ezek. 16,11. AM perhaps grew out of the graphical 

mistake 3m "35; the transposed » (in the old writing) being confused with 7. 

AM 'y2) INK PN TFIas wd wip. All the verbs up to this point (vv. 41-43) relate 
actions of the Pharaoh. Probably, therefore, 2.6S are right in reading 81p% 
(Esth. 6,11). But the sentence is otherwise corrupt; for if JUS were an impera- 

tive, addressed to the people, it would be plur., not sing. Moreover, }\n3) is an 

unusual construction, of which no certain example can be cited from Genesis; 
and ws reads jn3). The term 7138, which as Af‘el 277. abs. would be very strange 

(see Hif‘il, 24,11 causative!), has always been supposed to be Egyptian; but 

none of the attempted identifications is satisfactory (See LE PAGE RENOUF, PSBA 
<i . 

Nov. ’88, who suggests Win | abu rek=Thy command is (our) desire! 

as alone possible). After sxp%, the phrase ‘> 1px, introducing the terms of the 

proclamation, is not out of place; and jn3)D938 is an easy corruption of jn3"27x[9}. 
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(13) 

(14) 

(19) 

41 (3) 

(8) 

(9) 
(10) 

(13) 

(14) 

(16) 

(17) 

98 8G BGenesig o2a>eSie- 40,13—41,17 

burst into bloom @// over. The asyndeta mark the quick succession of the phe- 
nomena: And it was budding — it sprang into blossom — its clusters bore ripe 

grapes. 
JUN nS Tp D Xv, G uvyoOjoeta Papaw tic apxiis cov, I rvecordabitur Pharao 

ministerit tucz; similarly SOX. See also 6 v.20; y15,4. 6 missed the grim 

humor of the ambiguous phrase wx" 8w3 (vv. 13.19). In 2 K. 25,27 the addition 

of xb> nap leaves no room for misunderstanding. We may render: Pharaoh 

will elevate thee; ¢. e. in this case metaphorically, to office; in the other (v. 19) 

literally, to the gibbet. 
AL aNNDt OX “Dis very puzzling. No exact parallel can be adduced (Mic. 6,8; 

Job 42,8 afud GESEN.™ are certainly not such). It looks as if ‘3n2wn Ds mnyr (cf. 

v. 23) had fallen out before these words; as if the sense had been: And now 

forget me not; but if thou have remembered me, when it is well with thee, pray 

do me a kindness &c. Cf. Lam. 3,31.32. It is, however, simpler to restore J& 

for ‘> with WELLH. and Driv. Zemses, Add. § 1198. Ch 3 Tantum memento met, 

cum bene tibi fuerit, et facias mecum misericordiam; which at least suits the, 

context; 6 GAAG pvyjoOnti wou Kth. For the construction, see 23, 13. 

son, S-t nes (24,27). — mn nan yp, 6STOFJ anpzA vay (39, 20). 

M poy wei; of vv. 13.20. Popp is an inept gloss, which spoils the double en- 

tente; or perhaps it is an accidental anticipation of the following yn. 

M mpr; G Aewtal, cf Is. 29,5; Lev. 13,30. « mpi, as in wv. 19.20.27, is sup- 

ported by the alliterative character of the phrase — ra‘oth march weraggoth 
basar, with 7 in every word. So again, v. 4. But in v. 6, where 6 has hertoi, as 

before, Alan mips is confirmed by the alliteration: daggoth useduphoth gadim, 

with @ in each word. 
Al won, ww. wedn (see on 37,8), because of the following omix. S$ also plur.; but 
the plur. of oydn is always non (v. 12; 37,8.19.20); and the interpretation, v. 25, 
expressly says the dream its one. Cf. also v.15. Else we might read ynedn, 

with KAUTZSCH-SOCIN. 
Al onis, 6 rightly ims; see last note. 

M my nN; wG 'b oN (cf. v.17, where Al Ox, w.E9 ny). 
BAN, so ax (A dual); cf GS hudc. Al one. 

MM ma sper; G év muda év TW oikw, see on 40,3. 

awm, he, 7. ce. Joseph restored, sci/. in his interpretation, Otherwise, Ay 5 has 

fallen out. 
Mw; Jer. 49,19. But G cai eEyyayev (var. —ov)= WN"; so A. 
AM md. is transitive (A+ A7s hair). For Hithp. see Lev. 13,33; and cf 38,14. 

We might also point as Nif‘al, a form not found elsewhere. 6 corrects yn)". 

Ml Abn. We point as Hif‘il; see the same phrase, 35,2; cf also 31,7.41. Hifil 

will also be right in 2 Sam. 12,20. Piel is not found elsewhere. 

A ny w odw ns my: ods “23; cf. 14,24 and note. ‘Transferring Athnach to 

the preceding word “xd, we might render: W7thout me, God could give an 

answer of peace for the Pharaoh! (cf. v. 44). So 3: Absgue me Deus respondebit 
prospera Pharaoni; and X Without my knowledge, God will answer Pharaoh 

with peace (cf. 9). Or pointing “1v53, with w.6S, we might take it as a question: 
Without God can one answer peace for Pharaoh? So in 40,8 emphasis is laid on 
God as the true interpreter. Cf S$: Thinkest thou that without God one will 

answer peace to Pharaoh? Either seems preferable to 6 Avev tod GE0d ovK 
troxpiOjoetar TO owWTplov Papaw—ax 31 My? xd ods “Iyda; pointing “v3, 
may? (cf. €O anmm), and inserting 89. 
G--7wsd, , Al. 
A337, w. rightly ‘33m; cf v. 22; 40,10.16. 1 fell out in Al after °. 
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39,I—40, 10 Hates BGenesig *2<>eBH- 97 

the child himself for defeating her prophecy; the passive, therefore, is in- 
appropriate. Nor can the sense be Why hast thou made a rent for thyself? 
as though 7*>p were the same as 79. ax %3*y; apparently in the sense upon us 
(=193, Ex. 19,22; 2 Sam. 6,8): Why hast thou broken out upon us? and so A: 
How excellent thine increase in my days/ taking yp as in 28,14. It suits the 
context best to understand the words of 4 as two exclamations: lVhat an out- 

break hast thou made! Outbreak upon thee! The imprecation, natural under 
the circumstances, is like Joy ‘ppm 16,5; Jndop “Sy 27,13; cf also w 3,9. Yet, 
as pa> has the appearance of accws. cogn., it is conceivable that Joy should be 

corrected either into 13*5y with a», or into Jn dy. 
AL SIP, 2zwSA spi (so v. 30); of vv. 3.4.5. Al is either impersonal, or might 
perhaps be pointed as Nif‘al, 35,10. The mother might name the children, but 

hardly the midwife. 

6 according to Syr. Hexapl.-+- 61d tw&wv Matiavitwv; and S$ also mentions the 

Midianites. 
AM Ys y3, wGH YIN wp, J coram domino suo. 
M452), w.6STO + we correctly; as in v. 5 where the phrase is repeated. 

) @Mwn23. There is no reason for this variation in the construction (cf v. 4); and 

6 has éni (>y) again; so also SA. 
M 523, GA éni. Cf last note. 
AM mp, 2.6 my, as before v.6. SCOIA as AM. 
AM ne22, ».6$3 +3, which has fallen out in Al before }. 

wu.6 + 838%, as vv. 12.15; and so 6S in v. 18. 

M nna; but cf G and v. 11; 38521. 

sow, G6 Aéywv KowmOnti=*asw wd; cf v. 17. 

) ‘$ys=6 map’ uot. za.SX “2, making her criminate herself; and so 3 (pal/ium 

guod tenebam). But perhaps they thought of a struggle. 

‘3, GA-+ py saw 8 INN; but Syr. Hex. and all other codd. of 6, except 135, 

Joy maIwE ON IRM. 
Ala. “DN; Ofré rightly “WORX (cf v. 22) Prisoners. 
AM wn; cf 38,1. G6 kal xatéxeev (avtod Eheoc)=(1) yoy) py. So w 89,46 xaté- 

Xeac avtod aioyyvnv=nwia yoy nwyn. But see Is. 66, 12. 
D'VONA, a. DNONM= 6G tovdc anmnyuévous (so again 40,3; 42,16). See on v. 20. 

ya mowy 52 mX ANT...]'8 is only a verbal variation of 7HIND Ins yT xdi, v. 6. 

6 misconstrued both. 

AL Wwe, w.S ws 501; Gf v. 22. 

6 renders the simple 7pw and AXA by Apxioivoxdog and apxtoitoToidc, harmo- 

nizing with v.2; and so S. Cf, however, 727 =the High-Priest. 

) Al pwr, better ads., as v. 4; cf 42,17. So GSA. The same remark applies 

tov. 7. — on na ON, S. 
p’nipn ww, z. e. Potiphar, according to 37,36 and v. 7. 

msn, G6 i diaodpyois adtwv—=p3IND (pointing o—). AZ also sing. (Syr. Hex.). 

AM nmw>. G Odddovca=nmon, Hifiil, yp 92,13. ® and > are sometimes confused. 

TO MMPS 1D (cf. v2 NNIDND), Sdszo -, A as 38 Ls; as if > with the part. were 

used according to a Mishnic construction, in the sense when it budded (="N}3). 

Sut if Al be sound, we must rather render: and it was as if budding (lit. like a 

budding one). > reminds the reader that all was but seeming; that what is being 

told is a dream, not reality. 
AM mya nndy. But ps in OT means a Aawh; and 733 is used collectively of vine 
blossoms, Is. 18,5; ¢/ Job 15,33. We therefore omit Mappiq. The phrase means: 

it went up (in the shape of) bloom, 7. e. sprang into flower (cf Is. 18,5.6); or 
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38 (3) 
(5) 

(9) 

(14) 

(15) 
(16) 
(18) 

96 -oteQeente Benesig *2<deBi- 38,329 

AM SIP, wEA gpm, as vv. 4.5. S Sp in all three places. 
M 3422 WN. ww. corrects 73ID3 4%; but the datum evidently refers to the birth- 

place of Shelah. So G aiitn dé Hv ev Xaopi= 31d NT. The name of the town 

in 6 may have been the same originally as in w, Aa. and A having been con- 

fused; see on 30,13. According to 1 Chr. 4,22, 822 (=73!D) was a town of the 

Bene-Shelah. It was doubtless identical with the 34D8 of Mic. 1,14; Josh. 15, 44. 

A pointed 349 here (4395). J curiously renders: guo nato, parere ultra ces- 

savit; and similarly $. The bringing of sucha name into connection with Tamar, 

who is in turn deceived and deceiver, is significant for the origin of the legend. 

Moreover, as Tamar acts the harlot, we may perhaps compare the name %315, 

Num. 15,25; [cf Assyr. £uzbu ‘luxuriancy, lasciviousness'’]. 

nmv\ seems to preserve the original meaning of the root nnw, viz. fo _fa//=Assyr. 

Sahdtu. rnwn, nnw, to corrupt, destroy, are therefore strictly synonyms of Sepa. 

Possibly, however, the word is here used in its ordinary metaphorical sense of 

corrupt behavior, and has been substituted for some more direct expression which 

was offensive to the Masorites. SOA render it so. 
Mow. Lev. 22,13 WAN na Os maw suggests the pointing 12¥ here, and vm, 

We 2? 
AM rises ma dy 5y%, so also G. But the phrase is strange; and v. 13 1383 129 My, 
compared with 31,19 1388 n¥ 135, suggests our correction. by (COS 5x) may be 

dittography (two MSS of ax have 39); and * may be a relic of n&. We read 

195 in v. 13 also for the datz Aey. 125. 
MM D>DM) seems to require 3D, as in v.15. It might be pointed as Nif‘al (Ezek. 

24,8); as nDIn might also in Deut. 22,12; but we follow a. Danm; cf €OS6; 

24,65. n fell out after n. 

M1 mana 8D NIM; G6 xd ana Nd NIM. 
mip, G+ Kai ovK eméyvw avtv, so J. 

AM 5x, scribal error for Sy; cf v. 21. 
M Jo'nbi; see v.25. GSTOIA sing. in both places. 

(21) MM Aypn, ».6S oypon rightly; cf v.22. Enaim was not Tamar’s place (cf. 18,33; 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 
(28) 

(29) 

30,25). 
M Sq, w. Sam, The 7 fell out in M after 7. Cf 19,33. 

M wow, wv nwbwn> rightly, as win is masc. n fell out before the similar 

letter 7. 
M or, G ex wopvelac, and so COSA. Cf v.25 Al wsd, G ek tod avOpwrov 

(but see v. 18). 
AM ond nonnn, see v.18. nenn for the ordinary omin is dmoz dey. Perhaps 

it is corrupt, and we should read penn (or nennm?). A transcriber may have 

altered sing. to plur. because of 75x. ax mpm NNT, G O SaxtvAroc Kai 6 dp- 

uloKoc. 

M32. We add the usual mwxd (v. 14). 
nin, so SBM both here and in v. 30; cf Jos.2,18; , Ml &c. 

M xvi, G €ekevoeta, andso $J. Either 83, 833, or a perfect of future certainty. 

Al 2w>D could only mean “ke one who draws back; and an Aramaizing infinitive 

(awn; cf Num. 10,2) is too rare to be lightly assumed. It would be better to 

restore the ordinary construction 273 (so DILLM.), as 7 and ® are sometimes 

confused. But we prefer 3°’7 {2; a construction employed by J in 19,15. The 

scriptio defectiva Ywrp>, not being understood, led to false correction by omis- 

sion of the 7. © Wo d€ emouvyjyayev. 

yup Poy ny mb. G ti drexdmy did o€ ppaypds, why was a fence broken through 

on thine account? So 3 Quare divisa est propter te maceria> 3 what a breach has 
been broken on thy account! WUWs.sel. (so SBM) gaSs silt hse, implying n¥qb or 
my7b, as though pip were feminine. But the angry midwife is rebuking 
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(10) 

(36) 

38 (1) 

37,2—38,2 ~tiQeeete Benesig 22<>lH- 95 

mui, so GSIA. . 1 Al (after }). 
M Seaws, GA spy’; but Syr. Hexapl. (LAGARDE, Bzbliotheca Syriaca) as M. 

M mwy). 1 Sam.2,19 does not make it probable that this is frequentative. a. 

wy. Perhaps mwy (1 K. 16,25) was the original form; and as this was unusual, 
the * was omitted by some ignorant copyist. 

p’DD n3n> is well rendered by $ hop) Jules a tunic with sleeves. 

AL yns $2, 2.6 32 52" rightly. A further reference to 8 would have been 

expressed by p92 above them all, which indeed is what S3A actually have. 
wnN NW Typ 12D is a natural anticipation of the result. It is, however, omitted 

by 6. See DILLM. 
'yy) BO. The mention of #zs dreams — whereas we have read of but one dream 

as yet, and another immediately follows (v. 9) — suggests that this clause is a 

misplaced interpolation. a» indeed reads adn; but this is only an Aramaism 

(cf, €08). 
) AL ynyd, © ynxd) yaxd, which agrees better with vv. 10.11. Zhe sun and moon, 

7. e. his parents, were not concerned in the former dream. 
A yn 58) 28 58 1bD” is strange on account of the construction 58 (BD, as well 
as superfluous after the statement of v.9. . has the usual 5 instead of 58 (of 
24,66; 40,9). , 6. The narrative might, no doubt, be made more coherent, ac- 

cording to our ideas, by transferring v. 5> to the place of 8>, and the latter to 

the end of v.9. We might then read yaxd 15D", and reject M8 9X) as an intrud- 
ing gloss. 

AL nyo, ww. DNyaw. 

AM IAD, 2S. 1 zit; and so again v. 27. 

Al yawn. We adopt WELLHAUSEN’s conjecture. 

wai, so wHSJ rightly. Al. 1 z¢., which fell out after 1. 

) pind os pws. 6 felt the same difficulty which oppresses modern critics, and 
accordingly turned this indefinite subject into a definite one; thus identifying 
the Midianites with the already mentioned Ishmaelites (Oi Gv@pwro1 ot Madim- 

vatot oi €utropo, for which 6P actually substitutes oi "louanditar!). The puzzles of 

criticism would seem to be neither newfangled nor fanciful, as is so often and so 

foolishly asserted. 
xv, so wHSA; . Al. The Oriental Versions at least indicate the natural con- 

struction, even if they only supplied the missing pronoun. 
Al wp, 6 cuvixOnoav—=np™; see on 1,9. Perhaps a confusion of } and ® in the 

old writing; or due to indistinct dictation, #2 and w being related sounds. 

22), , G; perhaps feeling the difficulty in the mention of all Jacob’s daughters, 

when only one (Dinah) is otherwise known. 

Mom, G kai HAPov tapaxadkéoai = m9 wav. The added verb is necessary 

after wp) (cf 31,17), and favors that reading. 

pipm; so v. 28, and all Versions. #lox1Hm. Many MSS of 6 ‘louanditar eutropor. 

AL NS; 2.6 DY NS (7) TN?). 

psp 58, ww. ADMISD. 
spy is probably the same name as yp 5*D'd, 41,45; in Egyptian perhaps Pu “7 

pe Ra, the gift of Ra, a name like Mattaniah, Dorotheos, &c. [C/ LAGARDE, 

Genesis Graece, p. 20; STEINDORFF, Beitr. zur Assyr. i, 336). 

bx, of v.16. Al sy seems improbable. 5 may have been changed to 5y, as 
often, and then further to ty. The same may be said of 1 Sam.9,9, which, 

moreover, is not quite parallel. 
MM www must be right. But G6 4 dvoua (so §S) is interesting, because it shows that 

the original spelling was Mw (nbw), which was misread mHw). Hence 6 omits 

hay Vs 12. 
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36 (26) 

(27) 

(30) 
(31) 

(32) 

94 Hatt Genesis o3oreeHe- 36,26—43 

M yw; GSI and 1 Chr. 1,41 jw rightly (ten MSS of a» yw). 

AL 12; GS pp. 
mds, so wGHTOST; , \ 4. Both here and v. 28 3, which fell out after }, agrees 

with the context. 

AM py, G6 and 1 Chr. 1,42; Num. 33,31 }py™. 

M ompbxd, G ev taic hrewoviats adtmv—=ormsdxd (1 Sam. 10,19); and so COSA. 
M1925, so COSA. The 5 is suspicious as unusual, and as altering the construc- 

tion. We should expect 3; and we have already met with several instances of 3 

misread 9 (see 10,20). GA év lepovoadnu—odwina; GE, Syr-Hex., Ald., Rom., 

Compl. and three MSS (mtz; ci LAG. Genz. Graece, pp. 5-7) év lopand, which 

is doubtless right. 

yba should perhaps be nya, as, like the famous prophet of Aram (Num. 23,7), 

he is surnamed 1y3 43, and 0 may have fallen out before the similar letter 2. 

The name may be compared with @» (alg or dé/g) and ads eloguent; which 

agrees with the reputation of the Edomites for wisdom and culture (Jer. 49,7; 

Obad. 8; Bar. 3,22), as well as with what is recorded of the prophet Balaam 

ben-Beor (Num. 22-24). 

“ya is perhaps a variant of Vy, and ya23 a camel; a name like 1WAn ass, or IDy 

mouse (Vv. 38). 

M naAs, as if Gzve Judgment’ should probably be accented mz/va‘’. 6 Aevvapa; 

cf. Aavapd=s3am Dahbdnd in Palmyrene. This confirms the suggestion that 

this first king was of Aramean origin. Cf v. 37. 

fl own, 6 Aoou=S pean — Dvn (Ezr. 2,19; Neh. 7,22). Perhaps weanling, like 

by, 
w12 may be a contraction of 37 y3 or ‘WT j3 sow of Dad or Hadad; or of 1752 

Bel is Dad (cf. Eldad, 7 ts Dad) Job 2,11. But ‘17 in these names is perhaps 
35; of ‘1 and Assyr. Dédia. 
With ape cf a3 Ut mdsrigah, a sunny place. The forms correspond exactly. 
It is a curious coincidence that Saul is succeeded by Baal-hanan in Edom, as in 

Israel Saul was succeeded by El-hanan (David). 

#197, but some MSS, S, and 1 Chr. 1, 50.51 39", which is confirmed by w. 11n, 

and 6, which fluctuates between Apad, Apad, Adak. The name Hadad was dy- 

nasue in Edom; cf v.35; 1K. 11, 14 fi. 

AM yb, 6 Poywp=Nyd, which is probably right. Syr. Hex, however, lias. 

AM am ‘» n2; 6S ‘p y3. With the name Tw, of > pho mitrad, a short spear. 
S$ onidnd, instead of Al onppnd, suggests the use of another text. 

#1 onpws is curious, occurring as it does after nyaw. G6 €v taic xWpaic avtTWy 

Kal €v Toig EOveotv AUTMV=OANIA DAYINA (10, 20. 31). 

pvy; so 1 Chr.1,54. It seems identical with Avammu, the name of a king of 

Edom mentioned by Sennacherib (Taylor Cylinder ii,54). 6 Zapwev, Zapuny, 

Zaqwei, &c. was identified by EWALD with %»3 (v.11; 6 Xwe@ap). He thus got 

the attractive total of twelve tribes, instead of eleven, for Edom as for his brother 

Israel; assuming, of course, that the real equivalent of pvy had fallen out of 6. 

see NESTLE, Mare; p. 12, 3 PIAS [For the name Arammiut, see BALL, 7he 

true name of the God of Israel in the Babyl. and Orient. Record, Feb.’89, vol. 
lil, p. 55; SAYCE, Records of the Past, New Series, vol. vi, London, 1892, p. 88, 

n. 9. Most Assyriologists read the name J/altk-rammut. “The reading of both 

A and Malik is uncertain. — P. isialh 

wy, #1 oN; but see v. 4o, and the closing gloss here. 

AM onawnd, .. oninawnd. 
Al os “aN WY NIT; and so 6. This form of the explanatory addition (gloss?), 

however, can hardly be original; cf vv. 8.9.19. 
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35,28—36,25 rigeaete Genesis o2s>eete 93 

35 (28) *n Wwe, from 6. , Al. See 25,7. 

36 

(29) 

(1) 
(2) 

(25) 

S$ alone has the addition, which, however, looks original, and seems almost ne- 

cessary after 2p", besides being in the manner of P. But . SBM, 

wy should be repeated before O18 819; cf vv. 8.19; so S only. 

})Y3¥ 33, so 2.GS here and in v. 14; cf vv.24.25. Al ‘sn. in both places. See 

2 Chr. 11,18 for an instance of the opposite error. 

M “nF, scribal error for “N71 (v. 20). 

AM now (see 26,34), a. ndmp (28,9); and so throughout (vv. 4.10.13.17). In 28,9, 

P has already named Mahalath bath-Ishmael, the sister of Nebajoth, as Esau’s 

third wife. If, therefore, basemath be the original reading here, we can only 

attribute it either to a /afsws memoriae on the part of P, or to another hand, 

wiz. R. 

wOSTOAZT my; so Ocré and v.18. Kthib wy. Cf v. 14. (25933, the Lion- 

god; W. R. Smiru, Re/. Sem. pp. 37.43): 
At pas 58 954 is obviously incomplete. S-+ yw, in harmony with the context. 
But 1.6 yy3> pass 75% suggests pwx3, which was misread ~ 8»; and then }y3> was 

naturally substituted for yw. 

75x), so 3 MSS, w6SI; , 1 Al. 
dsiyn, so GSIA; , 1 All (after preceding 4). 

AM ony. The preceding names are without the conjunction, which in this case 

may be due to repetition of the \ of BY. 16. Butaz.SA read 1 with every 

name after the first. 
) ALitap mds wy Ards; and then (v. 16) anya A\5R mp AYR. See vv. 11.12, where Bny3 

follows 1»¥, and mp does not appear at all among the Bene-Eliphaz. mp nx, 

in fact, belongs to v. 18, and is rightly omitted here by 2x. The transposition of 

pnya is warranted by the otherwise undeviating order of the names. 

AM ov NIT is evidently wrong; cf v. 8. wS rightly prefix wy. 

AM saw, G sing., in agreement with “7, seems preferable. 

M yw, G Peiowv, so again vv. 28.30. A ywrs(!). S Daishan. The name is pro- 

bably corrupt, but must remain indeterminate. 

DWI, sO wSIJ rightly; Al Dw. 

AL AS); 22.683, 4 MSS, and 1 Chr. 1, 40 7s. 

Moonmn, 6 tov lauewv, transcribing the Heb. a». DYNA “he Emin (Deut. 2,10; 

Gen. 14,5); so 9 x33, which is, on the face of it, unlikely; nor does A Je 

the mules seem at all more probable. Possibly no is only an accidental repeti- 
tion of a9’ Aemam, which occurs just before (v. 22); in which case it seems 
hopeless to speculate what it was that Anah fowrd in the wilderness. S$, however, 

read or corrected npn /te water; a plausible emendation, for water is just what a 
herdsman would desire to find in a wilderness. Moreover, 73y may be related tO gs, 

to put forth herbage [4b pyV\l Cs]; of the phrase dy csi the man 
found or lighted on land that had produced Hs, and of shies the pasturage 

had become abundant (see LANE). The rendering hot springs, 3 aquae calidae, 

is based by St. Jerome on the Punic dialect: onnulli putant aguas calidas juxta 

Punicae linguae viciniam, quae Hebraeae contermina est, hoc vocabulo significari. 

Cf. Hieron. Quaest. Hebr. in libro Geneseos, ed. LAGARDE (Lips. 1868) p. 57. 

Unfortunately the Puc term compared is unknown. Syro-Hexapl. Lasse tiv 

myynv; see FIELD. [Cf Addenda on p. 118}. 

jw may 32. Possibly some names have fallen out. Yet the writer may have 

written ‘32 mechanically, having written it so many times already; or he may 

have intended to include Oholibamah (so SA), whom he afterwards specifies as a 

daughter; or he may even have remembered that Dishon was really a tribal 

name. 3, may nr. ww. pw Alene, 
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92 odes Benesia +3creSio- 34,5—35,27 

Al wsinm, a scribal error; cf 31,7. «1. wm looks as if * had early fallen out, 

and then a careless copyist had inserted 4. But perhaps this is only another in- 
stance of }_ being misread FA in the ancient text. 
Ml yanks. The alternative construction with 3 (Deut. 7,3) indicates 13s. 

nod, 6 o°395 (a reminiscence of Deut. 7,3); but Gf: Vs 16% 

A aT Ap 3; S reverses the order; and so SCHUMANN, SCHRADER &c. 3 73y, 

however, is a known construction (w 69,13; 1 K. 18,24; Ezr. 3,11); and a 

may be corrupted — possibly from oe and deceived them (29,25). But Ex. 

5,9; W 35,20 suggest mo1n “NAT3. The following o7>s WHS, v. 14, is against S. 
Ml xv. .w.6S plur., as in v. 27. 
131, S-+-o%ps MIN WRI; cf V. 22. 

AM oyaws ans on ody. w6S raw"; see vv. 10.23. The use of odbw 1K. 8,61 is 

different. Perhaps we should point o>w (w 55,21). 

nv SA; cf. v.16. At 3 (after 1); so 6 torte civan. 
raat b> pnbday awa ny dp, so 6: Kal mepietéuovto tiv odpKa Tic aKpopvotiac 
avTWy Tag Uponv. AL sry apw sess 52 121 55 adm is due to a transcriber’s eye 

having wandered to the preceding line (cf 17,23.24; and v. 14). 

Verses 27-29 are not consecutive to v. 26, but a parallel account. It is question- 

able whether o°95nm here means Xe slain; people do not usually attack (by 182; 

v. 25; Jud. 18,27) the dead. Possibly it was intended as an equivalent to 0°38(7), 

v.25; of w 69,26 Jn ax>. Perhaps, however, J is right: Qudbus egressts, ir- 
ruerunt super occisos caetert filti Jacob &c., and we may read %33) with w2.6SA, 

) having fallen out in Al after the preceding }. 

Al nsi W224 12¥ is awkwardly expressed. We follow wS (S$ read Wya for n’a3 at 

the end, and 6 has both). 

mwys, S points nwy; cf v. 7. 

G6 cig TOv TOTOV BarOndA, which is interesting in view of 28,11; 31,13. 

Ml p22n3 ws, 6S o55nn. 

GIA nwys. 
now; 6+ im ayn Ty otag, an ancient gloss. See 2 Kings 19,18. 

2py’, © lopana. 

MM Oxmea 98; GSI. xX, which was perhaps corrupted from sm (so $3), which 

seems required after nypn>. Besides, God of Bethel is an extraordinary name 
for a place. — 6S-+ Wy at the end. 

ty, 6 + nds. — ins, w.6 + ode. 
snyaws, so S. Al snns. 

M33n&, G dédwKa avdtyv, in order to vary from the following dWow. But it is 

evident that the second member of the verse is an addition. 
rns iat md. ws. when he had done talking with him; cf. 17,22; 18,33. M 

NS IT WH DpH is mere dittography (v. 14). 
After 5xn‘29 6 inserts v.21. — wpm, Hifil, as in v.17. #1 wpm Pyel. 

MwDI MXYI; cf 42,28 095 Ky. 
nnd 3 for she died; but 6 anéOvnoxev ydp for she was dying=TN»> (so SCA). 
Mont, which, however, €OS preserve. See on 19,37. 

Ssnw yows. The Masorah notes pid y8PX2 xXpdd, perhaps suspecting an omis- 

sion[? — cf. GEIGER, Urschrift, p. 373]. There may have been some reference in 

the source to the cursing of Reuben (cf 49,3). 6+ Kai Tovnpov epdvy EvavTiov 

avTOD=PIYI pI and it was grievous in his eyes (21,12; 48,17). Cf also 34,7. 

33), wOSA; cof vv. 25.26. M , }. 

Mt 15°; some MSS and w. plur., as in the same formula, 36,5. 
jy32 pasa 6S; . Al. — NESTLE proposes yas mn*ap; and in seven passages out 

of nine, the name is anarthrous. See Neh. 11,25. 
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32 (25) 

(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
33) 

33 (2) 

(4) 

(19) 

(20) 

34 ©) 

32,25—34,2 HSS Genesio o<beShe- oh 

wy Ipaxm3. The play on the name p37) is naturally repeated, to secure due 
attention. 

5snw’ is explained by 58+ ™w- wR(!); cf note on 30,18. 
> GSIA. It is the usual complement to WWIT. , A. 
5yip, some MSS and wSJ; v. 32; Jud. 8,8; 1K. 12,25. AL Sw. 

mw3n, © 0 évdpxnoev which became numb. © thus renders ypn\, v.25. Here, 6 

evidently read m3wn and pointed mWn; co. S Miao=ypni, v. 25. 

‘nw 63; of 31,33 , M. 

Dawe, A mw. Cf 13,4; 38,28; note on 32,22. 

Al 33924 SAPO. G naturally transposes the doubtful term to follow wpany; yet 

cf. Luke 15,20. The superlinear dots seem to indicate a doubt, because the 
word interrupts the usual sequence /e// on his neck, and wept (45,14; 46,29). 

12") (6 4 o73~w) can hardly be right, as it is preceded and followed by sing. verbs. 

The 1\— is perhaps due to that of Sw; or it may be a corruption of 7. Clearly 

vv. 4.5 are concerned only with the unexpected behavior of Esau. 

AL 79%», 6 79 TON‘ (v. 5). The resemblance of >_, A would account for Al. 
AL nga; but 2. ‘nK37 (—G jveyKa), and so SIA. 

With 53° w cf 523, 24,1. Otherwise we might suspect 35 for 59. 

M “by mby. The second word, though attested by 2.6 (AJ ‘»y), looks like ditto- 

graphy; 48,7 is not really parallel. 
AM DIpHN and should men overdrive them. s»xGSIXN oO NPS is a needless substitution. 
mpan, so © ta ktHvn, which includes the large as well as the small cattle. Al 

}837, indicating the latter only. 
yd requires 75%, which we supply; see 32,2. 

ov, so 6; “ AL. 

HM odv; 6 cic Tadnu, and so $J. But the context indicates that Shechem was 

the city which Jacob had arrived at (cf also c. 34); hence €O ovdw safe, sound 
(so A, Rashi, and most moderns). The construction 05w apy" 83, however, is 

unusual and suspicious; and it is easy to suppose that 3 has fallen out after the 

2 of 2py’. This gives us p>v3, the phrase of 28,21; cf »». Dw. Even this is not 

altogether satisfactory, for the phrase o2¥ Wy instead of 02% is unusual; and 

WELLH. may be right in correcting o>w for adv; Cf. 34,16 26 By> for Al pyd. 

(The phrase D2w “Vy is like n3 Vy, 24,10; that is to say, Shechem is a personal 

name). Moreover, we should rather expect D\>w3 in connection with Jacob's arri- 
val at Bethel again than here (cf 28,21 with 35,6); and yet more in connection 

with his return to Isaac, 35,27. GEIGER regarded ‘yp nbw as an interpolation 

due to Jewish jealousy of the Samaritans (Uyschri/?, p. 75). He also questioned 
‘99, Vv. 19. 
The name of the Wn 33 may be the real origin of Bit Humria, the Assyrian 

name of the kingdom of Samaria; and Jehu aéal Humri may conceivably 

mean Jehu ¢he Hlamorite{?), rather than So of Omrz, as is usually assumed. 

(The quality of the m is not decisive against this suggestion in the case ofa 

proper name like yon; cf an, from 43n, com Assyr. L/anunu; nen, sla, Assyr. 

Hlamatti as well as Amattz). 

4 nywp here as well as Job 42,11; Josh. 24,32. If the word be connected with 

bus (gist) justice, a balance, it must be pointed with B not &; of wep éruth. 

Hl nate pw 33%, We emend with WELLH. Cf 35,14.20; 8,20; 12,7.8; 35,7. 

nn, 6 6 Xoppatoc=n7; cf 36,2. 

Ml 73y) ANS 32w%; the terms are reversed 2 Sam. 13,14. 6 uet avtic=AnK, 

which is probably right in every case; the alternative construction being py 32y, 

é. g. 39,7. [Cf BUDDE on 2 Sam. 13, 14]. 
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31 

(47) 
(48*) 

(49) 

(51) 
(53) 

(23) 
(24) 

go Qe Benesig +s>SHo- 31,47—32,24 

v. 29, implies that he is accompanied by numerous clansmen. No dS accom- 

pany Jacob, v. 17f.; and perhaps even 13'n¥, v. 32, and JN8) ‘Ny, v. 37, are 

Laban’s companions with whom Jacob might claim kindred. Cf, however, 

35,20. 

wpd, so 6; Al inp». 
HN, G+ inwy; but A+ ond (v. 54). 
6 adds at the end of the verse (Al 48): nym Jay 3a Sy ms bam yad 1d ax. 
This verse does not well agree with 48>. See also v. 49. 

6 my) ma San sy Jaya ea snp a ws ng mayen mm am mam spy 729 tex 

HNN mayan. See vv. 51.527. 
NOX *D MDSHA NIP OMIT WR AIyEM And the maccebah which he had raised he 

called ha-Mizpah; for he said &c. MWR WS ADI, ws 2 Masym. We expect 
the #accebah to be mentioned after the cairn, and its name to be specified and 
justified in like manner. EWALD restored mDypm TAYHm,; but it seems probable 

that more words have fallen out between the two similar ones. 

AM mm, © 6 Gedc—ndy, as in v. 50, which is more natural in Laban’s mouth. 

Msn, G Eotnoa, see v. 45. 

M www’, but w6SIA sing.; assuming that Nahor’s god was the same as 

Abraham’s. 
A omas cnds, », some MSS and 6. It is a transparent gloss, suggesting 

perhaps that the god of Abraham and of Nahor was the god of the two parties, 

Jacob and Laban; or else of Terah, their common ancestor. Cf. Josh. 24,2. Had 

Laban spoken the words, it would not have been a/¢ey the closing term 13°32 

(v. 37; Ex. 18,16; Is. 5,3). 3S corrects 13.naK. 

Jacob’s invited évethren are Laban and his company. 

ond yoo ond 52xd. G ynw b2N% is probably evidence of another form of the 

text, if not rather a wanton alteration. 

yd, G+ Kai dvaprewas tots SpOaduoic idev TapeuPodlny Seod TapenpepAnkuiay 

—on ods man SM YS RW; perhaps a variant of oTDN *DRdM 12 IIB". 

}831, so some MSS and wOSIJA rightly. Al, 1. 
AM odpm; so GB & Syr.-Hex., but , 64. (A gloss; otherwise '837 nS). Cf 30, 43; 

Br At. 
AMM nnsn, scribal error for INS87 (so 22). 

AM Aswan, 6 sawn. 

yma Nan. Not the same as 112 WS (cf 35,4); but that which had come with him, 

viz. his livestock; cf 1 Sam. 14,34; 1K. 10,29. 6 Wy eqepev. COSA what he 

had brought with him, as if pointing 827. 

MM om33; a scribal error, as in 31,9. 

M nmbw sin amp. 6 dWpa daméotadxev shows that this was written ANDw XT ANI, 

which 6 read thus: An?¥ 8A 'b. 
82 ..6E9; . #. The word fell out between "IN8 App". 

N= S ates; cf Prov. 16,14. #1 3p, which is without a parallel. 

Al mines. The statement 31 75°42 yb sim takes us back to v. 14%: m9°52 Dw yom 

xin. Jacob is still at Mahanaim (ow). The entire narrative, vv. 2-22, centres 

upon that ancient sanctuary, the name of which — 7wo Camps — is alluded to 

again and again. Thus we have God’s Camp, v.3, and Esau’s 400 men imply 

another camp or host. Then, v.8, Jacob divides his own following into ¢wo 

camps, which he mentions as evidence of his prosperity in his prayer, v. 11; and 

lastly, we have here m3n»3, or rather perhaps oyna (Final 0 and 7 are some- 

times confused). 
M sin odds. But wx rightly ginn; cf vv. 14.22; 19,33. — Pp’, wG prt; of pW. 

nws 52> nx, w6SIA rightly. Al. 99. 
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31 (27) 

(42) 
(44) 

(46) 

31,27—46 —iQeet> Genesis *<bCho- 89 

6 inserts mi nNan3 md after Nwy, v. 26, and omits ‘AX B33}, beginning: Kat ei 
aviyrrends wor, Earéoteia vy Ge="3) NII ND (cf. 23,5). But Al is preferable. 

The repetition ‘235 n& 333n) — ‘N¥ 333N) is quite in the style of a complainant, 

harping on his grievance. 
Joy, so 2.63. Al p2ny perhaps arose out of Many script. plen. 

JX, so 2.6, as in v. 30. Al 02°38; an alteration to suit Dopp. 
moo), GA rightly. Al. 1, destroying the connection: However, thou hast actually 

departed, because thou wert homesick ; but why &c.? 

M spyn; G+ Kai wdvta ta eud-3*Kai eimev avtw laxwB, which looks original. 

35 mp, so GA; M mp 7). 
WDM w. (wan; fourteen MSS with 5) 6; , Al; of v. 35; 44, 12. 

AM places nmpxn vnw 5axa after 89 Sax, which disagrees with the following 

md Sax (not yaN»). Laban would suspect Jacob most, his own daughters least. 

He therefore enters Jacob’s tent first, then that of the two subwives, and lastly 

those of his daughters. 
ax MInawH, for nmysn, would indicate another source for the phrase in which it 

occurs. 
ma}, some MSS, w6SA. But Al, 1 (owing to preceding ‘). 
Mi ‘52 5> nN nwwy %D; but 2.6 3), which is preferable, as the clause really be- 

longs to the last verse. 

) Moya snes. We transfer ‘nvm to the next verse; though the anacoluthon is per- 

haps not indefensible here; cf v. 43. 
The repetition with which this verse opens (cf v. 38) suggests another source. 

Possibly vv. 38 (12) J°9M) to 4o are cited from a poem. 
sansa for thy flocks, like the preceding yn3a ‘nwa for thy two daughters. It is 
not carping criticism to point out that this hardly agrees with the previous narra- 
tive (30,31 ff.). G felt the difficulty; for after rendering the latter phrase dvti 

tWv dUO BUYaTépwv oo, it renders this év Toi¢ mpoPdtoig Gov, among thy sheep. 

See also on v. 7. 

6S3A jn2™; but cf 1 Chr. 12,17. 
The words sy> mm) cannot refer to n3; but to some material object which is to 
be the sign and memorial of the compact. Moreover, the accounting for the 

name of the borderland of tyb: being a principal motive of vv. 4452, and 93 
appearing as the complement of 7y in vv. 47.48.52, it is natural to suppose, with 
OLSHAUSEN, that 53 nwy3) has fallen out of #1. The proposal is carried out, v. 46. 

Otherwise, we might suppose the missing words to be mae m33n; cf Is. 19,19. 

20; V. 54. 

In Is. 7. c. a M3 is associated with a may, and the two together are to serve 

as a sign and a witness (ty5) mxd am). 
Possibly the original text of our story here contained the words: 7333) mat 7333) 

nox apd mem nase and let us build an altar, and set up a maccebah; and let it serve 

as a witness &c. (cf. 33,20). Thereupon, the speaker suits the action to the word, 

and erects a ma¢cebah. Vater theological prejudice would account for the omis- 

sion supposed. The covexant must have been made with sacrifice (cf. v. 54); and 

the eating mentioned vy. 46 will also have been a sacrificial meal. 
G adds at the end of v. 44: JR3I°3'3 Ty OO ANT Hy WK PR TT Ipys YX WN 
(cf. v. 50). This might have been omitted owing to homeeoteleuton; and it agrees 

with v. 45, where Jacob sets up a maccebah, as at Bethel, 28,18. But apy’, v. 45, 

appears to be an incorrect gloss; see vv. 49.51, the latter of which is 48 in 6. 

The term 3, instead of 33, may be intentionally used as a play on ‘p1NT 

(v. 20); cf. v. 51. 

MM apy. tox. The following ynx> suggests that it was Laban rather than Jacob. 

Laban’s dre¢hren are specially mentioned, vy. 23; and his boast of superior strength, 
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30 (42) 

er i) 

(3) 

(7) 

(9) 

(16) 

88 ~oSQodehe Benesia *<>eSto- 30,42—31,2 

The sense of D’5yyn (Lam. 2,19) and o™wpn must evidently depend on that of 

nywpor, v. 41, and >pyn in this verse. 6 donua wamarked and énionua marked; 

in disagreement with its version of the latter terms, and probably a mere guess, 
(G perhaps read nna for ywym; cf Is. 66,7. At all events, it renders fvika 
yap €tekov, after explaining nowpnn by év yaotpi Aaupdvovta.) ALISTO under- 

stand the distinction to be that of spring and autumn lambs and kids; the former 

being the more robust (/¢. well-knit), and therefore preferred by Jacob for breed- 

ing purposes. (€9 xyvoa» — x wpd; and similarly S). 

Al 138, by a construction Kata ovveow, but «2. B38, which may be right, as 9 
might be confused with 13. So again in v. 5. 

wy, G pd¢ avtov=P9y or OR. Per contra, inv. 5 As, G wet’ €uod = “wy, and 
so €9, 

AM Pniasx, G6 tod matpdc cov, cf 48,21. Plur. of 38 with prs does not occur else- 

where in the Pentateuch; cf also 12,1. 

sntdw 5s), so an; AL qnsdinds. 
ADM, so aw. AL AOnm; but cf v.41 Adnnt. It is simplest to suppose a confusion 
of » with 7 in the old writing (A_, A); of on 15,6. 
DDN, wx. TM, and so again vv. 9.16%. 

}2"8, sO w. and vv. 5.6.7. #l o3°4N, a mere slip of the pen. Similarly a has 2 

oma), v. 43, and oa for "33, 35,18 ef a/. Cf also 36,28 yx, 63 Apau, Aram, 
and many similar instances. The confusion was perhaps due to indistinct pro- 
nunciation. 

[Both SIEGFRIED-STADE, p. 5522 below, and GESENIUS- BUHL”, p. 6072, point 

mvy instead of ny]. 
MM Oxnea Oxa is not Hebrew for she god of Bethel (35,7). The natural supposition 

that something has fallen out is confirmed by €9, which usually agrees so closely 

with Al, but here gives 58 maa qby smydanet xnbs—dsmaa pos asin osn. This 
is probably the true text of Al (cf 35,1). G 6 Bed¢ 6 d@POEic cor Ev TH TdTW, 

S) ° 

with piper instead of 5xn‘a (cf 28,11.17 ff.), may represent an older state of 30 
the Heb. text. 

9 nnwn, so GS; Al, %. 
WS), SO w6C9; AM ra 

my}, so 26; A 3. 

15) nw333, GSIA; cf Job. 18,3; wy 44,22. AM omits 5, owing to the following 3. ) S J 4 fo) 5 

‘2 confirms the negative answer implied by the question of v.14. Cf vv. 26.31. 

For omds in the second half of the verse, $ 1m; perhaps therefore 16? belongs 
to J. 

A wan ws I93P TIpp; . GS, owing to homceoteleuton with previous clause. For 

‘3p Taps, which is not found elsewhere, we restore 13°:3p) 1m3pH (so €°); cf. 34,23; 
36,6. 

In v. 19 Rachel steals (333n1) Laban’s fevaphim. UHere, Jacob steals a march 

(233%) on Laban. Perhaps the former motive of Laban’s pursuit of Jacob belongs 

to E, and the latter to J (cf v. 27). — With Laban ha-Arammi, cf. the classical 

Leucosyri, or White Syrians (NESTLE). 

sda Sy, a onda op. 
am 5x; of. Num. 24,1; 2 K. 12,18; Luke 9,51. Al, ox; but €OS have %. 
yr sy ain, 6 simply tovnpd, giving the sense. So again, v. 29. 

Ml 173, but a defining proper name has evidently fallen out after this word; cf 

the following contrasted 1yb3n m3. We therefore supply mb¥pn, which is other- 

wise strangely isolated in v. 49. Israel and the Ammonites occupy the same 

relative positions, Jud. 10,17. Cf also mpsan nor, Josh. 13,26. LAGARDE anti- 

cipated this conjecture, as also \ms for »n8 (Agathangelus, 157). 
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(40) 

(41) 

30,35—4I oH Qt+ Benesig 2ahSHo- 87 

wx RID suggests 59 for by (when all my hire comes before thee); and X corrects 

N38 (when I come about my hire before thee); while 3 guando placiti tempus ad- 
venerit coram te corrects ny for dy. 

Dpsn, so G tovs pavtovs (v. 33); of Tag pavtac=np3n which follows imme- 

diately. So also $; ¢f v. 32. 

M OMpyn striped, brindled (31, 10). 

) ya defween himself, 7. e. his own encampment, which would include his sons 

(v. 35). ax6A n33, referring to the latter. 

a DN ARV PY RD RW ION 3377 TON Apy* TR oda apy* dx ods Jxdp tay 
Symyx Jo my yd wwe b> nx wT 8D DMA Ops oMpy yxsm Sy pvp ovninya 55 
S831) ANT PINT YD RY DIP Any. W3 pw NI Wwe) ADD Ow NnwE ws dx na 
:JOy DON PAX pIX, an interesting attempt to bring the narrative into harmony 
with 31,7-13; see especially vv. 11-13 of that chapter. 

hwnd so as to lay bare the white on the rods. Al }wNn is generally explained as 

an Aramaizing 7/in. abs.; but the form is unique in JE (yond, xpd, Num. 10,2, 

belong to P). 6 tepiolpwy suggests AWN repeatedly laying bare. S$ also part. 

ja5n, 6 Td xAWpdv= Nn; so that the sense becomes stripping off the green. 6 
then continues: €paiveto dé emi Taig papdoig TO AevKdOV 6 €A€moEV TrOIKiAov= 

saps S¥D wR 4297 mdpam by RW. 
) Al 3pm, instead of A3pMNI, may be an archaism or an Aramaism, but is just as 

likely to be a mere textual corruption; especially as }s3n and y7dn\ precede and 
follow. * and n are sometimes interchanged, e¢. ¢. 38,29. 

9) AL mdpen ox yxyn wn, w. 21 73nMM, as in the last verse. jx¥m ONY may be a 
marginal substitute for the strange 739m of v. 38, inserted in the wrong place; 
and mibpan 5x also looks like a needless interpolation, unless it belongs to v. 38: 
and the flock conceived — when they came to drink — at the rods (24,11; but €9 

has 3 for 58, as in v. 41). j837 19M would hardly be followed directly by ;om 
}8371 in the same narrative. — D'p3, , S. 
When his device had proved successful, Jacob sefarated the young (Bx3W>R in- 

cludes the kids); putting the unusually colored ones, which by the agreement 

were his own perquisite, in droves by themselves, as soon as they were old enough 

to be parted from their dams. Al 735 yx. DIN 5D) Tpy Ox jR¥T BD jn. But the 

equipollence of phrases demands py 52 (so COG*A, HOUBIGANT), in connection 
with nin 52); the former expression, of course, meaning the abnormally colored 

kids, the latter the lambs. 6 évavtiov="3b), instead of 3b; so also S. AM could 
only mean: he put the face of the flock &c. +68 conjecture 8 vam for dx. 

But even if 5 might stand for wn (v. 35) or Wny (31,10), we should have to 

read 58 again for 5> in the next clause. Instead of 25 jx¥2, due perhaps to the 
following }39 jx3, 6 has preserved év totic duvoic=D'3w>3. 

The meaning of the text as restored is: putting before the main flock every strip- 

ed and every black one among the young. One object of putting his own cattle 

in front was doubtless to give them the first feed of the pastures. The next 

clause adds by way of further explanation: Ae set them in droves by themselves 

(32,17), and put them not along with Laban'’s flock. \9 because of the sing. 53 

spy and on 5>. Otherwise we might render as 6: he set for himself droves by 
himself &c. Cf. also 43,32. 

Verses 41.42 do not describe a second trick; they simply add a qualification of 

the one already described: And whenever the sturdy cattle were in heat, Jacob 
would set the rods before the eyes of the flock in the water-troughs, that they might 

couple at the rods; but when the flock happened to be feeble, he would refrain; so 

the feebler young would fall to Laban’s share, and the sturdier to Jacob's. 

Al pm 523. ny has fallen out; cf 31,10. 6 év TH kapwH W évexioowv. €9 523 

py &e. S Urmia every year &c., but 3PM Jsa Naas = CO, 
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30 

86 —oHgodete Bonests 3sbeBHe~ 30, 32.33 

been wonderfully great (vv. 29.30). In future he would like to have a share in 

this increase, so largely due to his own good shepherding; but what share? 

Only the abnormally colored births. All lambs wholly white, all kids uniformly 

dark-brown or black — the normal colors — are to belong to Laban; only black 

lambs and particolored kids are to be Jacob’s perquisite (vv. 32.33). Abnormal 
coloring would, of course, be the exception; but crafty Jacob is careful to seem 

to reduce his own chances still further by the proposal that Laban shall at once 

remove all the abnormally colored animals that happen to be in the flocks al- 

ready, so as to prevent their breeding with the others (v. 32). Covetous Laban 

eagerly closes with a plan so obviously disadvantageous to Jacob; and forthwith 

takes the preliminary step of removing these animals, which he puts under the 

charge of his own sons, who were not likely to be favorable to Jacob (cf 31, 1), 

and then moves his camp to a considerable distance from Jacob and the flocks 
left in his care; so that Jacob is quite precluded from the ordinary means of in- 

creasing the number of unusually colored animals (vv. 34-36). The purport of 

the whole story is to show how Jacob’s superior cunning and resourcefulness 

made the best of a hard bargain; and the remaining verses (37-42) relate the 

extraordinary means by which he contrived to make his employer’s uniformly 

colored flocks produce an unusual proportion of black lambs and particolored 

kids. It is perhaps significant for the origin of this popular tale that the whe 2 

sheep — séx laban — belong to Laban (The White); while /acod (as if, The 
Streaked) is to have the striped and spotted cattle; cf the Arabic uses of the 
root 3py in Cokes (‘wgdb) striped or variegated garments (= 9\ abréd); dts 
(agbe) variegated or figured cloth; \as\ successive streaks; and Heb. mapy 

footprints, traces. i 

(32) ray (cf. J gyra= hd), the imperative, suits the context better than Al V3yX, ww. 

J ) 

mays, which may be due to the preceding verbs Whws...7y18. Laban would 

hardly trust Jacob to remove the animals; cf v. 35 10% avd he (Laban) removed; 

and v. 31 Awyn ox zf chou (Laban) w/t do &c. 
som, so 6 kai diaxwpioov. AL DA, which might be 27/7. abs. But the impera- 

tive is more natural (so J e¢ sefara), as 10") follows, v. 35. 
oyys goer tps mw 55) paws. pin aw 52; of 6 nav mpdpatov Parov ev Tots apvdorv 
Kal Tév didpavtov Kat AeuKov ev Taic aizlv. AL ovawo3 on mw do) gidwr pa mw 53 

pNya tp31 xibvi cannot be right, as sioHy tp3 describes only the abnormally 
colored goats, and cannot be made to include the sheep, which are described - 

by the term on (vv. 33.35). It does not therefore help us much to remove 

Athnach to the first s15u), as DILLM. proposes. There is no reason for repeat- 

ing the characteristic of the goats; and s\bu) 3p3 is the regular order of the 

terms (vv. 33.35.39). 
“av mm, strictly understood, would refer to the animals which Jacob proposes 

that Laban should separate from the rest of the flock; but the whole context 

must determine the meaning, which is: and such shall in future de my hire. Con- 
versation is not always rigidly logical and precisely grammatical; nor is the ver- 

bal accuracy of a modern historian to be expected of the old Hebrew popular 

raconteur. 

‘pI either my sense of right, my conscience; or objectively, my right, what is 

due to me on the basis of our agreement; cf Is. 54,17. 
In At F355 follows “2v, awkwardly enough for the obvious sense of the verse. 

We transpose it to follow ‘psy, and restore 5x for by, thus getting the statement: 

And my (stipulated) right shall answer (witness) against me before thee (cf. 1 Sam. 

12,3; where 133="355 here) hereafter, when thou comest to my hire; viz. to 

inspect it, and see that I have not defrauded thee. The second member of the 

verse proves that there is a reference here to such a visit on the part of Laban. 
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30,2I—32 —Hgeeeis Genesis o2<PeSie- 85 

dwelling, to which there is an evident allusion: AZ /ast my husband will dwell 

with me. Cf. also 538 and Phoen. daixdys. The double assonance is hardly 

decisive for two sources; cf 29,32; 30,13. 6 aipetret=*31ND (Mal. 3, 17). 

Dinah is not explained; perhaps because the meaning — judgment, vindication 

— was considered self-evident (cf c. 34). But the same might be said of Daz, 

which is explained. This looks as if the extract were not complete. 64+ Kai 

éotn Tod tiktey, z. e. NIdH Ty (29, 35). 
(23) Joseph is here connected with 48 asapfh, to take away; but in v. 24 with vasaph, 

(24) 

(25) 
(26) 
(27) 

(28) 
(29) 
(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

to add (35,18). The different Divine names point to E and J respectively. Joseph 

is hardly an adaptation of the Assyrian és¢/w, diviner (SAYCE); the sibilants do 

not correspond. The Ephraimite p=’ (Jud. 12,6) does not get rid of the fact 

that @s7pu appears in Hebrew as }¥x, whereas 4D is never Aw. [It might be 

well to add, however, that the first stem-consonant of }W& fo enchant is not &, 

but 9; cf DELITZSCH, Handworterbuch, 247. As to tke sibilants, see /okms 

Hopkins University Circulars, August ’87, p. 118; cf ZA ii, 278,n. 1). If the name 

were of Egyptian origin, and related to Osavsifh, we might, perhaps, compare 

ae 4A sef, babe; cf Rames. But the old Canaanite town /sef-e/ (Karnak lists 

of Tutmes III.) may be 5x-}pY; which would prove that the name was indigenous 

to Palestine. (Cf mpov, Josiphiah; 7. e. Joseph-Jah); and Mr. PINCHES has 
lately found the personal names Vasuf-¢li and Vagub-tli (¢. e. Joseph-el and 

Jacob-el) in Babylonian contracts of the period of Hammurabi, about 2500 B. C. 

mm, GS ods, both here and in y. 27; deliberate alterations (in the latter case, 

to agree better with 31, 19.30). 

yas 583, so ws; AL yd. 
Jns, z. e. probably JAX; cf 29,27.30, where 73) is construed with by. 

Al snwni Pay jn kyo 83 OX; but it would be hard to parallel the supposed 

aposiopesis in these narratives. Something has fallen out; °2 “Hy Faw stay with 

me, for | have taken the omens &c. (29,19); cf X who supplies esl stay! or 58 

‘2 95n do not go, for &c. (v.26). There is no proof that ‘nwni=ahnen, ver- 

muthen, vernehmen (GES.-BUHL"); of. 44,5.15. GOS sn.p3, Musas; as if the Heb. 

were “nvj="np3! 

35522, G émi ti of cioddw may indicate 939d (v. 30); or else the Aramaism J55y3 
at thy entering. 
Tox, , 63. 

sntay, so S; a il. Cf v. 26. 

The meaning of %3d is determined by that of its antithesis 355. As the latter= 

before my coming, it must mean after my coming, in my wake. See Is. 41,2, 

CHEYNE. We point °3d, after the analogy of 9392 behind him, Jud.5,15, and 

as a Closer parallel to "285. SCOX on my account or through me; as though the 

word were %532 (v.27). But ci Hab. 3,5, where also ‘$31 is contrasted with 
sap. 
AL :WHWS JIX¥ Ay. The second verb, which is superfluous after the first, which 

involves it, must be a gloss; perhaps on “3y8 (v. 32), for which it might be an 

ignorantly suggested substitute, and which it resembles closely enough for con- 

fusion. If it be kept, the accentuation must be altered, so as to get the sense: 

I will again be shepherd — thy flock (instead of my own) w7tl [ keep. But 6SIN 

TOWN). 
Jacob does not propose that he shall be paid at once and beforehand for his 

new term of service. He has to earn his hire before it is paid, just as in the 

former term of seven years’ service for Rachel. Every year there will be, of 

course, the natural increase of the flocks under his charge; which, thanks to his 

skill and the blessing of JHVH, as he is careful to remind Laban, has hitherto 
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30 (8) 

(10) 

(11) 

(15) 

(16) 

(18) 

(20) 

84 —oHSCeEY Benesig ade 30,8—20 

Rachel seems to say: A God's bout have I wrestled with my sister, z. ¢., I have 

had an arduous, a superhuman struggle with her; I was overmatched, but have 

won at last. Or the meaning may be: Westlings with God have I wrestled — 

Zz. e. I have earnestly striven with Him in prayer; cf v. 6; 32,24ff.; Hos. 12,4f. 

— like my sister (cf, ©OX), Similarly SBM cMel ps cRaaslle Le wo Masa 
Musal ele / begged of the Lord, and intreated with my sister, and moreover 

I prevailed. (Did these Versions connect the name Naph/ali with the root of 
Sopni?). ‘ 

3 comparavit me Deus cum sorore mea et invalui=God matched me with my 

sister, and I overcame! takes ome ‘indi in the sense of wrestlings appointed 
by God, 

Dy, so w.6; Al. 1 (omitted after »), 

The form of this verse in 6 is 372 spy‘5 5m) axd nnaw mpdt anny apy’ mds Nani; 
cf. vv. 4.5. It is difficult to believe that Al is not an abridgment of this. See also 
Waele: 

433, or 133 (¢. artic. as in Is. 65,11), means W7th Gad’s help!’ Gad being a god 
of luck. For the construction, cf y 18,30 73. Al points 133= 33 82 Gad és come / 
and so €O$; but 6 év tUxn is nearer the mark. 

mywsa With Ashera’s help’ Ashera, like Venus, being a goddess of good fortune, 

and the Canaanite equivalent of the Babylonian /s¢a-J/y/itta, in connection 
with childbirth. See PSBA, May ‘94. Al “wa, Through my luck/ But (a) Ws 
is not found elsewhere; () the expression of the text, whatever its precise form, 

must be parallel to 133 in sense; (¢) * and 7 might easily be confused in the old 

writing Als A), if the change was not rather made intentionally, upon theo- 

logical grounds. 

m5, so 6. ft ad. S nxd nd. 
nnpd, perf. with Strong Waw. A nnpds as if infin. (so CO sppdi); but cf Num. 
TShOmMlO; Isa 7oles zeke aA ats. 

That it is Reuben who finds the love apples, agrees with his sensual character 
(35,22; 49,4); and as they were believed to be potent as philters, there may 

even be a reference in the original story to the meaning of his name (/econ- 
ciler; 29,32). 

AL san, ww. 9°5n, 
N17, sO w.; AL NIT; see on 19, 33. 

It is evident from the words “>w and ‘wx that the writer resolves Dww" into 

vw ws man of hire, hireling; cf. X=, 1 Chr. 2,13. [See also KITTEL’s note 

on 1 Chr.7,1]. 6 adds to the name the ancient gloss 6 €ot1 Mio86c=1>w xin. 

Cf. 13¥, 1 Chr. 26,4; and Jer. 31, 16; w 127, 3; also the note on 15,1. 

It is conceivable that we have here a vestige of Egypt, 12’ representing the 

name Sokar or Seker, an Egyptian god; so that Issachar=Sokar's Man. But 

perhaps it is an old appellative of the ass as the tribal totem (49,14), meaning 

The Red, like "%9n the common name of that animal; the root being 13 = ye [?], 

which we see in ,240\ (ashgar), sorrel or reddish-brown, of horses; cf. such names 

as Wom, a reddish kind of antelope. In this case, the unvocalized second & may 

be due to Volksetymologie. NESTLE, however, regards it as a mater ectionts, 

indicating that the first wis w; o£ BLEEK-WELLH.® § 268 (p. 585); Z7azsactions ix 

Congress Orient.2,62. In that case, Amos 5,11 030W%3 is similar. Cf also the 

Palmyrene m>.0w" and the Sabean 5x15”. 
The name of Zebu/un (cf. Jeshurun) suggests to the writer the two different roots 
sabad, he gave, and zabal (cf. Zebul, Jud. 9,28). As to the former, c/ Jozabad, 

Zebadiah, and other names. The latter is not to be explained here by reference, 
with FRIEDR. DELITZSCH, to the Assyrian zaéé/z, which means to carry, bring 

(=Sumerian SAGILA, carry on the head); but according to the Heb. use of 5)31, 
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(16) 

28, 22—30,3 Hgts Genesis 2<PeSHo- 83 

mim’. Perhaps E’s expression was 5¥ nv. 58 or mA DIpET dR. 

M m7, TOA+% (omitted because of the following %9). 

GI , %33, but cf Is. 11,14. 6 was influenced by DIP prx, 25 ,6. After atp, 6+ 

wy py DX ApII Ms ‘NT ONINS 43 p 5x; an interpolation from 28,5. 

axGOX j3N1; AL jaNm. The former is most natural here, with 287 in the refer- 

CNCE..y. 3370/5 oy 354- 

wA Dyin dhe shepherds, the natural subject of 1553) and the following verbs, is 

preferable to MG opr the flocks; cf. v. 8, where 6A rightly read yin for 

A ossyn. 

bmn, 6 +395 na. 
Nm mys, 6 + mand wey yxvm (cf 36,24); perhaps an inadvertent repetition; but it 

is quite as likely that Ml represents a revision in which such apparent redundan- 

cies of expression have, to some extent, been pruned away. 

mand, 6 + oN oMIID; cf v. 13 ad fin. 
yow, 6 nw; so again, Num, 14,15; 1 Kings 10,1. 
Al yy vw. 3w is possibly a corruption of 73y" (y and w are often confused); or 

say may have fallen out after the similar 2¥". Thus ‘3n73y, in the next verse, 

becomes intelligible as a reference to the previously stated fact. Jacob had al- 

ready given practical proof of what he could do, v. 10. But the supposition is 

hardly necessary; cf vv. 19.20. 

WELLHAUSEN is probably right in connecting 7x with “>. Here we are told 

that Leah’s eyes were M29 weak, dul/, 6 ao8eveic. The story evidently implies 

that one sister was ugly, the other beautiful. Now 78> agrees very well with the 

root is to be ugly; \\ to look ugly or malignantly; and the same idea may per- 

haps be found in 5; cf the curse on Levi, Gen. 49. 

y5x, © apy’ ds. Al may have originated in ‘y* 5x. 
MON, 2.6 -+ apy’. The two Jacobs may both be original; see on v. 9. 

y25 Al ad, w as perhaps originated in dittography. wS , 79. 
maw, sow; Al, 5. Cf v.29; to which 6$ assimilate the order of words 

here. 
m3nn, Nif‘al perf. (38,14) with Strong Waw, and accusative following. 12.363 sub- 

stitute }Ms8), understanding the verb as 1 pers. plur. impf. Qal cohort. with Weak 

Waw. 

28) 325, so 6. Al 1, noting that a few copies omit the second 1D. 

30 (3) 

Al 5m nx o3. G3 , 03, which is due to the previous 5m 5x po. 

mip, 6 + oR (2,4 &c.). 
12, 6 + spy. 
The obscure name }3'8" sounds like the Egyptian Aa-wban, and so may possibly pre- 

serve a trace of Israel's sojourn in Egypt. But it is more likely cognate with 99) 

va ib, a chief whe mends matters; a big, portly chief. The root VI), is to mend, 

and reconcile, or repair a breach between people; a meaning which would suit 
the estranged relations between Jacob and his hated wife, and her hope about 
her son. See also note on 30,15. The name has a double assonance; first with 

aya ANI, and then with 3378" (or rather ‘278; see 19, 19). 

The name yaw is perhaps an animal designation; c/ Bew si, said to bea 

hybrid between the hyena and wolf. Then we might point o8 (Is. 13,21) in 
49,5. Pya¥ (36,2; cf Dyas, ard) might be a dialectic variation of pynw; cf 

Pw, kW, gazelle; OY= <a); and similar cases [cf ZA ii, 263, 1]. 
AXP, so sn. SK9, 3 in agreement with v. 35; cf also vv. 32.33. SGA Np (€KANGn). 

With mada, ch slags (4alhd’) simple, artless, casily misled, said of a young wo- 

man; and the incident, 35,22 (also perhaps 37,2), 
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28 (2) 

(4) 

(6) 
(9) 

(10) 
(11) 
(13) 

(14) 

(15) 
(18) 
(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

82 —o8Q9det+ Benesig sdeSHo- 27,29—28,21 

innw, so also 43,28. a» and Qfré in both places \nnw%, as in the next line here. 

tnx, 6 sing., and so €O (q\nx5), which usually agrees with #1. The translators 
remembered that Jacob had but one brother; but parallelism requires the plur. 
Cf. y 50,20. 

Al 52p is possibly a perversion of 1368 (A), 2,17. H1TzIG proposed by. 
Di, 22S Oo) (1 precedes). 
yow>, 2.6 rightly prefix ‘7 (29,13), which was omitted after mm. We restore: 

wy pa Dd 35938), for :mnm W132 DB) WIS7381. 

‘27, 6 dixaiwe, J jusze (similarly €0)=j27? But cf 29,15. 3S Mleew seems to 

indicate J&; see 29,14.15 in that Version. 

spe, 6S + yard wy. 
m273, 6 + 3x. 

Mi n24; probably due to confusion with the expletive 725 (19,32; 31,44). a 

rightly 75. 
pns* p31, so © katavuxS€évtosg dé loaaK (Lev. 10, 3). , il. The sentence accounts 

for the repetition of wy in what follows. 

wan is very doubtful. 6 KaGedAnc, pointing MA [cf NOLD. ZDMG 37,539f. 

from 1% (24, 18.46). 

Al and the Book of Jubilees 11s8n thou waxest great (Nif‘al, Ex. 15,6.11; or per- 

haps Hif‘il used intransitively); a figure like that of Is. 10,27 the yoke shall burst 

by reason of fat (cf. also Deut. 32,15). The root 3 hardly suits here (Jer 2,31; 

Hos. 12,1; Ww 55,3). DILLM. when thou strivest or exertest thyself; but how, ex- 

cept by striving, could Edom break his brother’s yoke? 6B when thou wishest 

(8€ANG¢, Ws possibly 6A kaGédn¢ is a corruption of kai 6éAnc); but the wish to 
be free would always be present with the subjugated race. S$ aol te and if 

thou repentest, and 3 cum excutias imply 313n and W3n respectively. 
Esau’s Blessing is certainly not metrical, but prophetic prose (cf (W835 AM, a 

prose construction). It should not, therefore, be divided into lines, as KAUTZSCH- 

SOCIN give it. 

M 35, 6 Arddpabi=n3 (27,43); S+ Ad (12,0. 
AM DAIS, »w.G + TAX (v. 13). ; 
M Jns, 6IA Pons; the usual phrase (17,7.8.9. 10). 
AM ods, ww. mA (!). 
AM ndbwi. Omission of » after a similar letter. 6 Kai dmwxetTo=7% (26, 31). 
baynw’ OX aw. — Al ndnp; S Msacns = nw; of. 36,3. 
ax corrects the summarizing 79% to n2>5 (cf SA). 
mN3, of 15,17. fsa. (The 7 fell out before 7). 

yoy 233 was standing beside him (X before him); \ike the Three Men, 18,2. Was 
standing upon it (G33) does not agree with the context, which states that azge/s 

of God were (all the while) ascending and descending the ladder, Else we might 

compare Am.7,7; 9,1. 

AM pn, 6+ w} popod=NTN dx (15, 1). 
M Fy is an awkward addition to the usual formula (12,3; 18,18), and is pro- 

bably a gloss, harmonizing the passage with 22,18; 26,4; as well as with v. 13. 

wwe 52 nx, so GA; Al, 9D. 
nov, © €Onkev exei—=now ow (dittography). 

1, we. mo FI Luza; cf. Josh. 18,13. 

A mawsnd; see 13,4. The occasional confusion of 1 and 5 may account for the 

Variation. 
omds, 6 Kipios 6 Ged¢ (misreading mn* as mm). [Cf Al ook ==, 

y 45,7]. 
srawm, so G; cf v.15. Ml snawi, 
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(28) 

26,18 —27,28 orequasee BGenesig 22<o8H-- 81 

AM M2; 63 “ay, and so Book of Jubilees. S the slaves of his father in the days 
of Abraham, his father. 
After the second on sk, 6+ 138. 

After the second yn), G6 +- pmax. 
M 5no3, 64-1. 
M PN, G d&ndpac dé loaax exeiBev WovEev= TBM PN’ ow pny (cf vv. 17.22). 

MM 5M, «SA plur. 
MS 951, GEOIA 331; cf. 28, 3. 
M iay; of. 18,17. 6 Pax (from 24%). A. 
M yD ND. GSIA omit one of these equivalents. 33:N13"3 recurs Jud. 11, 10 only; 

cf. BN3*3, 43,23. 1393.3 crept in from the margin. It occurs four times besides. 

M Jy, G ePdedvEducba—=Pdya3 (Lev. 26,11); 3 confused with 5, as perhaps in 

20,10: 

AL any any, © ANS Any); so 2x, but without }. 

M5, G ovx=Nd (Have we not found water); Cf. 23,5. 
Al ans, GS npw (v. 22) rightly. 
M nya seven=yiw; see 21,28.31. SJ curiously point nyaw Plenty. As the 

name of the well was yaw, and no trace of mysw is found elsewhere, we restore 

yaw here. myaw may represent a marginal gloss, nyaw oath. 

M jy by, GS+ Np rightly (11,9; 21, 31). 
MM “sa (Hos.1,1 only) may have been influenced by Na in the previous line; 

cf. Judith 8,1 “». 

‘nn, so 6S; AM mn. Cf 36,2. 
VABTRE 

pm, w. Alene ATM; but cf the reverse, v. 7. 
x5, GSIA xd). The 1 was perhaps omitted after preceding *. 
The dak Ney. PN (wx JOON) is rendered chy gucver by GEG and Aben Ezra; 
thy sword by S€O and Rashi. Sword and bow are mentioned together, 48 ,22; 

cf. our term anger. A hunting-knife may be meant. 
wand is right. 6 tH Tatpi avtod would require WS aNd Wd. 

paw, 6 paw od (18,7). 
npbn. As npdn elsewhere is a plot of land (33,19), we point npon with 6 (td 

‘uuvd), fem. plur. of pon, v. 11. 
x34; GSI NM, as in vv. 10.14.31; where, however, > follows, not 5s as here. 

) FINS, w. ANNA. Cf 18,12; Job 2,9 (In 2 Kings 20,9 /eg. J2°7). 

) M yn, GIA Tryp; but cf v. 31. 
my, S6I-+Ndn; cf 2 Sam. 23,11 DwIy NXdp MwA npon. If the original phrase 

here was Dwsy Xd», we have another reference to Jacob’s lentile porridge (25,34). 

Nor can it be fairly objected that this addition would spoil the rhythm; for this 

and the next verse are elevated (prophetical) prose, not poetry. 
win must, new wine, Aram. Sn“Nd [cf ZDMG 32,741 n.], has been assimilated 

to the Semitic root wv, but is really derived from the Sumerian SIRAS, SIRIS[?], 

whence the Assyr. sévas#, sirist ‘palm(?) wine, or the like. [C/ DELITZSCH, 
Assyr. Handwirterbuch, p. 512; JENSEN, Kosmologie, p. 412. The # in sivas 

represents the affix », cf ebraica i, 179, n. 4; the name of the drink is sevdsv, 
or with ddbe\, sevész, with final 2%. The e in serdésu=sirdsu is due to the in- 

fluence of the 7; cf DELITzSCH, Assyr. Gramm. § 36. For the dJLel, see 

Haupt, The Assyr. E-vowel, p. 27, a & b. The primitive form of the word 

seems to be sirdsu; Sirdsu and sirdsu are due to dissimilation; cf sabdsu ‘to be 

angry,’ which is also spelled sabdsu and sabésu; see JENSEN, Kosm, 279, n. 2; 

ZIMMERN, Busspsalmen, 69,53). 
Gen. Il 
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(3) 

(5) 
(7) 

(8) 
(11) 
(12) 

(15) 

80 Qe Genesis $2abeSto- 25,22—26,15 

M mm, G 6 Gedc=—n nde. 
Al ‘238 mM MN? is not quite enough for sense. S ft Luv hed why do J live? Cf 
27,46, and for the construction ‘238 4\y, v. 30; in accordance with which we supply 
mn. 

4M ova K*thib (=o), is probably a scribal error for O43 Q°ré, wn. 

A Vy, wv. Vyst, which violates rhythm as well as grammar. 

A pvain, a. DANN; cf 38,27 OWINN (in the same phrase); Cant.4,5 4. fl may be 

a vulgar pronunciation or an Aramaism, but is more likely a scribal error. Cf 
Assyr. f#¢dme. 

AM HIN, I Sam. 16,12; 17,42, of David +. Here the context requires the mean- 

ing red-haired rather than rwddy. The hairy garment need not be of goat’s hair, 

which in Syria is usually black. It might e. g. be of camel’s hair (cf Matth. 3,4 
with Zech. 13,4). But see BUDDE, Urgeschichte, 217, Anm.2. The original term 

may have been 19d, vough, shaggy (Jer. 51,27) or, indeed, Vy’; for which R 
substituted ‘31978, Teele of O78 and perhaps also Of pow tawny. yw alludes 

to Esau’s other name ‘yw, and wy may be=,,ss (uththa) plur. of Sqx5 Cathwe) 
long hair; \3\218, therefore, hardly agrees with the context. 

AM isp, GS Bae. as usual; cf vv. 26.30. But a» plur. in v. 26 also. 

M 3, GS ws, Ais (Hsau’s) venison. The Versions (except S) paraphrase ¥53, 
which is difficult, for it can hardly mean zach seinem Geschmack (KAUTZSCH). 

Some such expression as p’nan (Job 20, 12) may have fallen out; 47s ven?son was 

sweet in his mouth. Cf. also Ezek. 3,3. But it is simpler to read 9d Zo Ads taste. 

AL mis DIRT DINT yd, G aro Tod Eyeuatos Tod TUPPod TOUTOU=AIT DANA Wa yD; cf 

v.29. There is no special reason for repeating the epithet; while, on the other 

hand, a substantive is necessary to sense, and even to grammar. 

Al apy, 6 + wy ds. 
HM Dm, G + wy. 

Brae 3. 3258 is an obvious interpolation; and v. 2> Adide in the land that I 
will tell thee of! (cf. 22,2”) stands in strange juxtaposition with v. 34: Sojourn in 
this land! — viz. where thou now art. But further, if vv. 35-5 be assigned to R, 

it is difficult to avoid the reference of the whole passage (vv. 2-5) to the same 

hand; for the command Sojourn in this land/ is hardly enough by itself to 

justify the Theophany, as it is evident from v. 1 that it was already Isaac’s inten- 

tion to sojourn there. V.2 may belong to a parallel story in E; and v. 5> has 

patent traces of D. 

MM dosn miyisn 52. ns, © mdoav tiv yiv ta’tHv; so again, v.4. As to 5x here 
and in v. 4 — a» m5xn in both places — see note on 19,8. 

A DIAS, 2.6 + TAN (v. 3). 
AM inwed; cf 32,30; 43,7. sw. inws dy (so S) and G mepi ‘PeBexkac tig yuvaiKdc 
autod are easier but less idiomatic. 
MM nws, 2.6SA-+- 8°, as required by grammar. 

HM %D, ax. WWD, an explanatory substitute. 

M nym 55, 1.6 wy 52; suggesting an original mby 5. 
AM omyw arn, a hundredfold (Matth. 13,8); but some MSS and 6XCS omypw darley 

instead of the daz hey. DMYW measures. Cf. (st'r) current price or rate of 

sale; Fas (sé“ara) to fix a price; TO MYwIT AND IN by a hundred times greater 

than what they had valued it at; X a hundred in amount ( ) 2b). 

V. 16 states the direct consequence of v. 14>. This verse, which interrupts the 

connection, was inserted by R. The like applies to v. 18. 
Al pind and v. 18 pipnd’ may be due to the natural assimilation of 7 before the 

labial #, rather than to neglect of gender, which is observed twice in v. 18 }79, 

and also in vy. 21.22.33. The wz is, therefore, evidence of dictation. 
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24 

25 (2) 

(21) 

25,2—21 —tGiS8+ Benesig o<deSHo-- 79 

maw mdnx (cf DY AN‘, 43,17); but we should expect simply z#/o the tent, noaKNT; 

cf. 18,6. We think 18 Ww is a marginal correction of \®X at the end of the 
verse (cf. on 23,1). © , mw. 

Al ox “Nk, G twepi Lappac tic untpoc avtod. Ml must be corrupt. At least the 

word nv has fallen out (25,11); for we cannot say was comforted after his 
mother, in Hebrew any more than in English. Further, according to the data 

of 17,17; 23,1; 25,20; Isaac’s mourning for his mother must have lasted, if 198 

be correct, three or four years, whereas 30 and 70 days were considered long 

(50,3; Deut. 34,8). The original text of J may have been P28 nip “INS a/ler his 

father's death (See WELLHAUSEN, Composition, ad loc.). 

Al PID si y7 My, either a case of dittography, or the marginal correction AX 

}1» has been incorporated in the text side by side with the defective }79 nx); 
of. 37,28 DIMPA=—D IIH 37, 36. 

There are thus five Sovs of Keturah, as also of Dedan according to 6 (v. 3), 

and of Midian (v. 4). 

AM xiv, 6+ Kai Tov Oawav=Nen AN (v.15; Is. 21,14). 6 writes Oaiuay for jan 

also (36,11.15). Sheba and Dedan are named together, 10,7; Ezek. 38,13; 
Dedan and Tema, Jer. 25,23. 

AM ovnwe, G Paround kai NaBdend kai Acoupiu=nomiwed xsi Sips. For Reiiel, 
see 36,4.10; for Adbeél, v. 13. 

AM pny, 16S +133 (v. 6). — As 24,36 obviously refers to this verse, and as 

Abraham’s death was originally recorded in that section of J’s narrative, the first 

six verses of our chapter, as well as 11>, owe their present position to R. 

Moowider, S aheoi, sing., meaning Keturah. wabp, as a Semitic (Semitized) 
word, recalls the sounds of 35D, Zo halve, split, Ss to split, cleave, |X ax 

(=Assyr. pilakku), and wp, a9, paldsu, to bore or dig through; thus suggesting 

sexual intercourse; [cf 12, 72p3]. Possibly the Sumerian <=) ii KI LAG-SI, 

a female slave (Assyr. ardati#), was pronounced in this sense #7-/ag-sz [?]. 

Al yaw, w.OSZ on yaw rightly (35 , 29). 

Ml yay, G6 Tov haodv avTod (My was read ipy instead of By. So again v. 17; 35,29; 

49,33). So »zw€O03A, but wrongly. 
AM 33, G ot dVo vioi ad’tTobH=—19393 “3M; but ‘sw is a gloss. 

A mwn, 6+ Kai TO omAaiov=miyHm; probably a correction. 

AM nn, $+ 3p ninxd (23,20). 
AML AP, w. VIP, G6 CWapav (ap); but SCOIA as Al. 

) #1 33m, so most MSS, and 1 Chr. 1,30. ax 117, but G6 Xoddav (Xoddad, Xadda) 

and A support #1. Some MSS and Sn; €0 77. 

Ml myIp; so r Chr. 1,31; but 1 Chr.5,19 303 rightly. Kedmah, eastward, is a 

singular name, and 13 might be misread Pp, while 3, %, are often confused. 

Al 132¥, GI sing., which is shown to be right by the second member of the 

verse. 
Ail AVX FDN2 must be corrected to WNW ANA as thou goest to Shur (1 Sam. 15,7; 

27,8, where pdiyp is corrupted from md4nb); a marginal gloss or variant reading 

of "Nw ty. The formula is already complete with the word D3, as the two 

passages of Samuel show (cf also 2 Sam. 5,25; Gen. 10,19.30). vom Havilah 

to Shur which lies before Egypt concluded the original verse; but R has added 

ba ne 5D 3p Sy, because he remembered Hagar’s (and so Ishmael’s) Egyptian 
origin, and saw in oy °35 Sy ws a fulfilment of the oracle :}2w. yy 52 3D dy 
(16,12). Al 5p3 is unparalleled. 6 katwWxnoev, as if j2w (cf 16,12 KaTouKoe1); and 

so S€O (xw). This may be right; but 93 he received a heritage (Jos. 16,4; 

cf. Num. 18,20) is nearer to 553. 
41 inwsy, 6 1nwKx APs, as in the second member. 
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24 

(44) 

(45) 
(46) 

(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 

(55) 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

(65) 
(67) 

78 089684 BGenests 23reBHo~ 24,44—67 

Oar Sdwp—o% Ikwd> Ney YyT wk ni39) (v. 13). The homceoteleuton o%....0%7 

may have caused the omission of the clause; or a reviser may have judged it 

superfluous. 

Moss 325, 6 tH Eautod Sepdtovtr loaak: Kai év ToUTW YvWoount Sti TETOINKaAS 
éheog TH Kupiw wou ABpaau; probably interpolated from v. 14. 

AL SA DPW, wS-+ TI OM vpn; I+ fawlulum ; from v. 17. 

AM myn, G emi tov Ppaxtova avtijs (, GS) dp’ Eautiis, which is conflate of the 
two readings m7 dy (v. 18) and myn. 
AM ns, G + davdyyeidov wor (v. 23). 
Neh. 9,12 is the only other instance of the perf. Hifil of mma. Cf v. 27. 

M by... .5y, scribal error for 5s....58; of Ex. 16,10. 
M 1357, as in 41,32; cf 21,11; 34,19. Two MSS and 6A- mn needlessly. 

AM 3.0 SN pr, aw. Dw) pr. 

The mention of Bethuel in this verse is clearly not original. The expression 

mother’s house, v.28, and the principal part played by Laban throughout, 

vv. 29 ff.55, while Bethuel is not consulted at all (f v.59 their sister, not 

their daughter), as well as the omission of Bethuel in v. 53, make it probable 

that Rebekah’s father was supposed to be dead in the original form of the story. 

Josephus makes Rebekah tell the servant so (477. i, 16,2); which at least proves 

that he felt the difficulty. 
AM Mwy oN OM, we WIT IN OM; S see we—pD' wIn, a phrase which occurs 

29,14. We therefore read TWwy 38 oO win, a@ month or ten days. So OLS- 

HAUSEN. : 

AM ans, some MSS and wGSITA ainsi; cf 18,5. 

AM mpan, GAS-+ onns; v. 59. 
M wim ‘poy is meaningless. G cic yiiddacg wupiddwv (N33). We prefer €O 
jaan podsd=noan mpoxd; so S. Cf Num. 10, 36; Deut. 33,17. 

AL PSIY, ax PIS. 

KauTzscH and SOcIN observe: V. 67% duldet 61° nicht neben sich. But... 1p 
45" merely states the fulfilment of the bidding 791... np, v. 51; and 45,24 is a 
similar instance of inversion of the order of events. We agree, however, that 

the death of Abraham was probably mentioned at this point in the original text 
of J, but omitted by R, who wished to introduce P’s relation of the same event 

afterwards (25,7 ff.). 
MM os ond N82 Slap 83 pms is evidently unsound. 6 1373p instead of 136, 

which gives the sense: Mow Isaac had come into the wilderness of Beer Lahai 
Roi (16,14). But ¢he wilderness of Beer Lahai Roi is not mentioned elsewhere; 

and 13982 looks like a conjecture. Comparing 22,19; 25,11, we restore pns" 

ywaond asa [5s yaw ajyap sa Wow Jsaac had come from Beersheba — 7. e. after 

the death of Abraham who resided there, 22,19 — fo Beer Lahai Rot, where we 

find him settled afterwards, 25,11. As KAUTZSCH-SOCIN remark, there is no- 
where any trace of his having separated from his father during the lifetime of the 

latter. (A transcriber inadvertently passed from the first to the second 183). 

M mw, G ddoreoxfjom, Zo chat, as if mwd (w 77,3.6); but it was not necessary 

to go out into the field in order to chat, and v. 65 proves that Isaac was alone. 

Further, mwa 757 there seems parallel to 7wa mw here; and S actually renders 

to walk in the field. \n spite of the , therefore, we identify this word with Ar. 

Eee, lw to take a walk, to ramble, to stroll; cf. ce, rambler, pilgrim. We 

may even point mw or mw, on the supposition that the dm. heyou. was con- 

fused with mw. [Ci NOLDEKE, ZDMG 37,538]. 

AM ordi, zw. oI rightly. The a fell out after 7. 

M mbm (37,19); 2. 57, owing to the following a. 

M ws mw mdmxn is not Hebrew. JiZo the tent of Sarah might be expressed by 
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(15) 
(18) 
(19) 

(21) 

35) 

(36) 

(38) 

(40) 

(43) 

24,15—43 —HSodet+ Genesis 22<PeBio 77 

A nnn, but 6 hroiuacac—ni3()9n; so STOAT. Soin v. 44. Cf 41,32; 43, 16.25. 

AL S58, 2G 4 O78. 

M1975, 2.6 +195 5x (v. 45); 3 zutra se. 

M inpwm, 6+ éws enavoato tivwy=nnwd nD OX Ip (vv. 14.19). 
AL inpwind dan), pn §. 3 Cumque ille bibisset; cf. on v. 18. 

M v9, 63 +-p5>. So again, v. 22, 6+ 55 after 19; of. Vv. 20. 

Al ANNwY, 2. TNwH, a mere error, which, however, is combined in $ with the 

true rendering: Laakso Laas, fotabat(!) et contemplabatur. We restore nynen 

(Is. 41, 10.23), as yw, fo look at, is used by 3 (4,4.5), It is the Assyrian sé’z, 

Sité wt, to gaze at, dtevizeiv, &c. 

Al wind, 2.68 wins); but the term is an old gloss on the obscure, because cor- 

rupt, 7XNwH, as if it were from ARY=—DHAY. 

Verses 22-25 appear thus in Al: ppa amt ors ween mp nnwd ordain 15> WWD 42? 

pas nea wt *S 82 Pa Ae DD INN?s spdpwo ant Mwy avy by opps saw pwn 
yan pa yOx Txm2s smd mtd awe mdp ya a8 Sxina na yds spxni24 399 139 Dip 
155 pip D3 HY IV ND D3. It is not, however, likely that the man gave Re- 

bekah the valuable presents defore he had inquired her parentage; and the re- 

verse is expressly stated, v. 47. 

AL pwn, w+ mS Sy ow, and put it on her nose; an addition which is necessary 

to the sense; cf v.47. Further, ow is implied by m1 by; cf A. The Versions 

here and in vv. 30.47 take Ot as earring (35,4); but the addition 75s by, v. 47, 

shows that it here means ose-ring. 
AL oN, G6 = 198% An Oxw; which is perhaps original, but perhaps merely har- 

monistic with v. 47. 

Mt yod; but p>>, v.25, and always elsewhere (Jud. 19,10.15; 20,4; Jer. 14,8). 
ax P95 in both verses. 
Al ap, G Kai evdoxnjoas (=p); so again, v. 48. 

DX *D, so S correctly. Al ‘338. 

Mons, plur.; but GTOSIA ‘nx, sing., as in v. 48. On the other hand, in v. 55 

6S3J have plur. 
Verses 29.30 are in disorder. We adopt ILGEN’s re-arrangement, with KAUTZSCH- 

SOCIN. Al reads: nsid 73° :pym be asin west Os yd pom pad wes ms mpatdy9 
sat n> dexd INN APIA “DT AS syewry inns “by ovyT ANd DT ns [x IND] 

pyr by odpar Sy sey mam wa Ox 84 BN ON 
MIR, G6SF-+-». 
AL SM; 3 et introduxit=sx 3%, which MICHAELIS, OLSHAUSEN, KAUTZSCH-SOCIN 

prefer. But the change of subject is common, and ws7 nsx would have been 

more natural after the causative stem. 

M nw, Z. ¢. Q¢ré pws) as a passive; so ax. The K°thib nv) recurs 50,26 with- 

out a Q¢ré, where also 2» Dw. We think the * was repeated by mistake, as in 

8,12 5n™; and we read navy =G6 Kai tapéOnKev adtoic (nm°35). 

For the second 198% of 4, 2.68 read the plural. 
41 connects 18 with 373, which is contrary to usage. We transpose with $; 

Cf. 26,132 27733. 
MH 32, G viov €va=sNx 33; the following "Ms having been misread; ¢f the re- 

verse error, 22,13. 
AL ANP, 2.6 {nspt, pointing AN3pr. 
AL sd ox, we. 8D OX 2 =G GAN fj. The 89 is a scribal error, having grown out of 

dittography of the following 58. We restore O8 3. 

M325, 6S + own (v. 7). 
M mm, GA-+ 6 Bed (, GS); an obvious interpolation; c/ v. 42, The same is true 

of avtécs (=x), which was necessary in v. 7, but not here, though S$ has it too. 

Mown, 6+ Kai at Ouyatépes Tv AvOpwrwy Tig TOAEWS EZEAEVGOVTAaL VdpEvoao- 
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24 

(13) 

(14) 
(15) 

(17) 

(3) 
(4) 

(7) 

(8 
wSY 

(10) 

(11) 

(14) 

76 HS Genesio *<heSie- 23,13 —24,14 

business. So ».€0$J9, and A who paraphrases Don’t mention price, my lord/ 

The order of words is not decisive for 89 rather than xd (=1)), for it is the same 
here as in vv. 14.15, where we must restore ‘pw ‘348 49 :39Nd; see on v. 5. Further, 
6 has tap’ €uol yevod, Kpte, Kal Gkovddv you—=3yHwi 318 %, which supports 

the reading.19 (6 having misread it *9; cf v.13). We therefore point 8) (cf 
2 Sam. 18,12) with Hirzic, and render: Would my lord listen to me! 

M nym, OS prefix 5>. 
AL ‘aynw 15 ANS DX 8, which is usually explained as an instance of avacoluthon: 

Lf only thou — pray listen to me/ This, however, is without parallel in the book. 

ww. reads % instead of 5; so G €mreid) pds Euod ci, Gkovodv pou Szzce thou art 

on my side, listen to me/ a consecutive but improbable sense; c/ €O n& ox O12 
wrap But if thou art about to do me a kindness. We might restore O8 8 

‘synw °> mnka Well, if thou consentest, listen to me! (34,15.22.23); of Hirzic and 

S usassan Mal hay Io Tf thou be willing, hear me’ ; or, as Abraham asked 

that Ephron would g7ve the field (v. 9), and Ephron had thrice said that he would 

give it (v.11), we may suppose that Abraham repeats Ephron’s emphatic ex- 

pression: ‘sya ‘> anni ox 48, Only, if thou have given tt me, listen &c. 

Possibly also 19... o8=1>8 (Esth. 7,4; Eccl. 6,6): Zf thou (emphatic) qwouldst 

but hear me! We prefer the second emendation, mnn3 for Ans. 

MM snn3, , 6. In this and the next verse 6's MS was defective. 

AL TPN), G kai Odywov =p). 
AL 95 TNd, ww 8D sONd=—G héeywv, Ovdxi; see on v. 5. 
AL yas yous. pas (, 6) may have grown out of dittography of yas, or be a mar- 

ginal gloss, as everywhere else in the chapter the term used is Mw. It is che 

price, not the land, that Ephron affects to make nothing of. (Did the name np 

yas suggest the number yas, as ays = 318 suggested the number of Abram’s 

young men in 14,14?). 
M mdprpa ws which was in Ha-Machpelah. The expression proves that Ha- 

Machpelah was a local name. 6 6g fv év TH diTAW oTAalw which was in the 

double cave; an instance of servile consistency at the cost of sense. 

AML pd, ww. 3 Sy (v.19). G kata tpdowTov cs. 

M925, 6 + pns"d (v. 4). So again, v. 7. 

Al *>, wz. O8 °D; so fifteen Heb. MSS. 

AM abn, 6+ Kai eic thy PvAnv pou = *nNawH 5s}; probably only an alternative 

rendering of snd» 5x}, or else a gloss upon it. 
AM pns*d, 6 + excifev—nwn (v. 5); so J. 
HM onwn, 6+ Kai 6 GEd¢ THs Yhics=—yprxn ‘75s, as in v. 3. The phrase is probably 

a gloss in both places. Cf Ezr.5,11.12; Neh. 1,4. 

A 727 ws), 63 , 1 which may be dittography of preceding °. 

AL nsin past ns jas yw, 6 ool dwow tv viv TavTHY Kai TH OTEpUaTi CoV; Cf 

13,15. Other Versions as Ml; cf 12,7. 

AM pans, 6 + eis TH yy TaUTHV=NNIT PANT OL (v. 5). 
M awn xd, w. wn xd. Cf on 19,17. 
Mt 521 75% can hardly be right. The slave did not take @// his master’s valuables 

with him; and 45%) recurs immediately. 6 kai &mO tdvtwy, omitting soy and 

reading $291. We think >» mp was purposely altered; but cf 14,11.12 for a 

similar repetition. $3 5201 7". 

A JAM, G Kai exoiunoev=y2M (cf 49,8); their text being defaced here. 

MON, wSA dy. 6 tapad—53x (1 Sam. 20,19)? 

Mayan, Qeré wx. My3i7, and so throughout (vv. 16.28.55). The K‘thib is an in- 

stance of defective writing, analogous to j87p, and not an archaism. 

AM Apwr, G+ Ewe dv Tavowvtar mivovoc1—=nnwd >> o& “Ip (Vv. 19). 
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23 

(6) 
(8) 

(10) 

(11) 

22, 16—23,11 tes Genesio 22<>eGhe- 75 

least be complete in sense, as EWALD perceived when he supplied /e¢ us praise 

him/ though indeed there is nothing proverbial about such a saying as that. Zz 
the mountain (é. e. when perplexity is at its height; cf Zech. 4,7; Matth. 21,21) 

Juvu will choose (or provide), would at least meet this requirement; cf 6 év tH 
Sper Kiprog WpOn, S thus Lyre be tabs Zn this mountain the Lord will see,3In 5 
monte Dominus videbit; all pointing “73, and the two latter 78}. In view, how- 
ever, of the not infrequent confusion of 3 and 9 (10,20; 23,10.18) we emend 479 

and render: As the mountain where JHVH appears ts called at the present day; a 
statement of R explaining the obscure 7 (v. 2) by the phrase AXY MN (as 

though m8 were contracted from Mx ya=A) ANW appearance of Jah). 10 
Otherwise, the expression 772 78H (Ex. 25,40) might account for the origin of 

a proverb /xz the mountain JHVH shows (His will, or the like; pointing AX). 
AM JN, «.6S$3 + 39 (v. 12), which is necessary to complete the sense. , A. 

The *> (, 8) of v.17 is perhaps a relic of it @"3). 
AW, Zz. €. WY as ww. 15 

AMaypy, G6 tag wOAaAGc= TOD’ p=y cities; S Wssl countries. But cf. 24,60, 

where also S$ has countries. 
Arvin, , G Cf wv. 6.8. 
Al “INS, wz. NN as v. 1; 15,1. 

AL TDs, ww. WIT. 20 
HM mews wide). Ew. § 344? accounts for the construction of 15m), but not for the 

awkward and unusual maw). We restore 19 waa, and he had a subwife. But per- 
haps we should correct Apw, the } being dittography of the preceding 1: And his 

subwife — her name was Reumah — she bare &c. 

25 
A mw “ny is unusual; we should expect Mw “nw; cf 25,7; 47,9.28. 

6 omits the redundant Mw “n °3Y at the end of the verse. We regard this as a 

marginal correction of mw ™n. 

MM ysis nips, 2. poy 5s yan np. The strange addition ppy 5s dy the Dale 
(=6 i €otw ev tH KoWpaT) is an old gloss (cf 37, 14), which must be correct- 30 

ed after Jos. 15,13 (=pay °8). 

Al mnad). The xvyr'D indicates that the letter was wanting in the archetype of 
MM. See 2,4. GSA have the root 73. 

41 1294, 6+ ABpaau; cf v. 16. 

Ml snp, wz. rightly ‘np ns; cf vv.6.8. The masc. ne is used of either sex, like 35 
the Arabic xs. 
At x5 asd, so again v.15. But 1»xd occurs 77 times besides in Genesis, and 
always without any such superfluous addition (cf vv. 3.8.10.13); as appears to 

be true of the OT generally, except Lev. 11,1. 

The > (wx. 85, G6 wh; cH w 100,3) is part of the reply. The question whether 40 

we should read and point 8> (Way/=WVot so/ politely deprecating his self-depre- 

ciation); or 19 (=Nb, si, would that...) is more difficult to decide. Upon the 
whole, 39 seems best (cf v. 13 where ‘3ypw 89 would destroy the sense). 6 did 

not understand the peculiar and apparently unique construction of 39 ¢. zwperat. 

(ff 17,18; 30,34). GOA and virtually S agree with Al (So again v.14); but 3 45 

dicentes; Audi nos, Domine/ correctly. 

‘2, so 6; , Al (after 7). So EGLI. Al Jn app, 6 + exei=nbw (v. 13). So A. 

4 ons, 6 + Afpaau. 

AML ANY JS, 2.-+ ‘NN, a gloss. 

M525, but v. 18 522. 6 Kai wdvtwv (so SA) in both places, not understanding 50 
the idiom. 
AM ssyow 308 85, Vay, my lord, listen tome! He waives all idea of payment, and 

offers field and cave as a present — the usual Oriental /agon de parler in doing 
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(29) 

(30) 
(33) 

29. (1) 

(2) 

(14) 

74 —otiSecee+ Genesis 23<beSie- 21,29—22,14 

might not have suggested more than one possible connection for a name like 

Beersheba (cf vv. 6.9, where E has apparently done so in the case of /saac). 

AM man here again calls attention to the fact that the name of Beersheba is to be 

accounted for (v. 23). The Versions take it as a demonstrative pronoun. 

AL mwas, «2. nwa is right (so also in v. 30). This looks like an errdr due to 

dictation, the second guttural being indistinctly heard after the first. 

M 139325, ww. yTII5 as in v. 28. 
AL ADS, 22.6 + O28. 

AM yo, 2.6875 + 07724. 

AM odiy, wz. odin needlessly in a proper name. £7 O/am must have been the god 

of the old sanctuary of Beersheba. Cf the O/d Bel of the Babylonians, and the 

Greek Kpovoc. 

Mamas. Two MSS, 63 repeat, as in v.11. Cf 46,2. 

M JrM, 6 tov &yatNtSv; so again vy. 12.16. Perhaps confusion with 717"; see 

Jud. 11,34; Jer. 6,26; w 60,7. 

AM abs pas ox. 6 cic tH Tfv Thy byndiv—=—D()IOT PIS ON; see on 12,6. 4 ON 
ANNA PAS (cf aw» SW for mW, 12,6), which the Samaritan Version renders yrsd 

nnn zzto the land of Viston; so 3 in terram visionis, connecting AAT with 7S 

(cf. vv. 8.14). TO sand xywwd and A solall Wo Chl, “to the land of worship 
or service, connect it with xv fo fear; apparently reading Minn (Ap = ¥ 11h, 
w 9,20). @ has np wd, meaning the Temple Mount, called by the Chronicler 

mot an (2 Chr.3,1; cf Jos. Amz. i, 13, 1.2); the only recurrence of MpTin OT. S 

Lusesoly Lxi) 2x20 the land of the Amorites, as if reading “WNT (cf. 21,34). In any 

case, m— cannot be the Divine name 4, which is never found in local names; 

and as a gentilic "1, 71, is unknown, it is tempting to agree with BLEEK that the 
original reading was M1bm yous 5&8 (12,6; Jud. 7,1); which was afterwards inten- 

tionally altered in order to dissociate the story from the Samaritan Temple. But, 

upon the whole, we prefer the reading, or conjecture, of S, in spite of the obvious 

allusive references to the etymology of M197 in vv. 8.14. 

AM myi caw ns fzs two young men; 6 dbo taidsac, because of 14,14.24. 

6 makes the ass fem. (so also in v. 5); co 1 K. 13,13. 

MR .... XY. We should have expected 1x} in the second place; but 

46,2. 6 has \éywv (="»x9) for the third sn. 
SH nw, 2.6 mw. 

M np, 6 AaBeiv—np wrongly. 
A mm; S ods in the Urmia edition, but SPM Lyx. = mn". 

MM 5s scribal error for Sy (cf 37,22 13). » Oy; so GSI. 
Mons behind, 3 post tergum; but this sense would require yn. Besides, when 
one Jooks up, one does not see what is dehind but what is defore one. Many 
MSS, ».6S8@" rightly 1m’. €O embodies both readings (p98 wna after these things 

—s1n 8193 a ram). Possibly 178; a variant of ims3 from the margin (or vce 

versa). . 

Al nya perf.; GSTOAT imply inx3 part., which is preferable after M37. 

M ndyd, w. my (2 K. 3, 27). 
M 133, © prefixes pny’. 
The designation nNv mm JV chooses (ct), lit. looks (ét) out (cf. 1 Sam. 16,1. 

17) is to be understood in the light of Deut. 12,13.14, where 78 and m5 are 

both used with reference to the site of the Temple. Cf also v. 8, and 41, 33. 

The phrase certainly appears to be intended as a resolution of mp7 (v. 2). 

AL AST MAT. DVT WR Ws. KauUTZSCH-SOCIN render: daher man noch heute 

zu sagen pflegt: auf dem Berge, wo Jahwe erscheint. But how could On the 

mountain where JHVH appears be a popular saying? A popular saying must at 
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21 (2) 

(7) 

(8) 
(9) 

(10) 
(11) 
(13) 
(14) 

(16) 

(17) 

21,2—28 —oHigeeete Genesio +9<>eHe 73 

AL ink 127 Wwe; so TO. But G6 xaba €ddAnoev att = AX 135 WR. Two Heb. 

MSS have “ws>, and S$ has sas ={AK. 

Mond, wS+19; of. v. 2. 
M vapid, G év tH ype wou (3 for 9; cf 10,20). But see v. 2; 24, 36. 
AL pny), 2.6 4-133. 
M psy, G+ peta loaak tod viod éautij¢=733 pny’ nN (cf 26,8); so J. The 
omission obscures the play on the name, which is obviously implied by the use 

of the term pnp. 
Al wis, «++ nN, as symmetry requires. 

A133, G + louanar (a gloss). 
AL xd ToT, w. dyt2 125 MNT TORT. SFI also read 53; cf v. 18. 
Alay nei mosw 5p ow, dislocated Hebrew, which is not much improved by 
reading nw (cf. 22,6) with GS. Restoring 35.5 Xi to its original place before 

nw, we get a natural antithesis as in 15,10: Abraham having taken bread and a 

skin of water, handed them to Hagar; but the child he put on her back, and so 

dismissed her. As according to P Ishmael was over fourteen at this time (17,25), 

a reviser modified the text here; but vv. 15.18 show that Hagar carried 

her son. 

After the second 7338 6+ waxpd0ev—pnin, as in the first clause. #1 n& xwnI 

jam ndp, but G dvaBofoav d€ TO Tadiov Exkavcev= 2" ADP nS [aon] gw, 
rightly; cf v.17. Altered in #1 for the same reason as v. 14; or perhaps rather 

because the suffix in 79p was misunderstood. 
M ayn, G+ €k tod tétov ov v= Ow NT Wr; see end of verse. 

M dip 5x, some MSS and a» dip nx. The words '>8 yaw, 98 yaw, obviously 
refer to the name 5sxypw’, which is conspicuous by its absence at the end of the 

verse. 
#l pw xin ws2, if understood of the child’s position, seems superfluous; unless 

we suppose an allusion in the unabridged story to the origin of the well Beersheba. 
The meaning would then have been that just where Ishmael lay, the spring burst 

forth (cf vv. 14.19); though this miraculous feature has disappeared from the 

existing narrative. Otherwise, we might point nw fosztus (cf. Num. 24,21; 2 Sam. 

13,32), or read D&M Aosztus est, which would agree with the idea of the child’s 

tender age and feebleness. On the other hand, ow sim Wws32 gains in force if we 

render i the place where He (¢. e. God) zs. Cf p 18,6. 

op, 6 + Zwvtos=nN; an original touch (26,19). 
Al nvip 724 7; for the construction, cf 4,2. KAUTZSCH and SOCIN render wad 

wurde ein Schiitz, ein Bogenschiitz; suggesting that NYP archer is an old gloss 

on the unusual 727. But 6 éyéveto 8€ ToEdtNs suggests NYP dow (cf. TOEdTNS in 

Am. 2,15; 1 Chr. 10,3; 2 Chr. 14,8; 17,17); and as 73% is really unsupported in 

the sense of shooting, and is easily confused with mp5, we restore :nvp mB (of. 

Jer. 4,29; py 78,9). €O has snvp om. Ch S and he was learning the bow. 

#1 (oS, corrupted from &13™, which is necessary to the sense. 
AM bmx, 6+ Kai OxoZa9 6 vunMaywyds adtod = AyD Ninsi (26,26). So again 

V. 32. 
min ‘> nyswn swear to me here! The 737 is emphatic, and calls attention to the 
name of the place Beersheba. So probably in v. 30. , 6 in both places, but 

SOA support Al. 
MM n2in) must be corrected to N32"; cf ax M3™, and note on 15,6. 

M12, 6 A/ur. because of 26, 18. 
The unheralded expression ¢he seven ewe lambs of the flock, which is hardly in- 

telligible in the present context (hence wa j83; so G), and the allusion to the name 

Beersheba in the number sever (cf. v. 23), indicate another source. The former 

is perhaps the stronger evidence; there seems no reason why the same writer 
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(3) 
(4) 

(5) 

(8) 
(9) 

(10) 

(11) 
(12) 
(13) 

(14) 
(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

72 —Gdehe BGenesig $2ahefi 20,3—18 

eiteiv 6t1 Fuviy) pov eotiy, pn) ToTE GtoKTelvwoiv avToV ol UvdpEs Ti\¢ TOAEWS SV 

QUT V=MOY VT WIN WIT JD NT NWS tox RVD; cf v.11. Moreover, the ab- 

rupt introduction suggests that the story is already so well known to the reader 

that details, otherwise necessary, may be omitted. In the parallel account just 

quoted, we read: Zhe men of the place asked about his wife, and he said: She ts 
my sister; a much more natural mode of introducing the incident for the first 
time. 12,11 ff. has an even fuller explanatory preface. The present narrative 

can hardly be independent of those. It has, at least, been revised in view of 

them. 

M dy, a. NS (21, 11.25). 
Al 348, so ax; but some MSS ayn. 

AM yan psy Di an. So Versions, 6 merely adding &yvoodv to explain dikarov, 

and A substituting wav for zation. The peculiar 3, however, perhaps originated 

in dittography of #3. Abimelech himself is threatened, not his people; and nan 

dN py is a suitable remonstrance on his part. Cf 18,23. Had the meaning 

been general, we should have expected "175 (yw 14,5). 

M sini 8m and she — she, too, = and she herself, too. The 8% is interesting 
as showing that the scribes were not quite certain about the supposed archaism 

sin=s'n, about which Comparative Philology makes us altogether skeptical. C/ 

38,25. €O yy oa gm, but S ~y elo=sN7 On, omitting 8 (So 63); w. DI NM, 

omitting sin. Possibly 87 is a gloss on i. 

AL Dw3Nn, 2.63 prefix 5». 
M mwy mp, so TJ; G ti todto enoinoac='wy nxt md (12,18; 26,10); so A. But 

S & las Lav what have I done to thee? which agrees better with the sequel. 
Al sngon, ©F wasn. 
M msi mp; so all Versions. What hadst thou in view? what was thy object? 

G7 theouse of sh (DILLM.). But 781 is certainly not usual in this sense, and 

nev ny what wast thou afraid of? is more suitable (26,7). Cf v. 11. 

AL NDS °D, we. "ON 1D NNY ID J was afraid, for I thought. 

AM mos; Jos. 7,20 only. ax D987 (four MSS o3px). Confusion of ® with 7. 

AM iynn, az. nynn. But for plur. cf 35,7 (also E). 

*AN MDD, wn pays (12, 1). 
AL 83, 2. 831.02 458; so G. Erroneous inference from v. 16. 
But to Sarah he said: See, I give thy brother a thousand (shekels) of silver! 

There thou hast a blind (\it. an eye-cover) for all about thee/ Her credit with 
her household, which had been injured by her forcible abduction, would be re- 

stored, and the malicious taunts (cf 16,4) or gossip of men and maids would be 

checked, when they saw how dearly the unintentional insult had been atoned for. 

We point sig (=) instead of Nim; but it is not necessary to read with 2.6 

babs for Al 559. 
AL :nns3) d=-ny) is corrupt. 6 Kai mdévta GkyPevsov—!"NZA 9 ny}, the term m7 
being taken as synonymous with ps¥ in the special sense of speaking the truth 
(Job 33,12; Is. 41,26), which is ingenious but hardly right, the idea of rebuke to 

Sarah under cover of an apology being against the context. We correct AS} 

innzn 92 and for thy part, have done with complaints! say no more about thy 

wrongs; be satisfied with this reparation! 
All the Versions treat nn>3} as 2 fem. sing.; but another possible correction 

would be :nman dams chad zt (¢.e. the 'Dy NOD) may put an end to reproaches! Yor 

mb>, cf Num. 17,25. 
AM :115". The original sound was probably 115% amd his children (BREDENKAMP),. 
V. 18 is an obvious gloss, which does not well agree with the implications of the 

previous narrative (e. g. v.7). 

AL aim, 2. ODS, 
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19, 18—20,2 —oHQedeO¢ Genesis o2apeShee 71 

1g (18) Al 358 with note wip; G6 Kipie. But how can this be right, after DMS fo them? 
(f. also v. 2). Only on the understanding that JHVH who sez? them (v. 13) was 
somehow present with (or 277) them. Hence the sing. in vv. 19.21f. See note 

on v, 1. Otherwise, we must suppose that the compiler has joined portions of 

different accounts so carelessly as to violate sense. (S oy my /ords, as in v.2). 5 
(19) The pointing *3p37h is wrong; it should be Hif‘l, as in 31,23. The construction 

and meaning of Qal are different; see 2,24; 34,3; Deut. 28, 60. 

(20) 6 + évexev go0= 79923 (12,13)! a striking instance of the ineptitude of some 

glosses, 

(21) 6 €Bavuaca=nxws (cf Is. 17, 12). 10 

Alan 1295, cf. 17,20 (P). G enti tH Phwati=—srI597 Dy. 
(22) M(COS) vyn; 63+ wan. 

AL ApS, ay WS; cf v.23 My’. G Xnywp; but 13,10 Zoyopa. See LAGARDE, 

Ubersicht 54f. 

(23) S&S’, 2 ANS rightly; cf 1 a 5 

(26) There is a play on p19, »op3, in vv. 17.19.20.22, as though wb = Escaped One. 

Perhaps we should read: 13) inws wan vdp3 prdy. 
(27) 75" has fallen out after pan (cf v. 2); ... 58 p2w could not be a constructio 

praegnans implying the same idea. 
(28) Al 1227 pax %2p 5D Sy is suspicious. We find 1225 and jv 192, but never pix 20 

1227. We restore 1297 55 ‘3b Sy; cf 2. 129m ponm d5D “aD dy (a conflate reading, 
earlier than Al?)=6 éni tpdowmov [tdonc; so GE] tic ye Thc tepixWpou, so S. 

The pos or ps7 is an accidental anticipation of the following pux7. 

(29) For the first am>s of Al, G6 reads Kibpiov=mim. 
My ns, G6 wdoac tac wéOAEIc=“yp 5D mK. AA 

AL IPAS, wn 1272, G+ KUpiov (GB Kupiov tov Gedv—nmdN 77). 
(30) 6+ pet avtod— wy at end. So axJ. 
(31) Al 13*5y, a scribal error for 1»58=6 mpdc hudc; so AZ. 
(32) Al m25, a scribal error for ‘35, which ax has, but which does not recur in Gen. 

Cf). Ka, 2: 30 

(33) Al sin nda recurs 30,16; 32,23; 1 Sam. 19,10; but it is very doubtful Hebrew, 

and is naturally noted sim yap. The three-n’s coming together is quite enough 

to account for the omission of one of them. Otherwise, the apparent anomaly 

might be due to abridged writing sinm ‘5°53, or even to the use of the now rare 
5% (Is. 16,3). Read sina with an; cf v. 35. 

(34) Alas. Read 33°38 with 6. 

(35) Al opm, so COAm; but G Kai eioeAMoHoa—Nani (v. 33); so SJ. 

We read sani opm, which is livelier than 6, and more correct than Al. 

A yy, three MSS and 6 AAS ns, as in v. 33. 

(37) SL nw, a2. Hw Ns (So in v. 38 also). 40 

Al asin, G + A€pouoa ek tod Tatpd¢ pou="aNH Wwxd; after which 17 must have 

fallen out before the following x7 (cf 20,5 for repeated sin). 
Alan. DVT AY; so v. 38; 35,20. But G €we tis ofuepov hucpac=the usual pyr yp 

mi (26,33; 32,33; 47,26; 48,15). So 0, 

(38) Al ‘py ja ww SPM, 6 Kai exddeoev TO Svoua adTod Auuay, 6 vidg Tod Tévouc Mov. 45 

This portion of the Heb. text appears to have suffered considerably. We restore 

NIT “py y2 Ioxd poy wow RapM, according to the context and general analogy. 

‘py }2 obviously explains the national name wy (Assyrian of 8'* cent. Ammdna; 

cf. 6); which cannot therefore have been omitted in the original text, especially 

as it is parallel to 3Ni, v. 37. 50 

Les) at 

20 (2) This verse has an air of abridgment. We feel that some such link of connection 

is wanting between 2° and 2» as is supplied by 6 (from 26,7»): epofi6n yap 



1g 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 
(17) 

70 oH SdEE Benesio d2ddeste~ 19,3—17 

Angel before thee... my Name ts in him; Ex. 33,14 My Face shall go with 

thee; \s. 63,9 the Angel of His Face), This explains why mm ‘3xd5p is never 

found. It also helps us to understand the point of view of Gen. 18.19. We may 
render 4x58 by Azge/; but in the older scriptures we have to think, not so much 

of spiritual beings existing independently of the particular occasion, as of special 

manifestations of Deity. The corresponding formula of E, owndsn qxdn (Ex. 14,19; 
of. Jud. 13,6; 2 Sam. 14, 17.20) is similarly used to imply the particular mode of 

Divine self-manifestation. Accordingly, in 48,15.16 we find om>sa and Jxdna 

as convertible terms (cf Hos. 12,4.5 with 32,25.31). [C/ CHEYN»r’s and SOCIN’s 

notes on the English translation of Is. 63,9 and Hos. 12,5}. 

Maw. MDS, so AI; but G+ adtoic—ond, so STO, 
M5, a. WR=—G Tpd¢ adtov. 
The nnp, which 64 omits, is the forecourt (6° mpd¢ TO pd8upov). 

Ml 130, so GSWGOAT; but »2. 30; and so SBM, 

AM ys, with note mbxm pwap; wz. mdm. So again, v.25; 26,3. The supposed 
archaism is merely an unusual instance of scv7ftio defectiva; we therefore point 

bdsm. Perhaps Al’s archetype had '9s7. 
12 9y %> decause, (viz.) for this reason; because — upon this account; or simply 

because then=inasmuch as, considering that, since. This passage well illustrates 

the idiom. It would have been fatuous to urge that the men had entered his 

house to escape molestation, which is the meaning of AV. But it was a very 

strong argument to say: Let them alone zvasmuch as they are guests; in other 

words: Do not violate the sacred laws of hospitality. 

M snap ya, here only. GS pointed n4p my rafters (Cant. 1,17); but COAZ 
as dl. 
AND (ox. Twa) wa, Go further off! (Is. 18,2; 49,20); or Stand back there! 6 amdorta 

exel. 

slot, so J; but COSA their hands (=G tag yxeipas). . 

M ndin, so COSAI; but 6 Tv Ovpav tod ofkov—n'an nd5, 
AM nnpn should be ndan (=6 thy Svpav). The people were already in the nnb 

or tpdupov, and wanted to break down the n55 (v. 9). 

The reading of Al J.n33) P33 yn is attested by COAZ. SC alter the ungram- 
matical jnn to J3nn; cf G yauPpoi i vioi 7 Ovyatépec. jn may have originated 

in a marginal gloss by some one who recollected that no sons of Lot had been 

mentioned hitherto, and wished to correct J’33 in accordance with the sequel 
(vv. 14-16); cf a» and some Heb. MSS 47n33) 733 ynn, a reading which even 

more clearly indicates the intrusive character of }nn. The question itself implies 

that ¢#e Men did not know the particulars about Lot’s family. Although, there- 

fore, 7°33) might have originated in dittography of J.n133), we read J'n333 F332. 

AM DpH, w.G + m7 (v. 13). 
AM anny, so © extpiyat atv. As the singular suffix can only refer to piper 

mit, we might point mhnwb=1nnwd; but the sense demands onnw) after onpys; 

so 3 ut perdamus tllos. 
yn3a ‘mpb=who were to wed his daughters; cf. 27,46. So 3 qui accepturt erant 
filtas ejus. 6© wrongly tovs eikn@otag; it is against the spirit of the story to sup- 

pose that any persons of Lot’s own blood were left to perish in Sodom, as his 

married daughters were on this interpretation. 
Al xs wip. The dagesh in ¥ bars the reading x3) 1p, which we find in GA, 

mixy3n includes his wife as well as his daughters. 6-+ Kai €Fe\Oe=83¥. 

Alan, HN, so TO; but 6 xai eimav, and so SJ (A dual). Cf 18,9.10, and v. 18 

pms. . 
Aly. opm, 6 owZwv oWZe=vdbn7 wdpn (1 Sam. 27,1). 
Mv. on, The unusual * may be only a mater lectionts (B‘2n=D3h). 
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18,15—19,1 HSS Benesig 2b 69 

18 (15) ALND IHN, G Kai cimev adth OvXi=Kd Ad PRN; cf av 7d IHR, where XD has 
evidently fallen out. 

(16) Al oD, 6 + Kai Poudppac, v. 20; 19,28. Abraham, however, intercedes for Sodom 

only (vv. 24.26), the place where Lot was living; and Gomorrah is not named 

again until 19, 24. 
(17) Al pmMARXD, GS+ Wy wy servant. 

AL IWS, ww. WH DS. 
(19) At we yyod ynyt; cf Ex. 33,12; Am. 3,2 for the sense of yw: 7 know him (= re- 

cognize him), 77 order that he may charge his sons ...and they may keep &c. 

But an ‘nyt 6 Hdew 6t1, 7 hvow that he will charge &c. is a more usual way of 

speaking; S J know him (oS), that he will charge ... that they may keep &c. 

Al ws nx, 6 mdavta 6oa— ws 5D ns; so J. 
(20) AL npyt, but 2x. Npy¥ as v. 21; 19,13; 27,34. OLSHAUSEN supplies ‘nye before 

this word. jm or 73m would be enough; but nothing is necessary: The outcry 
(€O nbap) against Sodom ... verily it ts loud. 633 take %3 (Is. 7,9) in both 

clauses as a particle introducing direct speech (—6T1). Instead of mA zs loud, $ 

has MMs =7KN2 sas come, from the next line (a proof of translation from the 

Hebrew). 6 mispoints DAXBM, at duaption avtwWv; so S. 

(21) AL Anpyson, but G ei Kata Thy Kpavyv avtWv; so COA, This suits better with 

wy. S read mnpyson (like Anos, Anyiw"). 

Al ANan accented w7/'e/, as perf. G thv e€pxonevnv=7Nat me/ra’, the participle 

is correct. Cf 12,7; 46,27. 

Mad? wy, of Ex. 11,1. 6 ovvtehodvta1=n)3 wy; so S adsaac os, J ofcere 
compleverint. € took 752 in the sense of destruction (Is. 10,23); ‘and if Al be 

right, we must needs understand ¢hey have wrought ruin, according to the use 

of the phrase 792 nwy, Jer. 4,27; 5,10, and refer it to acts of violence and op- 
pression, such as mpy¥ might imply. OLSHAUSEN restored 053; and so A alge 

their whole body, all of them. 

(22) Ala. ma3b> tpy iy oN), and so all Versions (¢f 19,27). We adopt the 

772 ( 
(24 

well known correction suggested by the Jews — the only p™»YD jpn in Genesis 

— transposing the two proper names. This agrees better with the context and 

with 19,1; where, however, ‘3% may be a gloss suggested by this passage and 

19,8 (two daughters). 

) G+ Kai €otar 6 dixaiosg We 6 GoEPhG=—Ywrd PTSD AM (Vv. 25). 

) AL ADDN, G dodeig avtovs. We therefore add ons. SCO take 4x in the sense of 

anger (3). 
(27) AL 358, some MSS min; so again v. 31. 

(29) After the first PXY 2.-+- Yds (perhaps from dittography of *5yx). 

(33 

Al mwys, so A; but a. mnwsK, 6 dmokdow, S Waal. Sov. 30. 3 fercutiam, v. 29; 

faciam, V. 30. 

M mm, 6 0 Kipioc="318; see on v. 27. 

Ig (1) Ml pxdem ‘aw, so the Versions; but so far they have been called nw3x(7); see 

also vv. 5.8.10.12.16. A reviser substituted o’sNbem here and in v.15; yet he 

left DWINT in vv. 10.12, in spite of the intervening designation of the Sodomite 

mob by the same word, v. 11. a», however, has o°>x5o7 in v. 12 also; and 6 

presents ot &yyedot in v. 16 as well as v.15. We restore DW3x7, as p*axdon does 

not recur in OT in the sense of ange/s (cf. 32,7 for its ordinary meaning); we 

find only ods »xdp (28, 12; 32,1 +), yr 2Ndy (w 78, 49 +), and yoxdn five times, 
viz. Job 4,18; py 91,11; 103,20; 104,4; 148,2 (all much later than J). On the 

other hand, we have the frequent expression mm Ndn the Angel of Juvu or JHVH's 

Messenger (16,7.9.10.11; 22,11.15; of 24,7.40 J/HVH ... His Angel); while in 

16,13 /uvu's Angel is identified with JHVH Himself (¢f Ex. 23,20.21 J send an 
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18 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 
(12) 

(13) 

68 Go Genesis 23apeBH0- 18,4—14 

v. 2, indicates that there was nothing extraordinary in their appearance (cf Jud. 
13,6); they looked like travelers (vv. 3.5). The first hint of their quality is given, 

v. 10; and Sarah’s fear, v. 15, suggests a dawning perception of the fact. We, 

therefore, point ‘378, as in 19,2, where the term is noted as 51n. 

‘JIN recurs in vv. 27.30.31.32; 19,18; 20,4; not elsewhere in Genesis. Cf Am. 

Belles 7.7.0 OC. 

G , wyp. 

AMw.COF rn, but 6 kai vipdtw, SV Gaate; SBM Coase 1 plur. 

yy not collective; ci © vmod TO d€vdpov, and see on 13,18. 

nb, S Uke, 3 duccellam, is a dmoz hey. in Gen. See Lev. 2,6; 6,14 (P). , 6. 
AL ans 0225, 2. Ins) 03225, 0325 only recurs in wy 48,14; Is. 66,14; 09235 about 
forty times. 

AM ayn, G+ cic THv Sdov buwv—DI95 (19, 2). 

M dy onray, G6 eEexdivate mpdc—ds ono; cf 19,2.3. So J. This must be right, 
as 13y would hardly be used in different senses in two consecutive lines; and the 

strangers Aad ‘turned off’ the road to visit Abraham, for when he first noticed 

them, they were y>y nvay3 (v. 2). 
AL px, G6 Kai eitev; an alteration to conform with the sing. of v. 3. So again, 

WO (Gf. Vs TO). 

AL aps, 6 + adth=7); so again, v. 15. 

AM ndp, , ©; dmakz in Gen. Zeuidadtg here =np, as in 1 Sam. 1,24 (Usually = 

mmm). 

AL bos) py... Nm pmapd jn, so 22; but the order of 6, according to which 
vo>8) follows om3p>, is better. The talk would begin after the meal (cf 19,3), 

and the setting on is usually followed at once by the eating (cf 25,34; 2 Sam. 

12,20). 

The dotted i5& — noted as 1s 5y 7\p3 — indicates a doubt about the reading; 

but whether o7728 5x, or os, or simply 15, was in the scribe’s mind, cannot be 

determined. Cf on 16,5. 
AL ress, G6 6 d€ amoKxpiWeic ciTev=WNN TY" (v. 27). 
M mn ny2, but G6 cata tov Kaipov TodTov (=m Ipwh=cis TOV Kalpov TodToy, 

v.14) ei¢ Wag (=A'n nya v.14). We restore mn nyo mn sy, on account of 

v. 14, and 2 K. 4,16, the only place where the phrase recurs. As ei¢ Wpag means 

next year (Plut. Pericles 13), it is evident that 6 regarded the expression in the 

text as equivalent to P’s mainsn mwa mn syd (17,21). The obscure mn 

must be an old word for S#rzzg, the season of new or reviving life in the animal 

and vegetable world (cf Lucretius, De Rer. Nat. i, 1-21). The pointing nyp (= 

now, Num. 23,23; Jud. 13,23; cf oD) can hardly be right. mn ny> about spring- 

tide is a phrase like ayy ny>, 8,11. If it be urged that mn ny about this time, 

in spring is similar to np Nyd about this time, to-morrow (cf. Jos. 11,6 Ny> ane 
nin), then 6 mn sayin) in this verse and 4 syind, v. 14 (cf 21,2), must be re- 

jected as old glosses. The idiom mn ny3 was no longer understood by €90 which 

renders J¥SP PST Py af a me when you are (still) living, nor by 3 bey how 

Jas wey p> at this time, she being (still) alive. 

M mw ya mam, G kai €Zer vidv Zappa=1n mM; cf 15,4. 
AL wins gin zZ (the door) bectag behind him; but .. 'I& 8\=6 ovoa OmoGev 

avtod, she being behind him; as though # had 81). 
MM owi> mas; read D'w3 MIND; cf 31,35. 

AM ayy S amncnda ns, 6 otnw ev por yéyovev Ewe tod vov=mnw7 ‘nda das 
myqy %, not understanding the dm. Neyou. MIIy, and misled by the idiom of the 

perf. nn‘; but A, rightly, weta TO Katatpipfival ue; Z, meta TO TaAGIWOfVvat pe. 

A mw, 6 + év Eauti—=AI pa (v. 12). 

(14) St mb, 6 Tapa TH Ocw. 
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17 (14) 

(16) 

(17) 
(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(23) 

17,14—18,3 —tiseets Genesis dso 67 

After Indy 6 + TH hepa TH Ofdén—=—.n OWA DVD, 07 the eighth day; Cfo VeIz 

AMEOOSA. 

MEOMA AypM.... ANT ANI. GSF refer 16” to the son: xai evrAoyHow avtdv 
. kai Baoweic EOviwv e& avtot Eoovtat. We prefer Al. 

Ml *>5p, some MSS %n1; so S@IA. But cf v. 20". 
M 1053, G + Aeywv=0N; cf 39,14; 43,33 47,5. 
G louand odto¢g tw, reading 819 as RIT. For xib=1d, cf 23,5.11.13; 1 Sam, 
14,30. 

A onds, G+ mpd¢ ABpaau=omsx8 58; so some MSS, SW3, but wO@ ASEM 
as Hi. 

AM das, 1.6 + m0. 
Al yynd ...4ns8. So a; but some words must have fallen out; otherwise we 

should have 1yt n&)... 8, wth him... and with his seed. The defect may 

be supplied from v.7: 3yw>) odd i> nvnd. Many MSS, w.6S3A confirm this 
with 1y150. 

6 gives €@vy for DX'w3 (A shereefs), which being perhaps half effaced, was read 
ped. 
Al psya, 6 ev tH xaiph—nys. So again, v.26. Cf 7,13; Ex. 12,17. 

24) M1 may, an ow (COE aw) rightly. Instead of Al maw ywni p’Yywn we must read 4 ( ) 

(27) 

18 (1) 

(3) 

Daw pwn mw Dywn; cf 23,1. 

#1 W3, wz. Wl NS rightly (vv. 11.14.25.). 

M wns 93 were circumcised with him; so w... 6G Tweprétemev avtoUs = Ons pa) 

(of. v. 23; 21,4; Jos. 5,4.7); 3 ened ik. 

MSTOZ m7, G 6 Ocdc=nnds. The vague plural agrees better with the imme- 

diate sequel, which was, no doubt, the reason for the substitution. A goes further, 

with az angel of God; cf. © the glory of. 

It might be supposed that cc. 18.19 embody extracts from two originally inde- 

pendent stories; the /rs¢ relating a visit of JHVH, who announces to Abraham 

the birth of Isaac and the doom of Sodom for which Abraham makes interces- 

sion (18,1.9 [avd He said, 6] .15.17.18.20.21.23-33); after which, JHVH rescues 

Lot, who pleads successfully for the exemption of Zoar from the general over- 

throw (19,18 [reading //77 for a reviser’s them] .19-25.27.28); — the second re- 

lating a visit of Three Men, conceived as pms %33 or more briefly ods, who 

after being hospitably entertained by Abraham (18,1 Aud Elohim appeared; 

2-8), proceed to Sodom where they are similarly entertained by Lot; but, being 

shamelessly molested by the men of the place, they resolve to sweep it off the 

earth, sparing only their good host and his family (18,16; 19,1 [reading Avd the 

men came)\; 14-17 [they said, 6]; 26). Allowing for one or two insertions and 

alterations by a reviser (18,19.22; 19,1 the two angels; 13 because the cry &c.), 

and for gaps caused by intentional omissions (Sarah’s cakes not served, 18,6.8; 

19,17-19,26), this gives two fairly connected narratives. The objection is that 

there is little (19,9 BIW... INNA WR; 26; which may belong to E) or nothing 

in the language of the sections, thus demarcated, to prevent us from assigning 

the whole to J. 

Mt Oaxn, so COM SA; but G tis oxnvijs avtod=—ndmK (So again v. 2, but v. 6 tiv 
oxnviv). Cf 9,21; 18,9; 24,67. 

4il ‘358, noted as wap by Masorah, in order to make it agree with mw, v. 1. This 
necessitated the further change from plur. to sing. in the suffixes and verbs of 
this verse. But a. reads D>3xy3, Ayn, oD75y, instead of Al J 3y3, Tayn, TIDY; in 

agreement with the sequel, vv. 4.5, and with the general meaning of the context. 

It is obvious that Abraham does not at once recognize that his visitors are di- 
vine; he merely treats them with friendly hospitality. The expression ¢hvee men, 
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(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

17. (1) 
(2) 

(4) 
(5) 
6) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

66 Hodes Genesis +dpeSie- 16,12—17,13 

should be restored; cf Jud. 13,3. For the part. (used of the third pers.), see 

17,19; Is.7,14. Cf NESTLE, Alarginalien p.15 (the points suggest alternatives). 

Al DI8 SD is well rendered by S Lastsas 1% the wild ass of mankind. 6 &ypor- 

Kos GvOpwiog (=I ws, 25,27); perhaps reading s3(!) dypdcg (Dan. 4,9.18) 

instead of 815. 
M sipm; 6+ Ayap. G otherwise agrees with Ml in the first half of the verse, 

except that it points ‘$5 instead of ‘sn, rendering 6 €pidwWv pe. But Al can hardly 

be the original text; for how could ‘89 58 mas be a personal name? Plainly, the 
pronoun is superfluous, and worse; but pointing mmx, we see that it is a variant 
of mx, or vice versa (cf. NR D7 17,3; 23,8; 42,30). 7 Roi (pausal *84, not ‘84 

as Ml) is formally a good name, whatever its original significance. The sacred 

writer suggests God of Viston=God that may be seen, sc7/. without dying. The 

second clause in #l — *89 “Ing smysn Oo Dan — is much more corrupt. 6 Kat 

yap évWwmov isov 6pbévta poi; perhaps reading D(*)3D for nbn (Ex. 33,11 évw- 

miog évwiiw); cf v.14. But évwmov may be corrupted from évitviov = 05n; 

so S. The name of the well, ‘1 ‘n> 483, and the whole context, show that 

WELLHAUSEN was right in restoring o7>s in place of this unsatisfactory word. 

“ins is probably a corruption of M8) (cf WELLH.); and being read “hs (cf 3 
and Ex. 33,23), ‘8. was then added to complete the sense, such as it was. AX DIn 

snsicmasi obs Zave ZT even seen God, and survived? suits the entire context 

as nothing else could. 

AM SIP zmpfers. (11,9); but w. AIP fen. So GSI. 
4 385 ‘> 181 well of the Living One who sees me; but this does not agree with 

the point of the whole, which is that Hagar saw God, not vice versa. We must 

point ‘84 ‘>, and render Wel/ of Life Gi. e. survival) of Vision (on, ‘N, life, as in 

the well-known formula Jwb3 ‘mn, 1 Sam. 1,26). The 5 is in any case so peculiar, 

that MICHAELIS was probably right in supposing that °n> jazwdone, 7. e. a rock 

so shaped (Jud. 15,19) was the original name. ‘S81 then will have been some 

animal, ¢. g., as WELLHAUSEN suggests, a species of deer; cf dy9y| wrwiye, pl. 
\ avwé mountain goat. The name on which J thus plays will really have 

been Well of the Roe's Jawbone, and E/ Roi will ee been an animal deity. 
For Kadesh and Bered $ has poi Ragem and igg, Gadar (mistake for Gevar); 

€O op) and san (v. 7); Saad. @x3) Ragin aiid > = Varid (a mistake for >: 

Barid). 6 Bapao. 
M ad; GSW (7. e. WALTON’s text in the London Polyglot) +1, but , SBM, 

AM 133; SW +o SOMy=—9 Tian (21,3); an additional mark of P’s authorship. 

Mow ds, so TOM AT; SW+ ods. G 6 Ocd¢ cou; not implying a different reading. 

MIND INDI wth muchness of muchness=very greatly (Assyr. m2 di=multitudo; 

ma du=multus); so TOCSIA. But G6 opddpa—1KV (so again vv. 6.20). 

Moss. G cai éyw—= 381; so seven MSS of wz. But COSI as M. CL 9,9. 

M(COT) Jow ns. Some MSS and wx. , AN; cf 35, 10. 

M Joo; S Pypp (15,4). But SBM as Al. 

flax mst, 6 kai abtm—=neN. OLSHAUSEN +18; cf 9, 12. 

Al pwn, so wSTODIA; but G sz. 
Mp nS. G+ cig tac yeveds atwv=nnwv> (v. 9), which doubtless belonged to 

the gloss JIN Jy }2) in its original form. 
Ml pnb, The pointing ond. is preferable; cf v.27 1993. Al mm) is ungram- 
matical; read mmm with two MSS, €0, and w. Cf 9,13. For mx> G has év 
onuetw=misi. Cf note on 10,20. 
MwSTO ma wd, 6 6 oikoyeviis Tii¢ oiKkiag Gou=Jna T5', a mistake due to 

glancing at v.13; cf AC’ (your houses). 

M 5s, aw TS, as V. 23. 
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15 

(5) 

(6) 
(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

15,13—16,11 8S Genesis $2cbeSto- 65 

AM 33 MDWN AD, @ ferror, viz.a great darkness; an explanatory apposition. The 
appositional phrase may, however, be taken from a parallel narrative. Cf Job 

4,13.14. S gets rid of the doubt with n2vwm and a great darkness. 6 Mofo 

oKoTivoc péyac, taking m2wn as an adjective; but cf Is.8,22; wp 18,12. 

Mond xb; 6+ Kai kaxWoovow avtofuc]—ond ps (19,9; Ex. 5,22), which may 
have fallen out by homceoteleuton; but may also have originated in an alter- 

native rendering of DNS 13y); cf G 16,6. 
AM Way’; a. Yay’, a needless correction. 6, rightly, W édv dovAevowow. 

AL ins’; G6 + Wde—73F (v. 16). 
ADxN, so €O waann and S NsavlL; Al Nan. Cf 25,8; w 49,20. 

AM 12pn; G tpageic; a copyist’s blunder for tapets. 

M yw ys WN; ww Dw psy WN (of 1,31; 2,3). Jer. 31,8 Aan yw da Sap 
favors Atl. 

ma moby: and intense darkness (Ezek. 12,6.7.12 only) had set in; or it had 

become intensely dark; cf. Arab. 2) c. accus. 6 phok eféveto, misreading ond) 

(3,24; w 104,4 Tupds @pA€rva [sZc}). 

AM ywy Wn; G better KA{Pavoc xatrviZsuevoc—yWY 'n (Is. 7,4); so SCOT. 
we ppd only recurs, Zech. 12,6; Dan. 10,6. 6 A\aumddec tupds here; because the 

sense is: (a smoking baking-jar) with (=\) flashes of fire issuing from it; cf Ex. 

20,18 ovpedn the flashes of lightning. 
spd is only accidentally like kaumdc, being a form like Vox, pI¥, Was Kc., derived 

from a root 159, cognate with Assyr. zabdtu, ‘to shine’ (of. nésu=w; n>ws, m2wd 
mat = Aram. &ab &c.). [?]. 

6 éxei=nw; a corruption of 3, due to partial effacement or fading of letters. 

bmp; so LAGARDE. Cf 1K.8,65. Al 173, which could only mean the Nile. 

M wrion; 2. NT NS), so 10,16.17. G kai tods Evaioug x. tods Tepyeoatous. 

Moras bx; GC-+ év yf Xavaav=}y3> prx3; a gloss anticipating v. 3%. 
AM max=CT sane. S Lusll is a mere scribal error for Lasl!, The curious Heb. 

idiom ¢o build oneself up or be built up, in the sense of getting oneself a family 

or having a house (¢. e. a family) made for one (30,3; of Ex. 1,21; Deut. 25,9; 

Ruth 4,11; 1 Sam. 2,35) may be compared with the use of the same root in 

Assyrian, dant = to build, and to create or procreate offspring, e.g. bani’a, bani a, 

my Creator (of a god), or my father. [Cf Haupt, Béatim 16 beniyim in the 

Johns Hopkins University Circulars, vol. xiii, p. 114]. 

poy ‘pon wy wrong (Zz. e. the consequences of it) de upon thee! Cf. 27,13; 38,29. 

So §; but 6 ddiwKodua ex ood, J am wronged through thee, in consequence of 

thy behavior; as if the Heb. meant My wrong is owing to thee. © Joy % ys, 
I have a quarrel with thee! (Cf. Arab, bids J e:3> dain li ‘aléka=thou owest 

me something]. 

M nim; G 6 Gedc. 

AM FJ32; 2. the more usual 43.3. The superlinear point calls attention to the 
anomaly as a doubtful reading; cf 18,9; 19,23; 33,4; 37,12 for similar in- 

stances. 
M.€0 Jw2; nine MSS of a. J°N2; so SG évavtiov cou=73b). 
M mm; G Kupiov tod Geod}—D'TdS AIM. 
The second clause of the verse looks like a doud/et from the parallel source. 

COG explain Nw by 813m (so v. 14), for which As Hijdz is a scribal error 

(5 for y); 3.3 (ste corrig.). 
MauTO rx; G+ adt 6 &prehog Kupiou = min JRdo m5, as in vv.9.10.11. SF 

+75 only. 
MGTO AD Alur.; wSI NW sing. Cf 1 Pet. 5,6. 

(11) The anomalous punctuation my$) recurs Jud. 13,5.7 only, where, as here, M79.) 
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64 GE Benesig e<deBHe- 15,1—12 

15 (1) ALT) jap Dax. G exw UmepaomiZw oov pointing }3) part. Hif. of }33 (Is. 31, 5). 

(2) 

(3) 

(7) 
(8) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

So S$; but cf wy 3,3; 18,3; 84,11 &c. (cf also }38 14,20; Prov. 4,9). 

M main; wo ams J will multiply. But cf 25am.8,8; 12,2. GSE°F agree 
with 41. — 19w implies ofspring; 30,18 note; y 127,3. 

6 renders well éywW d€ &roAVouc (=p Num. 20,29). C/ w 37,13. 

Al. sUpdS pwot x7 n'a pwh ja. It is futile to stand by this text. Who does 
not see that the rendering Amd the son(!) of the possession of my house ts 
Eliezer's Damascus (EWALD), or 7s Damascus (namely) /Miezer (DELITZSCH), is 

absolutely incongruous with the style of JE, besides being questionable Hebrew? 
The Versions give little help. Sis the most sensible: Mua -s Lancoasi, silo 

& Les oe and Eliezer, the Damascene, a son of my house, i, e. a homeborn slave 
(Eccl. 2,7; v. 3) or one of my dependents, 7s Zo iwherit me i. e. my wealth. 6 6 

dé Vidg Macex Tig oikoyevods pou otto AauaoKocs EdteZep =n nea ([n3] pwr ja 

ays pwn really confirms 4; pwn being treated as the name of Eliezer’s mother, 

and the inserted word being a mere conjecture. HITZIG proposed to omit pwns 

as a gloss on pwd, and KAuTzscH and SOCIN follow him with the rendering 

and the heir of my wealth will be Eliezer. This, no doubt, gives the general 

sense (cf. S$); but it is difficult to believe that the characteristic play on the 

words pwns — pw is not original. Cf 2,23; 3,20; 4,1.25; 5,29; 9,25-27; 10,25; 

11,9; and see Dr. I. M. CASANOWICZ’s thesis on Paronomasia in the OT, Boston, 

1894. Now it is clear that pwot alone cannot mean the same as ‘pws (unless 

indeed we point pws); but pwnt ja might (cf Ezek. 23,15; Lam. 4,2). On the 

other hand, ‘n‘a pwr ja is a needless periphrasis for ‘na pwn; which is, in fact, 

implied by ‘n8 WN, v. 3”, and by S (V.3 looks like a later recension of v. 2; an at- 

tempt to give the sense, and eliminate obscurity). Pointing thus, and transposing 

}2, we get WR pyot ja xm sma pwn, and he who will possess my house ts a 

Damascene — Eliezer. A root pwr is sufficiently attested by pwnp (Zeph. 2,9; 

cf. Is. 14,23); and Eliezer’s mother might have been a slave obtained from 

Damascus (if *M°3 73, v.3, is right; Eccl. 2,7). 

M wi; wz. ww (cf v. 4). But 370 ¢. particip. is usual (v. 12). 
M mam); G cai eVOUc ... eyéveto. Cf the usual phrase, so frequent in Jer., Ezek., 

and the later prophets, "19 58 “9937 7. Cf also 1 Sam. 15,10. Else, point 137. 

M pynn; G éx cod— JH. So one MS of aw. Cf 17,6. 

Mux wx; 6SI 49 
ManSTF 1 wKN; G , 9. 
jox; instead of the ungrammatical }pxXM of Alas. One ax MS makes this cor- 

rection. See also 38,5; 21,25; 28,6. 6 Kai emiotevoev ABpau=DI38 }AN. So 

$3. In such cases, we see an ancient confusion of » with 7 AL A). KLOSTER- 

MANN’s }ONT XM is, however, very attractive. 

M apis > mawMm; G Kai €royiobn avtW cic diKka1o0cbvnv (quoted Rom. 4,3; Gal. 

3,6; Ja. 2,23)=nptyd 1b awnm (y 106,31); so SJ. Correct APIs) with €. 2 Sam. 

19,19 is not quite parallel. — mya, SF ody; cf next note. 

M mm; G 6 Gedc; so again, v. 18. 

MM nna; G6 cata ti=a>. But cf 42,33 ns. 

AL WYN; vw. OMPIN=G 1d dpvea. The sing. is hardly collective in the sense that 

it is so in y 8,8, where all birds are meant, or as b*y7 is collective in v. 11, where 

the number is quite indefinite. Was "b¥m written in #’s MS? 

AM ovmaDT; G+ ta diyotouata avtWv=oMN (v.17); an explanatory gloss; or 

perhaps a conflate reading (A"1N37, variant of 03577"). 

6 xal ovvexd@icev avtotic=OA8 3 is an instance of mispointing. $fOJ read 

rightly ons 38%. 

wpwm is fem. here as in v. 17 (M83). Render therefore: and it happened (when) 

the sun was about to set or near setting. 
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14 

(11) 

(14) 

(15) 

(17) 

(18) 

14,11—24 —HB9det+ Benesia 22<>eEHe- 63 

AM now; ww. DY. So 15,5 D’awn for ADAwn. 
Al WT; w rightly TAA—G ec TH dpiviv. n 

wor. 6 thy tnmov=¥2) 1 K.5,8 collective. So also in vv. 16.21. But «x rightly 
wis in all the places, [w= Assyr. *wkisu, animal suitable for riding; cf 

HAUvUPT, Hebraica ili, 110; DELITZSCH, Neuer Commentar tiber die Genesis, 1887, 

p. 251, n. 1; see also the note on Ezra 1, 4]. 

The words D138 “8 j3 are unsuitably placed in Ml (cf GS, where they are trans- 
posed to follow wy), and appear to be an interpolation. The epithet “ayn, v. 13, 
seems to indicate the first mention of Abram by name; and Lot is called 1x, 

not WHS ja, vv. 14.16. zaxITOT agree with M. 
AL WIN; ww WII 9D. 
AM By; w. DIY=H IY or 04, Anu zs high; or possibly a corruption of pny. But 

© Avvav=}j3\y, which might ‘be a mistake for yy (Num.1,15). S pam ‘fnir. 

AM pw; 2x pm, which can only be explained as an Aramaism (p"R=/e looked 

to or inspected), is probably due to the common confusion of 4, 4 (v.2). On the 

other hand, the use of p17 in the sense of /efting loose or drawing out troops 

is without parallel in OT. Its only other occurrences in the Hexateuch are 
42,35; Ex.15,9; Lev. 26,33. In the two latter passages it is used of drawing 

the sword; cf. y 35,3 ™3n pan, which might almost suggest 1.3m AX pM here. 

In that case the clause nix“p..... "15° might be a later addition explaining the 

corrupt "3m. That word, however, though a dt. dey., has sufficient warrant in 

the uses of 43n Prov. 22,6; Ges vo train, discipline, render expert or experien- 

ced (strictly, fo put a rope ina horse's mouth; see LANE S.v.). G6 npi®unoev tov 

idtouc oikoyevets avTod (=1na “WS AN Spb") omits "3°3n, for Tos idiouc=1 — as 

elsewhere (cf 15,13). Pb (=npiOunoev, 1 Chr. 21,9) is near enough to py — 

p™ to be possibly right. S@ he armed (€9 girded) his young men seems to 

depend partly on conjecture as to the meaning of p™, partly on the term a” yan, v. 24. 

M(TOTT) HAIN; GSC) 4 dticw avtmv=or ns; but , SBM, | 
M pony; so S. Plur. eed (et divisis sociis). 6 kai émétmecev=5d% (confusion 

of m, 5; p lost). Cf 1K. 16,21; but Sy pon is an unparalleled expression in OT. 
Por (pial, see-31,23; wliere also, as here, 471) immediately precedes (1=); 

=n). Otherwise, p90 (31,36) might suggest itself. 

Al mw; aw. Mvn—=G tiv Lavuiv. The valley of the Level (v. 5 only) is a strange 

designation, which the Targums render x3an (Ww a leveled plain. 

Verses 18-20 look like an interpolation. They interrupt the connection of vv. 17. 

21 ff. in a surprising way; a difficulty which still presses, even if we suppose, with 

KUENEN, that the whole chapter is of very late origin. ‘The mention of ‘he goods, 

and the women, and people (v.16) obviously prepares the way for the king of 

Sodom’s request for the surrender of ¢he persons (win; v.21). On the other 

hand, the mention of the Avzg’s Da/e (v.17), which was near Jerusalem (2 Sam, 

18,18) may have suggested the introduction of the Melchizedek episode here 

in the form of a parenthesis. On the assumption, however, that the whole nar- 

rative is of a piece, Abram’s giving tithe of the spoils to the priest-king of Salem 

is not perhaps in vital contradiction to his oath (v.23) that he would reserve 

nothing for himself. It might be alleged that the king of Sodom’s proposal 

(v.21) was suggested by his having just been a witness to the tithing of the re- 

covered goods. In any case, it is clear that the introduction of Daw map yoy OK 
ys) into v. 22 belongs to the author of vv. 18-20. 
Mins. So SIGOMA. But »2.G Dax ns JI. 
The equation of m7. with y>y 5x looks like the work of a Redactor; cf the m7" 

obs of 2,4 ff. JTOF express mm, but GS omit it; while ws. substitutes o'7>Nn. 

M vivdba Not 7/ or Without me! cf. 41,16.44. But 683€9 imply ‘3¥da or Wy)a= 

siydap praeter. 
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14 (1) 

(2) 

(4) 
(5) 

(6) 
(7) 
(8) 

(10) 

62 —+HS96e8+ Benesig 23abesie~ 14,I—Io 

The Hebrew construction looks, at first sight, like an anacoluthon, swu4S@€9¢" 
present no variant; and 6 simply violates the sense with ¢yéveto dé €v TH Paot- 

hei (="9'3 Is. 1,1) TH Auappad Paoidwe Levvaap, Apiwx Baoeds Kt. which 

would require a construction like 2K.15,29. A possible correction would be 
[ona] sa =F et factum est in illo tempore; cf. 6,4. Or we might restore 
pias after ‘a (LE CLERC), supposing it to have fallen out owing to its likeness 

to bine; cf. 26,15.18. We might get the same sense by the smaller change of 

reading 1°) (=19'3, 1913) 77 Ads days (10,25; 2 K. 8,20; 23,29). Cf also 1 Chr. 

5,10. But, after all, #1 may be right; cf Is. 7,1. 
Mdytn. GB Oapyar, GA Oadyad, Oadrya, indicate 5yrn (7 being weakened in some 
cases to Z, as in BaAka=yn3). So S WSil Zargil or Ssil Targal (SBM). [The 

cuneiform 77-wd@-vula—ytn, found by PINCHES on a Babylonian tablet, seems 

to me very doubtful. See, however, SCHRADER, Uber einen altorientalischen 

Herrschernamen in Sitzungsberichte of the Berlin Academy, Oct. 2495. C/ 

PINCHES, 7vansactions of the Victoria Society, 1896. — P. H.}. 

Moapbs. G rodn, S peed! Dal/dsdy = wn Is. 37,12. SAYCE suggests a con- 
fusion of Assyr. Zarsa” with a7 sarri=city of the king, by way of explaining the 

Hebrew 1058. But why not @/ Zarsa’” =the city of Larsa? Moreover, Assyr. 5 

=Heb. w, not d. [Ch Johns Hopkins University Circulars, August 1887, p. 118]. 

M ouu=—G eOviwv; so CO pony; CT Nyy; F gentium. The word must be corrupt, 

as the context implies a national name. S LAA (= n)) Gelanites or Gelaites; 

see PAYNE SMITH, Zhes. Syr. s. v. 

€* puns very curiously on the personal names, vv. 1.2; @. g. Syan was crafty as a 

Sox (xdyn); yra and ywna were noted for evé/ (waa=yn3) and wicked (Ry wr3) 

deeds; 23w hated 038) his own father (38). yr3, however, may be compared 

with mya, 1 Chr. 7,23 (where also there is a play on mya zz 2/1 fortune); and 

ywia should perhaps be ywoa (cf 10,19 yw). FRIEDRICH DELITZSCH has equat- 

ed axyaw with Sanzbu (Parad. 294); but © Zevvaap suggests Keer cat, Aram. 

sw. AL sxsw; © Luudpop, S gJsax (xpw), evidently a corruption of Al. 

yx. TaNnw suggests a doubt whether this name may not have originated in a mar- 

ginal gloss 328 Dw same lost/ The confusion of 4, 9, is, however, very common 

between Af and ww. 
AM ayy xv yds 75p:.. Bela is elsewhere a king’s name (36, 32); possibly, therefore, 
the original reading here and in v. 8 was tps 5p ya). The phrase may, of 

course, indicate a /acuna in the source. 

The K°thib oway, Q°ré nvay, appears as D'NI¥ in w, as in Hos. 11,8. 

M whi; w. correctly wows). 
MM OND; w. ‘DIT; G tovs yiyavtac, 15,19; Deut. 2,11.20; 3,11. 

AM ona ONT NS; G Kai Covy ioxupa dua adtoic=Daa(!) DMMy NR (25,16; y 117, 2). 

SJ also point o7a; but COG. have xnonast, who were in RHO, The name on 

is probably corrupt. Seven MSS of». read on (cf 1 Chr. 4,40). That Zus7m= 

Zamzummim has long. been inferred from Deut. 2,20 (cf teA= Bab. Diz); and 

pm or non (@) may possibly be a disguise of na1 Rabdath. But SAYCE’s notion 

that O7 points to a direct transcription of this chapter from a cunetform doci- 

ment (Higher Criticism, p. 16of.) is utterly improbable. There is no evidence 

that Ammon was ever called A or Ammdé, or anything else but Amman, eles 

(see SCHRADER, KAT? 141). And in OT the nation is always })®y %33. 

AMM DIT 2. “N73 (49,26). So GSIA. 
M mw; G6 tods dpxyovtac="w; and so S. — wn yy3n; SCO Lnged. 

pnx; S 052, an interesting variant. 
MITOT mMpys; wGSA my Jd. But it seems better to omit the previous sop 

as a gloss, and read m py) DID 109% (v.11); the city names standing for their 

peoples, 
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12 (16) 

13 

a7) 

(10) 

(11) 

\ 

(14, 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

12,16—13,18 Hote Benesig oPeFHo- 61 

AL pd) IXY; zw TNH 723 MIpH (26,14; Ex. 12,38). In what follows, 6 has the 

same order as Al; but 2. transposes OHM, and makes it precede nine). SJ 

agree with AIG, 

Al yn AN) is probably an early gloss, assimilating the passage to the parallel 

narrative 20,17.18. All the Versions express it, ¢. @ 3S qua stare o& Ink 5 

ww AX}; an improvement). Yet we might refer to 14,12 for a similar halting 

addition. 

M vd73; G+ Kai tovnpoic—o'yn (Deut. 6,22). 

Anns. So GITO; but wSA AY. 
M Inve; G+ evavtiov cou= 7359 (13,9). 10 
Al ynde; G ouuntpoteupar—wdw. 

At the end of the verse a» adds wy pydy=6 Kxai Awt pet’ adtod, an old gloss 

accounting for 13,5. The words recur immediately, 13, 1. 

6 mistranslates, kai éropevOn SOev HAVEv KTA., and so J fer ster guo venerat. 15 

yyood means dy stages; lit. according to his removals; cf. Ex. 17,1. 

MawITOT'S OvdAN Ips jR¥; GA mpopata Kai Poec Kat ktYvn (+ Kai oKnvat GB)— 

(o°5im1) MIpHi IPI RB; cf 4,20. S adds at the end gy I eco=—4Nd 73 (15,1; 

2 Sam. 8,8). 
A Nwi; 2. rightly AXW3 fev. (36,7). 20 

AL 3; an DIwW=G Katwkouv. 

ALN; 2. AVIN. 
At xdn; G xai isoU—m3m); and so S le. 
Ssown and y's might be pointed as z7/i7. abs. thus, Seow and yo. wu, however, 

has m>xewa and 7397, with local relation made explicit. Cf 24,49; 2 Sam.2,19 2 

infin. constr.; \s. 30,21 tmpf. 

ML nds; 2 192, as if 72. But 129 is of doubtful gender (Ex. 29,23 /fem.; 1 Sam. 
10,3 masc.). S suggests pis instead of 133; cf yw 42,7. 
M mm b7s; G Tov Oedv... TOW Beod; so S. Cf 19,29 and 18,1 6. So again v. 13 

évavtiov tov Geov for mm, and v.14 6 dé HEd¢ for MA. 30 
The temporal determination MWY ...... ‘385, which intervenes awkwardly 
between the two terms of the comparison, is probably an old gloss. “y¥ 7283 

also is highly suspicious, following as it does upon a reference to the /and of 

Egypt. We prefer the yy8 (Zoan) of S, with EBERs. (SBM ays, however). 

yu, 6S; Al. 3. 35 
M ADDN “Mya, vaguely, among the cities. 6 corrects év ToAe TWY TEpIXWPWY, 

and continues Kat €oxrjvwoev év Loddouors, in order to harmonize the passage 

with 19,1 ff. where Lot lives in a house in Sodom itself. 

Verses 14-17 probably belong to a reviser. They interrupt the sequence of the 

narrative (vv. 13.18); and, besides, Abram’s settling at Hebron, v.18, cannot be 4o 

be regarded as a natural sequel to the command of v.17. Hence ». corrects 
bax, v. 18, to 7%, so as to produce an appearance of agreement with the Jonna 

of v. 17. 

AM pasa Dy; 6 tiv dumov Tic Yijs, an odd rendering, repeated at 28,14, due to 

reminiscence of the parallel simile nw Dim> (32,12; 41,49; Hos. 1, 10). 45 

Add at the end with 6, kai tH omépuati oov eig Tov aivva=pDry rp spud) 

(v. 15). 
6G rapa tiv dpov tiv MauBpry, so also 14,13; 18,1; probably because a single 

tree was pointed out as the actual one in later times. Perhaps 'p ‘31983 was read, 

with the old ending of the genitive sing. (31,39; 49,11), instead of 'p ‘9x2. For 50 

1=dy, at, see Ez. 10,15. 
After simp S$ adds “Nn (14,13). 

ur 



II 

(31) 

(32) 

m2 (2) 

(3) 

(4) 
(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
(9) 

(11) 

(15) 

60 GE Genesio o3<deSie- 11,30—12,15 

of m is a well-known feature of Babylonian. But that /scah owes her existence to 

an error in reading a cunetform character, i. e. a zs, mil, is a mere fancy. 

Nor is the name w<7thout an etymology in the Aramaic tongue to which it belongs. 
Bar Ali very naturally connects it with Lass; see PAYNE SMITH, s. v. Lasol 

(Against SAYCE, Higher Criticism and the Monuments, p. 160). 

MI; 2 1, Ze. 1%. The form 15) may be a genuine survival, and perhaps 
gives a better rhythm. The difficulty is that one would expect other instances 

of the kind; whereas 753 only occurs here and in 2 Sam. 6,23 K°thib, and is 

easily accounted for in both places by the common confusion of * and }. Besides, 

ny} in a few passages of Exodus, and the obscure “t) Prov. 21,8, are the only 

instances of words with initial } in OT Hebrew, apart from 75) and one or two, 

more or less doubtful, proper names. Is it a trace of the Aramaic origin of the 

story (cf. the Targumic 75), like the names Terah, Nahor, Haran, Iscah? 

au. Strangely 133 M3) DISS (szc) nwR Inds ADdp m&i “wn. The motive of this 

arbitrary and ungrammatical alteration was doubtless the previous mention of 

Nahor’s death (v. 25 1x6). 

#1 pms Ns can hardly be right after MIN Ap. wz. OMS X8W=—G Kai €Eryyparrev 

auTOUS (ON), or S oqsas maso—OAN 83%, is better. But it is perhaps simplest 

to correct AN; cf 12,4.5. 

O’s first €v Xappav, restricting the 205 years to Terah’s residence at Haran, is 
clearly a blunder. 

M 7393; S€OFJ imply 73 or 754, an easier reading. 

AM rightly Jap; but some MSS 4a12» sizg., like the following 3>>pp, which 

however must be corrected to J>pp with one MS, 12.6383; cf the use of the 

formula elsewhere (27,29; Num. 24,9). 

After maisa S adds ysitae= Jyt3), an ancient gloss, which recurs in Al at 28, 14. 

Cf. 26,4; 22,18. 

Al 75, from the the next clause; S wy rightly. 

Ml win ns; 6 mdoav wuxiv. For m31s in the second half of the verse, 2. ps; 

but cf 31, 18; 42,29; 46,28. 

AM yrs3. G+ cic TO uf\kos atfic=TI1K> (13, 17). 

M mw Wx Teacher's (é. e. Priest’s or Seer’s, Is. 30,20) Oak or Terebinth; cf. Jud. 

9,37 (DILLMANN). 

ax NT POR; Gf. SA Oak of Mamre (sr); but G tiv dpdv THY VynAry, with which 

of. Deut. 11,30 77 (NR (eg. TY dX, or perhaps MDA NOR), G ths dpvdc tic 
bynAiis; and 22,2 mF prs, TH Thv Thy Uwndyyv. In these three places 6 appears 

to have misread 778 as 01, 7. ¢. OVID height; cf. Jud. 7,1 MNT Hyd. 

6 gives dpvc¢ for Ws eight times, including 12,6; 13,8; 14,13; 18,1; for 75s seven 

times; and for }58, probably pointing }\>x, thrice (Hos. 4,13; Is. 44,14; Zech. 

EX, 2): 

M is sometimes uncertain about }ios—}bs; cf Jos. 19,33 with Jud. 4,11. In 
35,4 and three other places 7x is TepeBivOo¢ (=O%3NA in 43, 11!); cK 8 TepeuvBoc, 

14,6. In 35,8 }\>8 is BdAavoc. 
Ml 8, 6 + katWKouv=3 (13,7). So S. 
AM IPRA; 2.415. So GSI; yet cf v. 18. 
Ml 73337, G év th épfyuw. So in 13,1.3, and a few other passages. The rendering 

does not, however, imply any difference of reading. 

Ml ampn, 6+ Appau; cf v.14. So again after Ws". 

AL ns. a. ‘8, and again in v.13. A trace of the older text, which is also found 

in seven passages of Al K‘thib, ¢. ¢. Jud.17,2; Jer. 4,30. 

A my ND (ws. 73) na Aw npn. 6 paraphrases: Kai elonyayov avtyv mpd¢ 

Dapaw=Fyr Ana AYA. For mpdc=n3, see also 44,14; Job 1,4. 
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(29) 

11,13—29 —Higets Genesio 23<aPeGHe- 59 

In the cases of Nahor and Terah the divergence is greater, but may be accounted 

for partly by corruption, partly by systematic alteration. According to 4l, Nahor 

was 29 at the birth of Terah. This harmonizes well enough with Serug’s 30, and 

the rest of the corresponding numbers. Nahor survived for another 119 years; 

or according to 6A 129. Which is right? The change of Al’s Mwy ywn to G's 5 

owy) pwn (or Dwy) pwn) was an easy corruption, 7 and 9 being not infrequently 

confused at the end of a word; and the fact that ax gives 148 as the sum of Nahor'’s 

years confirms #1, and makes the corruption highly probable (29 4+ 119=148). 

But, further, 2. and GA give 79 instead of 29 as Nahor’s age at the birth of 

Terah. The change from o™wy to DYyaw might possibly be due to corruption; 10 

but more probably it was an intentional substitution of a number more consonant 

with the corresponding ones in their lists. Having altered 29 to 79 in the first 

period, 2. was obliged to alter 119 to 69 in the second, in order to avoid prolong- 

ing Nahor's life beyond the 148 years of Atl. 

As to Terah, 6 agrees with 4 that he was 70 at the time of Abram’s birth, and 15 

that his age at death was 205. a. agrees as to the 70, but makes his total age 

only 145; a correction or conjecture, inspired by the feeling that the son could 

not have attained to a greater age than the father. 

Upon the whole, it is evident that the numbers of 4 are generally preferable, 

7. €. more original, in this list. 20 

At ndw ns. So awSTOIA. But G6 tov Kaivav=}3p ns. So in v. 13, to which 6 
adds: Kai €Zynoev Kavay €xatov TpidKovtTa ETH Kal €févvnoev TOV Lada’ Kai EZNoEV 

Kaivayv Weta TO TEvvijoat aVTOV TOV Laka ETH TPlaKdoIla THLdKOVTa Kai ETEvvNGEV 

viods Kai Buyatépas Kai dmébavev= nN indy ne Toy maw nxp maw owdy om yp 
ro nya oy. Ty mw map woe maw owe now ne yd “nx yp. See note 25 
on 10,24. 6's numbers being the same (130,330) for both Cainan and Shelah, 

may be thought suspicious; but the fact may only indicate conjectural restoration 

of a partially mutilated text. Possibly, the name of Cainan was cast out from 

the Hebrew list in order to give Abram the place of tenth patriarch, which in 

6's text belongs to Terah. 30 

) annoy mw mse yo) my owden maw twopws ws 55 yn, which agrees with 

the total of #1 (35 + 403=438). 

wx-bifnjo mw map yas maw owen wow mw spy 55 vn, in agreement with the 
total of 4 (30+ 403= 433). 

au EO aw MIN pI) ow yas ay ‘Ay 5. wm, which agrees with the total of 35 

4's numbers as corrected above (34-+ 370=404). 

axon) my ons pwde pwn adp p55 yn, in agreement with the total of 
AH (30 4+ 209=239). 

au np maw ons owde. ywn ayn vw 52> ny, in agreement with the total of 
4's numbers (32 + 207239). 4o 

au En Taw ono maw owdy aw wn 52 4, in agreement with #1 (30 4+ 200= 230). 

aun) maw Axe) mw pyre) may wna ‘ 5\ ym, in agreement with Al 

(29+ 119=148). 

45 

MSGTO Fed; ww TR. 
#l ows 83; 6 év mH xWpqa tTwWV Xaddaiwyv—=o7ws pasa (So 15,7: ek xWpac 

Xaddaiwv). But €9 rightly *s1097 gyxg2. So S$ LAX5, jels. Ur was Uru in 

Southern Babylonia, the seat of the worship of the Moon-god, long since identi- 50 

fied with the mounds of “7A/ugaiyar. 

m25p and 72D° may possibly be phonetic or dialectic variants of the same (tribal 

or local) name; cf aIwa=Assyrian Aa/du. The weakening and disappearance 



II (7) 

(8) 
(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

58 —oSedeeS Benesig 22sdeBH0- 11,7—I2 

For mba3 S has GS4s; cf 10,25; w 55, 10. 
A onbw; 2, wrongly, onw dual; and afterwards nd5w AX ws yo. 

M (and STOJA) VyT; a2». Sem nN VA AX=G tiv wdAw Kal tov TUpTov. 
6 tO dvoua avtod—rbY. 
ax MDW ns; but of. Misi 7s 

For Al mn. in the second half of the verse 6 reads Kipiog 6 Gedc. 

MivITOS nds; two Heb. MSS, G mds. 
AL 35); 2. 9 throughout the chapter. 
AL ANS; ww. “UNS. 

ax En’) maw map wy ow 6 55 yw" So a// the days of Shem came to six hundred 
years; then he died. The same recension adds a similar summation in each case, 

down to Nahor inclusive; cf 5,5 ff. 6 is briefer with kat d&mé@avev=:ni™. 
S€OF follow Al. 

The framework of the narrative being otherwise identical with that of c. 5, it 

is perhaps more likely that some impatient reviser omitted the summations as 
statements of the self-evident, than that P curtailed his customary formule, or 

that 2x interpolated the summations. 
AM owdei; 2.6 +nxo1. STO follow AM. 
For the first name in this list of ten patriarchs from Shem to Terah or Abram 

the numbers of #lax.6 agree. Shem lived 100 years before and 500 after the birth 

of Arphaxad. In the ensuing cases we note a systematic alteration such as we 

have already observed in 5,3 ff. The sudden drop from Shem’s Ioo years to 

the 35,30, 34,30,32,30, years respectively for the corresponding period in the 

lives of the six subsequent patriarchs, seemed improbable. Consequently, 2.6 add 

100 years in each case; so that, e. ¢, Arphaxad lives 135 instead of 35 years 

before the birth of his successor; and so for the rest of the six names. In the case 

of Arphaxad, Shelah, Peleg, Reu, Serug, »#. subtracts the Ioo years from the 

period following the birth of the successor, as 6 has done in 5,3 ff. Thus a» 

really corroborates #l in seven cases out of eight. The exception, Eber, may 

therefore be set down to textual corruption. According to 4, Eber lived for 430 

years after the birth of Peleg; according to 2», not 330, as analogy would suggest, 

but 270. Now a glance at the corresponding numbers in 41, from Shem to Nahor 

inclusive, shows a progressive diminution in every case but this of Eber, the 

numbers being 500; 403; 403 (© 330); 430; 209; 207; 200; 119. This fact at once 

throws suspicion on Eber’s number 430. 64 has 370, which is confirmed by ax 

270 as the original reading of Al. How then, it may be asked, did the nwbw 

mw Mikb yaisi maw of Al originate? Beyond doubt, in the maw owe yas of 

the previous line (v. 16), to which a transcriber’s eye had wandered. 

According to 64, the years of Arphaxad and Shelah’s second period were 430 

and 330 respectively. Instead of the 30, Max both give 3, which is possibly right, 

as 30 occurs in each case in the previous line of the Hebrew (vv. 12.14), and 

might have been erroneously repeated in 6’s Heb. MS. 
GB gives tetpaxdoia tevtyjKovta for Shelah’s second period (v.15). If we sup- 

pose that Tetpaxdoia Tpldkovta was the original reading of 6, allowing for the error 

just noticed, we shall see that the three lists are in relative agreement as regards the 

first seven names: SH . 6 J, 
SHEM 100 500 100 500 100 = 500 

ARPHAXAD 35 403 135 403* 135) 303 

SHELAH 30 403 130 403* 130) 3038 

EBER 347 © 370° 134 370 134 270 
PELEG 30 209 130 209 130 §6109 

REU 32 207 132 207 132 107 

SERUG 30 200 130 200 130 ©6100 
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(13) 

(6) 

10,13—11,6 (HBSS Genesio 2S 57 

1893, p. 108; cf Records of the Past, New Series i, 46; [see also of. cit. pp. 75, 
col. ii, 1. 2; 76, col. iii, 1. 9 and SCHRADER’s KB iii, 2 (1892) pp. 21.23]. 

Al 7s. 6 Opex= 7k, which agrees with the native Babylonian Uruk, Greek 

’Opxon, now Warka. (Cf, however, the Assyr. Arkd’itu, the Lady of Erech}. 

Mond, G Aovdierw—oN, 
AM pay; ax DO, in partial agreement with © Aiveuetient. S yuass implies 

D'py3. 
Al. ondo>; 6 Xaouwvieru =p" 39d. 
S$ explains n“ins> by Cappadocians! 
M spryn=Assyr. Argé’a. But ox pyr; 6 tov Apouxaiov. 

MG 53; wz. MYD3 (9,19) is due to reading NNSwH as singular. 

The bounds are specified in two directions, the limit in the one case being Gaza, 
in the other Lesha. (WELLH. 7&5 or DY). The words 5°33) THIN) My! are an 

interpolation. ax has a different statement: 737 “y DMS Ip ‘By3I7 Oya Ay 
nA ov yy AD Im Svan. Cf 15,18; Deut. 11,24. 
M ona; two MSS and a» 35. So A, ax v. 31. But in v. 5 both have "33, while 

© has év toig €8veotv in all three places. 
6 Gdekpw lame tod petZovoc; so the Heb. accents, against the fixed order of 

the names of Noah’s sons, vz. Shem, Ham, and Japheth. Had it been meant 

that Shem was the younger brother (and so the youngest of the three) the natural 

mode of speech in a clause relating to Shem would rather have been nd. ‘8 

popn, Japheth's younger brother. But, in fact, the sole reason for the reference 

to Shem’s age in this place was to warn the reader against supposing that because 

he is dealt with last, he was therefore the youngest; and to affirm the racial 

superiority of the Bene Eber, from whom the Hebrews sprang. 

MS wy; a. xwp (v. 30); 6 Moooy=qwe (v. 2); 1 Chr.1,17. Perhaps the original 

was }w"D; cf Jos. Ant. 1, 6,4 Myoavation. 

6 kai Appatad erévyynoev tov Katvau (var. Katvav) kai Kaivan éyévvnoev Tov 

Zaha «th. Cf Luke 3,36. axS@O3A agree with Al nbw nx 75° Jwop3s); but there 
is no reason to regard the inserted name as an interpolation, while its omission 

may be accounted for by a doubt about }3‘p as a name belonging to the earlier 

list, 5,9. 

AMIS; an I; G EpevvOnoav. 

ManS nv; 6 lapad or lapedJ=I1v, 5,15. See SMITH’s Dictionary of the Bible? 

s. U. JERAH and JOKTAN. 

AL yy, an Sys =—6 ArZnh. 
MS day; ». and 1 Chr. 1,22 ay. , 6. 
fly. svn; G4 Maoone. 62 Mavacof|=S lass. The last two forms imply xws 

misread xw3a. The other differences depend on pointing. 

Alan. DIMI; G kata Ta EOvyH avtwv—=oNI. See on v. 20. 

M mdx0; 2.6 mdKp, as v. 5. 
Ml pan rightly. 1. prefixes "8 (=6 vijoot) from v. 5. 

) Alin ovis 25; G6 Kai @wv wia méo1w — a paraphrase. 

) mpwd manawa, let ws burn them unto burning, i. e. thoroughly. The Heb. 733? 
does duty for kiln-burnt bricks (Babylonian agw77é) as well as sun-dried ones 

(Bab. /bnda/1); cf. Ex. 1,14. 

an TOT, plene, to mark the e-vowel, and »'nd (/eg. win), tomark the o. 6 rightly 

ciopaktos=Bab. kupru; see the inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar, fassim. 
Max. donn zfin. c. suff G6 iptavto= nz is preferable. S$ as if \awn (Jer. 18,11). 

Al yr, an 139" (corrupt). The impf. of nxt, like that of 552 v.7, is only found 
here. The pointing 39’, 4323, may possibly indicate the dialect of the original 

source[?], but is quite as probably a mistake or a caprice. C/ the Jer. M¥53, 9, 19. 
Gen. 8 
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56 —o8Qokt+ Benesig abet 9,2I—I0,10 

g except in 44,12 which is elliptic (999 ywpay Ona Sya wenn, sc’/. wend dis), — 

(21) 

(29) 

TOmn(2) 

(4) 
(5) 

(8) 
(9) 

(10) 

(6) The use of the OT generally, where 5nn occurs some fifty times besides, is 

against it. In 33 cases the construction is again 9 cum infin.; in § (viz. Deut. 
2,24.25.31 d2s; Jos. 3,7; Hos. 8,10, probably), it is the bare zw/iz.; in 3 cases 

the term is construed with 3 (wzz. Deut. 16,9; Ez. 9,6; 2 Chr. 20,22); and in the 

rest it is used absolutely; e. g. Num. 17, 11.12; 2 Chr. 29,27; 1 Sam. 3,12 (cf Gen. 

44,12). In 1 Sam. 3,2 nin> nm YI, which is usually rendered Ais eves began 

as dim ones (GES.75 § 142,4; DRIVER, Samz., 7. c.), and alleged as a parallel, it is 

easier to point nind infin. (¢/ Gen. 27,1; Zech. 11,17), with 6 ipEavto PapbveoOan, 

bearing in mind the usual construction of 5nm, and the fact that 773 is not else- 

where used of the eyes in OT (in Is. 33,1 Tw is 2/7. Poel; cf Hos. 10,2). 

Moreover, Aud Noah began as a husbandman would at least require 7958 rather 

than ADINT; cf. 25,27 Tw SN... TM. 
On the other hand, SCHUMANN’s And Noah, the husbandman, began, and planted 

a vineyard is objectionable: (@) because the expression Woah, the husbandman, 
is without parallel in the whole book, and could only imply a distinction from 
some other Noah who was not such; and (4) because, of all the OT instances 

of 5nn, Ezr. 3,8 is the only Zossz/e parallel for the construction began and planted. 

S Isls Las wes u-a0 and 3 cocpitque Noe agricola exercere terram show that 

the want of a verb was felt in connection with 5m. It is simplest to restore 

nvad, as in 10,8. The sense is that Noah was the first husbandman and vine- 

planter, like Sz Nang in China. To say that this would conflict with 4,2 is to 

forget that the two stories are quite independent of each other. Cf 4,26. — 

May ws conceal Yas=Assyr. evész, to till? Cf Aram. 08 cu/tor, MIDS cultura 
[=Assyr. errisit, errisitu, DELITZSCH, Assyr. Handwirterbuch, p. 140»). 

AM nbnx. a 78; a substitution of modern for ancient spelling (so 12,8; 13,3). 

The m— suffix still occurs sporadically in OT, e. @. 49,11 dzs. Its disappearance 

in other cases is doubtless due to transcribers. It is regular on the Moabite 

Stone (9th cent. B.C.). 

M34; G wai €ZehOwv aviypyerkev=—14 8%, The term pina (, S$) implies a prece- 

ding 83") (39, 12). 

AM ow nbs ma qa. So all the Versions. We should expect Shem rather than 
Shem’s god to be the object of the blessing. Ham — as an undutiful son — 

is cursed in the person of Canaan, his son, and Japhet is virtually blessed; the 

context, therefore, requires something similar in the case of Shem. BUDDE 

accordingly has restored ny mim. 4112. GB omits 6 Gedc. 

#17, Some MSS, 2216 vn, as usual. 

Al Wy; but w.. Pw (Mine MSS wr), 6 Mooox=Mooxoi (Herod.), Assyr. JZusku 

or Musku, all suggesting JWp. So SCHRADER, KAT? 84 note, who thinks also 

that the pointing 52m is only a reminiscence of 7”éa/cain, and that the Assyr. 
Tabalu indicates an. 
MS O77; some MSS, aw, 1 Chr. 1,7 O°373=G “Pddi0o1 (=}79 in Ez. 27,15). 

As p37 “8 cannot include all the preceding names; and as, on the other hand, 

the words o733 ..... onsisa are clearly of wider scope, and comprehend all 
the Bene Japheth before enumerated, ILGEN was certainly right in restoring 75s 

n5* 33 to introduce '13) ons183; the whole sentence forming the usual summary 

after the manner of P; cf vv. 20.31. 
A755, an WIT (P’s word). 

An explanation of the term 33 (wighty one=sovereign, despot), which does not 

well harmonize with v. Io. 
Babylon was not a comparatively modern Semitic foundation, but an old 

Sumerian city, identical with Gudea’s Gishgalla (PSBA, Nov. ’92, p. 54; Jan. 
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(19) 

(6) 

(7) 
(10) 
(11) 

(12) 

(15) 
(19) 
(20) 

8,19—9,20 —ttaeets Genesis s2<pestiee 55 

In view of 9,7, the pointing of G, 3393 415)... . s39%4, seems preferable to that of 
Ay DI... NWA. 
M pasa Sy wer 52 sym bo. wenn b>. The term worn, followed by won in a 
different sense, is suspicious, ax, omitting wow 52, reads woo7 in the second 
place. So also S$. But 6 has: xai mdvta td xthvn Kal wav TeTeIvov Kai Tav 5 

éptetov Kivovmevov emi tig Tfic="9) Woda worn do) Awe da) meAaM 53; and S$ 

also read Apman for yey. But SBM agrees with AM. 
Mau. m5; G6 tH Oct. 
Alw. m7"; G Kprog 6 Oed¢ dz. 

MwS Wiyr; G dia ta Epya=— Naya (wrongly; cf 3,17). 10 

AM ay; 2. Ty; G6 .. Point Wy, and render wn/o all the days of earth (7. e. so long 

as the earth lasts); as if in answer to the question ‘nb ty, How Jong? Cf. also 

the phrase mm own 4p, and 2 K. 9,22, for the use of 1¥. 

AL DM... PP)... Wi. sxGHSI , the conjunction between the pairs. 

15 
6 + kai Kataxupievoate adtic=nwany, 1,28. 

Al ponn (Job 41,25 only); ax. D5nnn (35,5 only). 
M523. Two Al and four 1. MSS as well as $6 523); a correction due to mistak- 

ing the idiom. 

AMS 13F3; w. VAN J have given it=6 dédwxa. Cf 1,20. 20 

M52 nx. ax 52m n8=—G Ta wdvta. 
Alay, 107 WI along with its life, i. e. tts blood (a gloss). G év aivazi puxfs; S$ 
oe, qaassy 77 whose life tts blood is; neither indicating a different reading. 

Instead of Al D371 N& 48), 2. has the simpler D227 nxt. The Js is strange, after 
its use in v. 4, and may have originated in a dittography of nx. It is, however, 25 

attested by S pase) p> (cf 34,22). A possible correction is }&); cf Deut. 15,17. 

Perhaps we may say that 7s) implies that the verse is coordinate with v. 4, as 

stating a further exception (cf the use of 3)... %3). The repetition of the par- 

ticle is thus not really necessary to the sense. 

AL mn; an 0. 30 

MG Wo}; w. WH (1 omitted after preceding }). 
AG yng ws. Some MSS, axSI yrs) wx; but cf 42,25.35; 15,10. The render- 

ing of © implies: DINT YDS AX WIS YN ws WH; a better balanced member 

than that of Al. 

AL DIN DI; 2.6 DIN Ds. 

For pis3 (the reading of MluxS), © strangely has dvti tod afuatoc avtod. If 

they read 73, they must have omitted 193. More probably they read 197 n4&a 

on account of his blood; cf. 21,11.25. *® and Nn are often confused. 
Allan, Mwy z2fers. is attested by SI factus est. G énoinoa=‘nwy is probably a 
correction. 4o 

Al ww; some MSS, «6S ww. — AL 13N; so Versions. 171, NESTLE. Cf 1,28. 
Some MSS, »x.6S$C* nym. 

MG yap. 6+ bdatos, 7. ¢. DM, an old gloss in their MS as at 6,17. ax 5207. 

MM nnwd; 2. mnwnd. In v.15 2. has mnwd, or according to seven MSS nnwnd. 
MM pasn; © waoav trv ‘ij. 45 

Ala DDN DS; G Kal eimev Kipioc 6 Bed¢ mpdc Nwe=n3 58 ods mm TDR; 
cf. vwv.8.17. S$ also+/o Noah, 

AN; ww. WNT as in v. 10. So again, vv. 15.16. 
MG AN; a. DNS WS ANN, as in v.12. So S, but not 6. 

AM dep; 2.6 vdxp. 50 
Alw.G mposn ws ms dn; but this is doubtful Hebrew: (a) the use of 5nm in 

4,26; 6,1; 10,8; 11,6; 41,54 (E); 44,12; is against it. In these six places, five 

of which belong to J, and establish his usage, the construction is > cum injin., 

Oo 5 



(8) 

(12) 

(13) 

(15) 
(16) 

(17) 

54 8S Genesio $3cbestier- 7,16—8,17 

6 kai exdewev Kupiog 6 OEd¢ Thy Kipwrdv cEwOev avtod. axS agree with Al. 

The object of 130% would rather be nb35 than m3nm; cf 19,6.10; 2 K. 4,4. 

6 + Kai TEOOEPAKOVTa VUKTUS, as in Vv. 12, 

MDI; G emexdAvpev—1o". So in v. 20. 

MuwS own 53; 6 “A 59; but cf Deut. 4,19; Dan. 9, 12; Job 28 24; 37,3; 41,3 +. 

GAS+o 737, as in v.19. But GB and Syr. Hex. a Ta Upndd (NESTLE), as 

also SBM, 

S agrees with 4; © paraphrases. (One cod. has év pwOwow adtod = YDENa; 
and so Syr. Hex.). 

AM ApIsn; 6 + mdéonc—d. 

G+ Kai mdvtwv tTWv TeTELWWY Kai Tdvtwy TwWV EptetwY. S+and all the birds 

only (, SBM). Harmonistic additions. 

Al ASPH (19,4; 23,9; 47,2.21); 2 PPO (4,3; 6,13; 16,3; 41,1); v. 6. 

G+ tod ideiv ci Kexdtaxev TO VOwp=oMT dpm mivd (v. 8). Amo tis yiic=—dyn 

ys appears to have fallen out. The omission of the motive for sending out 
the bird is the more remarkable here, as it is specified afterwards in the case 
of the dove. 6 felt this, and inserted the clause from v. 8. It is better to change 

the order of the verses, so that v. 7 should follow vv. 8.9. This arrangement has 

the additional advantage of agreement with the Chaldean account, in which the 

mission of the dove comes first. See HauPT, Mimmrodepos, p. 109, which may be 

transcribed and translated thus: 

Sibd ima tna kasddi usesi-ma summatu umassir. [lik summatu tthrd-ma mai- 

sazu ul tpdsi-ma tssahra. UsSsesi-ma sintintu umassir. Illik sintintu itirdé-ma 
manzazu ul tpdsi-ma tssahra. Usesi-ma dribi umassir. Illik dribi-ma qartra : 

sa me imur-ma igrib tsahi itdévi ul tssahra=“When the seventh day came, I 

brought out the dove, and let it go. The dove went to and fro; found no resting- 

place; and returned. I brought out a swallow, and let it go. The swallow went 

to and fro; found no resting place; and returned. I brought out a raven, and let 

it go. The raven went; saw the bottom of the the water (cf 8 bottom of the 

sea); made for it; waded about, croaking, returned not.” 

The expression 1\y, v. 10, implies an interval of seven days betwen the mission 

of the two birds. I therefore supply o% nyaw 5m at the beginning of the verse. 
AL wi Nyy 8IM. But 6 wal cEekOwWv ovk Umeotpeyev; so S you flo (aa%) meso 
[a paronomasia]= sw Ndi 88. NBM. That this is right appears not only from its 
striking agreement with the Chaldean statement about the raven, but also from 

the motive it supplies for the (second) mission of the dove, v. Io. 
If the order of the verses in Al be preferred, o%" nyaw 5n must be supplied 
here instead of at v. 7. 

Ml. Ins is confirmed by Vx v.9, Man yp v.10. 6 driow avtoO=NNNH Zz. e. 
after the raven. Cf. Ex. 14,19. 

AM dn). ax 5m, as in v. ro. A scribal error is more likely than such a variation 
in the same formula. Cf Jud. 3,25. 

G+ ev ti Zw too Nwe=n3 “nd, as in 7,11. There is nothing else for the 
temporal datum to refer to. 

AM 129n; G e£€hertev (so in Is. 19,6 also), probably reading yan. 

Mt onbds; one MS mm; G Kupioc 6 Gedc. 
MM P33) Jnwsi; two MSS, S$ (but not SBM), Copt. reversely, as in 7,7, and v. 18. 

Yet 6 has the former order both here and in v. 18. 
MM b>; w.6S 52. 5‘ 

MM ww. 5ap. So wS; but 6, wrongly, kai méoa odpe. 
AM vert... ys. Sow. But 6S mistook the idiom; cf 6 9, Io. 
M K*thib xyin. The Q%ré sy1n (cf 1 wy 5,9) appears to be a mere fancy. 
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(17) 

(19) 

(20) 

(8) 
(9) 

(11) 

(13) 
(15) 

6,17—7,15 eStats Genesis o3apesto- 53 

Nimrodepos 135,31), however, ¢ulli/si does not mean Provide it with a deck 

(cillu=s), but daunch it, literally cause it to be immersed, from ¢aldélu=Geez 

calila (of. BY? 3998; see also DELITzSCH, Js.4640,53; NESTLE, Marg.x).— P.H.] 
MM mdbyndp maban mex Oxi; so ax and 6 Kai cig mixuv ouvTedcoets aUTIY GvwOev. 
There is evidently something wrong; for no satisfactory sense can be wrung out 

of the words, and we should expect some further direction about the 13. The 

term 78 is suspicious. There is nothing corresponding to it here in the parallel 
Chaldean account, and the cubit measures of the mnb and the D°3p are not given; 

why then that of the w¥? Besides, .7¥ is presumably masc., and the suffix of 

m392n most naturally refers to the man. Read Ap%8 for mx, and all becomes 
clear. Then we have 7355n 7358 bx}, and for its (the Ark’s) whole length thou 

shalt close it in (pointing 73b2n=n3Ndon; cf nd>*, 23,6). For x, of MINI, 13,17. 

But the term 702, 8,13, suggests the further correction 7303" for mabon; and ON 

may be a corruption of 53, as in 30,40 and other places. 
MM para Sy ow» dyae7. The antique 5)297 is explained by the gloss no». The two 
following words are not part of the gloss, but depend on 8°38; so 6 emdéyw TOV 

KatakAvonov Udwp enti tiv yijv. Cf 7,6 where 6 omits 0%, and 7,17. 

The root of 5128 is seen in the Babylonian wabd/u (PSBA, April ’89, p. 197). 

A nnw); 2. mnwd=nnw> (8 «. MSS nnwad); cf v.13 nonwn. 
Mt owa Sop snn Son. ww. Iwan don) ann Soni; and similarly 6, kai GmO TavTWV 
tWV Onpiwy Kai ard dons oapKdc, with some Heb. MSS. For m7", see 8,17. 

15> is used 3,20; 8,21, but in a wider sense. That Al is right with wa 526 

appears from 8,17. »%6 misunderstood the idiom. The addition in 6, Kat do 

TdvtTwy TWY KTHVwY Kal dtd TdvtTWY TiwY éEpTeTWy, is probably due to a 
reviser. © according to Syr. Hex. kai dm6 7. TWY Onpiwy kK. ard T. T. KTHVWY 

K. &. 1. T. OapKdg (NESTLE). 

AM ow; GS dvo, do. So also in v.20. Cf 7,9. 
Al nptsn wn bop; ws. mpina by won ws dom; 6 Kal dno mdvtwy TW EpTrEeTiV 
twWy Eptdvtwy emi Tis Yfic. AINA wh is justified by 1,25; Hos. 2,20. But that 

bon) of ax6STI and some Heb. MSS is right, appears from the sense. wp" is 
here contrasted with other classes of animals, and does not include them as 

in 9,3. 

M mm; G Kiptoc 6 Ged. awS ods (but SBM as AN). See notes on 6,3.6, So 

6, v. 5. 
AL NW) WS. ww. TOPI ID} (—G cipoev kai OFAv), both times; thus obliterating the 

distinction between J’s phrase and P’s equivalent. 

MOI; wS6 ow o3ww. Cf v.9. 

Al D3; 21S px. The 1 was perhaps omitted after preceding }. 

6S 4 VAT; . A, with which SPM agrees. 
After map) IN G+ Kai and wévtrwy tWv TetewwWv TWV Ww) KABapwy dbo do 

tipoev kai OFAV=TAp) AD oO SwW OW NIT MD Xd AWS HyT 92M. wzwSE agree with 

MM; but the omission may be due to the homeeoteleuton of this and the previous 

clause. 

The interesting word pip (v. 23; Deut. 11,6 only), ¢hat which stands up, ts 

erect, and so /ives, is an exact parallel to the very ancient Egyptian + (anch) to 

stand ox rise up; living. 

M52); 2.63 better 52m. 
MS oR. ax Mm; so G6CFOF rightly. 
MwSI oy wy nyawsa. G6 EPdduy Kai cixddi=—onwys Ayawa (So also GF at 8, 4.). 

CEB AAs 

Max. D8; G wev avtod rightly. So S (Urmia ed.); but SBM egsas., 

AM wan; aw. Wa. Cf vv. 16.21. 
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(3) 

(4) 

(6) 

(7) 

(9) 
(13) 

(14) 

(16) 

52 —oSeGeY Genesis o2cbeSiso- 5,32—6, 16 

on ns, but S ‘Nn ns); ing,18 Al om, but 2. On; in 10,1 #lw. on, but some MSS 

and $ oni. 

AL mm; G+ 6 Oedc=nbs, which probably stood in the Heb. text of 6, here 

and in vv.5.8, as also in v.12 where 6 has Kijpiocg 6 Oe6c= A OTE. 

Mus PV; G6 od wh Kataucivyn shall not abide or continue. S$ pas. shall dwell= 

ay. wy 5,5; of Gen. 23,4. A Heb. root }15 in such a sense is unknown; and 1)" 

is too remote from the ductus Litterarum. Read therefore WW‘, after Job 15,23 

yI=peEvel, y 102,28 (—G Io1, 29); I3=2, diauevet, Job 21,8. Cf also the me- 

taphorical P23 my, wy 51,10. JHVH had originally dveathed into man’s nostrils 

breath of life, 2,7; cf. 6,17; 7,22. This divinae particula aurae was not hence- 

forth to be covs¢ant or permanent in him. 
We might also correct o5', after Jos. 10,12.13, where this root is parallel 

to TBy. SOCIN refers to Egyptian Arab. ¢\> dda, to keep doing a thing, Séud. 

und Krit.,’94, p. 211; [GESENIUS-BUHL™, p. 166» below]. 
Al awa gin paws. GS$COFJ read paws, which is also the best attested punctuation 
(see BAR’s Genesis). 6 d14 TO Eivar adTOUS odpKxas; so G9; $ for that he ts flesh. 

All the Versions omit to render D3. The meaning might be supposed to be for 
that he, too, (like the other creatures) zs flesh. But '’= ws does not recur in 

Genesis, except in the doubtful 75w, 49, 10, nor indeed in the Hexateuch. More- 

over, the context shows that the writer intends to state not that man is by na- 

ture mortal (w5; Is. 31,3), but that his life is to be cut short for his offenses. It 

is better to point D3¥3, with GESENIUS and DILLMANN, and to regard O— asa 

suffix. The rendering ‘Arowegh their (mankind’s) erring is, however, unsatisfactory: 

(2) because evvory is too mild a term both for the offense and the punishment 

(see 33Y, MMIwW, w 119,67; Lev. 5,18; Num. 15,29.31; Job 12,16); and () because 

the plur. suffix must refer to the n'798 ‘32; otherwise there will be no connection 

of thought between vv. 2.3. Read therefore anya (Lev. 26,39)=ow7ne to their 

guilt (y confused with w, 3 with 3). 
M+ j> “Ins on; a marginal gloss, intended to remind the reader of the better 
known p3y °32 of later times. 

At ond 954 rightly. a. 5; but J does not use Tn, 

AL mT; wz. OF; so in 7,14. 

MM mm; G 6 Ge0c, as also inv. 7. The change was due to religious scruple. Simi- 

larly, 125 58 ayn, at the end of the verse, was rendered dievofyOn, owing to 

reluctance to reproduce the strong anthropomorphism of the Hebrew ex- 

pression. 
The inserted clause Dawn ..... , DINO (cf 7,23) was added by R, to agree with 

the sequel from P (vv. 11.12f.). It interrupts the connection; for the plur. 

suffix in on‘wy (many MSS and w. on wy) clearly refers to DISA. 

M on, so G; 2. OM). But psy may be an interpolation from J’s account, 7,1. 

Al past ny onnwn ‘33am. OLSHAUSEN corrected 5yQ; but the part. nnwn is 
found nowhere else with a suffix, and the writer’s usual style suggests ons M’nwp 

punt psi; of 9,11 (19,14, J). — aNdn here suggests Qal in v. 11. 
MBI yy; G ex EbAwy tetpaywvwy, apparently reading ya for 153, by inversion 

and corruption of letters. 
M Dip. LAGARDE (Orientalia 2,95) suggested the repetition of the term, which 

is supported by Philo (/ocw/os loculos), as NESTLE reminds me. 
For the &maz \cy. WW¥ G gives emiovvdywv, misreading 128. But there is no 

reason to question the word. The context requires the sense of 700/ or deck (see 

the next clause); and 5 zahr actually has this meaning in Arabic; see the 

description of a Chinese junk in Ibn Batuta (Paris edition), iv, 93. [C/ HAuUPT 
in SCHRADER’s KAT? p. 69, 1. 8. In the Chaldean legend of the Flood (HAUPT, 
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(3) 

(4) 

(28) 

(29) 

(32) 

4,26—5,32 ~HSedet+ Benesig 2aPeSHo- 51 

cf. Gen. 17,1. a nw; G odto¢ HAMoev (pointing n= nn); J rightly zste 
cocpit—na xm. The statement 5nim t¥ is without parallel in Genesis, and the 
context requires the sense Ae (Enosh) was the first to call upon the Name of 

Juvu; there being no previous temporal determination to which t& might 

refer. 

For xin rather than m (5,29=o0Tos), see v. 21 and 10,8 (nvm 5nm RIF). 

MlaxS nxp; 6 diaxdow. For the first five and the seventh of the ten patriarchs, 
viz. Adam, Seth, Enos, Kenan, Mahalaleel, and Enoch, the numbers of Al and 

ax, agree. 6 subtracts 100 in each case from the years lived after the birth of 

the successor, and adds them to the number of years lived previously; an arbi- 

trary change made for the sake of symmetry. As to the sixth patriarch, Jared, 

6 agrees with Al, as the actual numbers in his case already harmonized with 

the altered numbers preceding it. .». omits 100 years, no doubt accidentally. 

In the tenth case, that of Noah, all three witnesses are at one. In the eighth 

case, that of Methuselah, #t and 6 agree, «x differs; while in the ninth, that of 

Lamech, all three disagree. Thus in eight cases out of ten we find agreement 

which warrants preference of the #1 numbers; in the other two we must have 

recourse to textual emendation. 

#15. The word j3, the object of the transitive verb (vv. 4>.28), and the ne- 
cessary antecedent to which \w refers here as elsewhere, has fallen out of the 

text before the similar letters 15. 

Al wdy> insta. Some MSS inip2; many MSS, and Jewish citations 1533. 6 
Kata... kal kata... Cf 1,26, according to which we correct, although the 

order is here reversed. 
M pis ‘YT, read 1m, following A. Cf wv. 7.10.13.16 &c. The ordinary MSS 

and editions of S support the new reading; but the oldest known codex, wiz. 
Brit. Mus. Add. MSS 14425, dated A. D. 464 (see WRIGHT’s Catalogue), which 

has been collated for the present work, here, as in many other instances, sup- 

ports #1. We cite this codex as SPM, 

ax, Mw NX; an easy omission after the preceding 73¥, a transcriber’s eye 
having passed unconsciously from the first to the second. 
6 cinpéotnoe dé Evwx tH Oew does not indicate a various reading, but is the 

usual anti-anthropomorphic paraphrase of the Hebrew expression, recurring in 
v.24; 6,9; 17,1; 24,40; 48,15; wy 25,3; 34,17; 114,9. (Some MSS | wv. 22.23.) 

#17; some MSS and w. rightly 1, as in vv. 5.8.11.31. 

Al mow nspi mw ose yaw. So G6; but a. maw owe paw, where DwY is a corrup- 

tion of o3mw (confusion of Ke and w), and m3w nxn) has been accidentally 

omitted for the same reason as in v.18. This, of course, led to intentional 

changes of the numbers in vv. 26.27. 

AM ony; 6 dxtw=nrapw, dittography of the following D3nw. 
M oyyni; 6 kai Enkovta—n wei, confusing ‘py with w, as in other instances. 

wx. differs from AG in all-three numbers for Lamech; but the 595 years after the 

birth of Noah (v. 30) are confirmed by the round number (600) of 2». Upon the 

whole, it is clear that the three lists were originally one, and that #l deserves 

the preference. 
Msn; G diavatavoe, cf Is. 14,3 dvanavoa=m3n; Ex. 23,12 dvaravontai= 

ms; Pr. 29,17 dvatavoet oe= FM's, M3 is nearer to m3 than to OM) in sound; 

and besides, the writer clearly meant to convey the idea of vest from toil 

(Ex, 23, 12). 

M iswypp; many MSS and sa» ‘wy, which is attested also by $6 dno tiv 

épywv huwdv. The term is szzg. (47,3). — A's yo; S ‘RT yb?. 
Some MSS and ..S@ on nx. Choice is hardly possible, for in 6,10 we have 
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(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 
(25) 

(26) 

50 Seek Genesis 23cdeSie- 4,20—-26 

in Berossus and cuneiform sources. IVY, written 1, 5,15, [ci Mandean ny=n'x= 

w NOLD.MGS§ 5.55; Canc =piw] answers to the Babylonian Aawe, af. Berossus, 

Zz. €. Damu, Dawu (rather than Dum), ‘son; cf Lawc=.Samas. In spite of 6, 
the root may be seen in ),s, 7 came forth and grew wp, said of plants and 
trees; so that TYy=shool, scion, soboles, like Ass. pirhu, Heb. 1M, 133. 5 

MM d5y"nns bein, with a note on the second form " wn the yod 7s superfluous; 
pronouncing therefore >y:m, in spite of the preceding Dx‘nm — a triumph of 
absurdity. 5sxd$m», 6 Madedeni, 5,12, is more original than either of these forms; 
as is shown by Berossus’ MeydAapoc, a phonetic improvement of Medddapoc = 
Amel-Aruru, ‘Aruru’s Man’ (HOMMEL). ‘and 5 are sometimes confused. 10 

M dxwino has been modified to rhyme with bxymp. 6 MaSovoada, as in 5,21 

(=nbwinn). Methusael, J7an of £/, is less original than Methuselah, 1/an of 

Selah, where Selah is, perhaps, a modification of Bab. Sarrahu, a title of Sin, 

the god of Ur Casdim whence Abraham migrated. Methuselah thus answers to 

Aucuwivoc = AmelSzn, ‘Sin’s Man; while Lamech seems to be an easy adap- 15 

tation of Bab. Zamga, ‘the Servant’ (of Merodach), another title of Sin, syno- 

nymous with Uéara, in the name Udara- Tutu, ‘Vassal of Merodach,’ the ’Qtidptn¢ 

(or rather ’Qndptys) of Berossus, and father of =toov8poc, the hero of the Flood, 

who corresponds to the Hebrew Noah. 

M525; GA lwBed, GB lwBnd —lwPnr); of D8 (1 Chr. 27,30) and bi (abil) or ey 20 
(abil) one skilled in the care of camels and sheep or goats, or perhaps rather the 

Pheenician 52° he-goat; cf. also 5am, the shepherd Abel, 4,2; whose name is evi- 

dently related to Syr. flaw gvex; ae fastor (see PAYNE SMITH). 
Al mapp) Sax awe eax. We supply 59, as in vv. 21.22. For m3pp ‘omy, see 2 Chr. 

14,15 (GV oxnvas xtr}oewv). GA here: 6 tatihp oikovvtwy ev oKyvaic Ktyvotpd- 25 

wy (cf. 46,32). For the plur., see DOAN 3w, 25,27. 

AM 5a=G6 louvBad, doubtless connected with dat, Daya pp. Each name is thus 

significant of the art ascribed to its bearer. This does not prove its Hebrew 

origin, as it may be a translation or adaptation of some foreign name. The 

inventor of the harp and the (Pan’s) pipe is naturally the brother of the shepherd 30 

Jabal. 
AM yp dain, a strange mode of writing a Hebrew proper name. The Oriental or 
‘Babylonian’ }p?2iA is more natural. 6 Oofed, not understanding the yp. 

(Twbalgain, as the name of the inventor of metallurgy, may be compared with 

Balgin, Bilei, the Sumerian Fire-god, whom an old hymn celebrates as melting 35 
and refining gold, silver, bronze, and lead, but not iron which was of later use; 

and as the brother of the goddess Mnguw-s¢ or Vin-ka-s?, in whom we may re- 

cognize Tubalcain’s sister mpy3, Noghmat, 6 Noeua=mpy. NESTLE (Warginalien, 

p- 10) cites Noepiv wodhovod pwvi) ovK év dpydvw, from LAGARDE, and suggests 

a root DY with y,, thus confirming our conjecture. Cf PSBA, May ’94, where 4o 

it is shown that the Chinese /7/-Az and his sister Vii-wa (or Vi-wa) are parallel 
figures. It may be added that MVi-4wa is said to have invented a kind of 

harp. 
M Sy nwma win 5. wyd. One of the two participles appears superfluous in 
view of the strict parallelism of the other descriptions, vv. 20.21. wo? hammerer, 45 

6 6 opupoKdtos (cf Is. 41,7) is probably an old gloss on win which might 

mean ploughman (Am. 9,13). Win (1 K.7,14 only) is used instead of the usual 

win, wan which G read here (xakkeUc=wyn, Is. 54,16; 2 Chr. 24, 12), because of 

the previous participles. 
Al yyow; but jypw—nayow (Is. 32,9; Jer. 9,19) is more likely. 50 

Ml ons. The aspirate fell out after y. — 6S-+- mn before inws, ef Post -- 1M. — 

6 +A€youoe after ny— wd. — AL Sipni, 2. NP". 
M 5mm ts%; an attempt to soften the contradiction of P’s statement, Ex. 6,3; 



(4) 

6) 
(7) 

(8) 

(9) 
(10) 

(15) 
(16) 

(17) 
(18) 

3,24—4,18 —oHQetete Genesio $2<d<SHo- 49 

DDT AX ow py >. For aw, of 2 Kings 10,24; 1 Sam, 22,7. Its likeness to 
}2w") may have caused its omission. 

M mm n¥ G did TOO Geod; an intentional substitution. So6,6.7. The meaning 

of ‘3p is not J have purchased or procured, which would require nxn of the 
source (17,27; 23,20; cf Jos, 11,20); but J have forged, formed, or wrought 

(14,19; Pr. 8,22; Deut. 32,6; y 139,13). m&, therefore, is strictly along with, of 

co-operation; or else 4y help of, like the Greek ovv 8c, Ald=nR, 40, 14. 

AM yaabn», intending the A/ur. So ax 29ND, with scriplio plena; and G and 
tWy oTedtwv avtTWv. Cf Lev.6,5; 8,26. The p/w. is preferable, as the meaning 

is the fat portions of the victims. Otherwise, we might refer to }732n, Lev. 

8,16.25. 
AM mm; G Kipioc 6 Ged6c=ndS MA. So again, 6B and Syr. Hexapl. in vv. 9.13. 

M yx nxen noe den xd ps) nkw Dyn OX R97, which yields no adequate 
sense. Cain is sullen, because his sacrifice is rejected. The Deity remonstrates 

with a reminder that a sacrifice must be regular to be acceptable. In other 

words, it is suggested that there was something wrong with Cain’s sacrifice, and 
he had no right to be angry at the normal consequence. This sense, which 

agrees with the context and with ancient ideas far better than any which can 

be wrested out of the doubtful Hebrew of Al, is actually given by 6: ovK édav 

dpOWs TPOGEVETKNS GPHWe dé ww} SteANS, Huaptec;, Novxaoov. 

For nsw (/eg. new), ¢o bring an offering, cf. Ez. 20,31; for wnay=diereiv, fo divide 
the victims, Gen. 15, 10. 

M inpwn, 6 1 drootpoph avtod, cf S; see on 3,16. The meaning is: ¢hy 

brother's return (Zé. e. recourse, deference, and submission) w/7// be to thee, and 

thou wilt enjoy the natural authority of the elder. 
wx+imiwm m253=6 diddOwuev cic TO TEediov—S MWaned tyes. The sequel 5% 
‘ay pny. almost implies the added words. Cf 27,5. BOTTCHER’s correction 

saw) for I8" in rendered improbable by Cain’s question '3) ‘M8 Ww (Vv. 9), as 

by the immediate sequel. 
Al 5x, a common scribal error for 5p; 6 éwi. Cf Deut. 19,11. 
ALS, a 78; cf 18,9. The 7 has fallen out before 537. 

After 198) 6 + 6 O¢6c=n°7>8, which might be a substitute for m1, or else for 

onos mn’ as in 2,5.7.9.19.21; though the subject is unnecessary here: cf 

3,14.16.17. In 4,6.15 dés G6 has Kipiog 6 Gcdc=nndR AIM for the simple and 
probably original mim (so also 6B and Syr. Hex. in vv. 9.13); but in 4,16 tod 

Geod for mm. As the narrative is consecutive to 4,25, there seems no reason for 

the sudden disappearance of the composite expression from the Hebrew text; 

and 6 may therefore preserve the relatively ‘older reading in 4,6.15; 5,29; and 

similar instances. 
MM 9s pA/ur. is more vivid and dramatic than the svg. (x6; 9,4-6). The 

outcry is loud; for ‘1 yp suggests multitude. The same applies to v. 11. 

AMlx.COA 325. GSXOFI imply }2 85; but then *> or o& *> should follow. 
AL 43, a 33 defectively. 6 Nad, with variants Naud, Naw, Nata, Nand (NESTLE). 

The context demands a local name; and the repeated 13) y3 (vv. 12.14.) seems 

intended as a play on the name of Cain’s country. 3, $ 793, originally doubt- 

less 33, will therefore be correct; and Nad is simply due to reading 1 as * (753). 

3 habitavit profugus in terra ad orientalem plagam Eden=Ty NOP 13 PASa 3wWM 

is bad Hebrew and bad sense. 
Ml nw> (so only Jos. 19,47; cf Jud. 18,29). Some MSS, nwa; so 6S. 

M Wy; G Faidsad (corr. Faipad). HOMMEL has shown (PSBA, March ’93) that 

the two lists of antediluvian patriarchs were originally identical, and that the 

Hebrew names are either adaptations or translations of the Babylonian as found 
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2 

3 

(23) 
(24) 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 
(6) 

(7) 

(9) 

(16) 

(17) 

(20) 

48 oH Qedts Genesis <beSHe- 2,23—3,24 

Al web; 22. AW'ND; so 6. 

AM ym. So GOA. But GSIF, NT, Philo-+ omy. 

ww. DMIWEH MM—and there shall become of them twain; for 73~¥e cannot mean 
a pair. 

6S + wnan after 1HX™. 
Alu. py Pp; G dwd mavtds EvVAou (v. 1); S implies py 55 “BH, which gives a 
better rhythm. 

A pyn. a+ mn, as the context demands, the tree being before them (v. 6). 

MS 528; 2.6 Zlur. But the point is that the Man also ate. The reading of 
4x6 was due to dittography of the following 1. — Al 58 mpy ANd D3 jnmi, but 
A lyn Js Lie cnbsls. 
At mby. Some Heb. MSS 86008" &c. read y (Job 30,4; Nel 8,15). But 
ny is usually collective (Is. 1,30). Even in 8,11 «. writes ‘yp see oeaett ee 

6 Adau, tod ci; cf S. If this were original, the Hebrew would be 738 D187 

Man, where art thou? for Adam does not appear as a proper name until 4,25. 

MM 58; 226 58), as in v. 17. 
ax THNASy; G tag AUTa¢g cou; but the term (here, v. 17, and 5,29 only) is szzg. 

as in 5,29. 
A 73097, as if from yW17, dm. Aeyou., as GESEN.?? states. But ax 7307, from "7 

(Hos. 9,11; Ru. 4,13) is preferable. 

AL A¥yI; ww. }\a¥y3 rightly, as the term is repeated for the sake of emphasis. 33y, 

moreover, is not used in the required sense elsewhere; while }\23y recurs, 

v.17; 5,29. 

AM 4npwn. The word is only found besides in 4,7 and Cant. 7,11. The reference 

of this suspicious term to pw= gle is unphilological. 6 h dtootpopy cou= 

qnaiwn; of S wssll thou shalt return. \n Cant. /. c. 6 has the similar ) émo- 
Tpopr avtov. The true reading of 2 Sam. 17,3 (as the bride, 192, returns to her 

husband) illustrates the meaning. The penalties of man and wife are parallel 
(vv. 16.19): each is ¢o return to the source of each, the woman to the man, the 

man to the dust (see NESTLE, Marg7nalien, p. 6). 
With this the old Babylonian ideogram E-GIA b77de (Assyr. kallati), strictly the 

home-returning, strangely agrees; and ZIMMERN’s supposition that the ideogram 

is an artificial Semitic coinage disappears (Busspsalmen, pp. 7, 0.; 50). In Chinese 
also $j Azez ‘to return’ involves a contraction of the character 4 w/e, and is 
used of a woman’s marriage, and of returning to dust (Awe7 yu tu), 7. e. dying. 

AM nyd:; G6 tH dé Adau. The sense and parallelism (cf vv. 14.16) require DIS)), 
and to the Man. 
Al Jay3 is confirmed by 8,21 curse the ground for man’s sake. Cf. also 1 Sam, 

23,10 for this use of !3y3 (NESTLE). 
M pixn; but 2. O48, 6 Adau, as a proper name. The verse evidently refers us 

back to v.16. The man called his wife Chawwah, because she was to become 

the mother of all living (chay), according to the sentence of JHVH concerning 

her. It does not immediately follow that verse, because the writer preferred to 

give the triple judgment of God without interruption. 
AM oid for Adam, inconsistently after DwNT, v.20. 6 tH Adau. The verse looks 
original, naturally following on the Divine sentence, and preceding the expulsion, 

We may, therefore, point pind for the Man. 

M o027 nN yy 325 DIP jw. Something seems to be omitted. }2w, Ae caused 
to dwell, hardly suits in connection with the Cherubim and the Whirling Sword; 

but we expect to be told where the Man dwelt after his expulsion from the 
Garden, as in the case of Cain (4,16). We correct after 6 kai KatuwxKiev avtov 
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(30) 

we (4 

(6) 

(18) 

(19) 

1,30—2,20 HGS BGenesig 22<d-bie- 47 

further, as 6 indicates poxa Sy wed wen 523) pax [nn] 552) apAzan doa) for the 
close of the verse, like v. 26. 

AM vor 52. 6 Kai wavti épretd tH Eptrovti; cf v. 26. 
Al py 52 nx, without regimen. Some MSS and 6 nx), which hardly improves 

matters. We supply ‘nn3, with EWALD; cf 9,3. 

AMoypawn. 12.638, Book of Jubilees, Bereshith Rabbah: ‘wwa, asthe context requires. 

52> is not the same as jp 55%, but means finished, completed, as is clear from 

v.1. Logically, He finished His work on the seventh day cannot mean He did 

nothing but rest and refresh Himself (Ex. 31,17) on the seventh day. Besides, 

there is an intentional antithesis between ‘wwnr ova and ‘yawn ova, Else why 
not 12 nw in the second clause (cf v. 3)? 

AM nydin Ad. So w.S; but 6 abty h PiBdog evéoews as at 5,1; and so Philo. 

As nydin 75x always refers to what follows, never to a preceding narrative, R 
or some early transcriber may have substituted it here in place of P’s nyidin bd ah; 

perhaps objecting to the latter on account of its recurrence at 5,1. See NESTLE, 
Marginalien, p. 4. Whether this formula originally stood also, or only, at the 

head of c. 1, cannot now be determined. — #l o8 1272; perhaps originally o823. 

Al pews pas, which recurs wy 148,13 only. «6S reversely; cf 14,19. 

18 (Job 36,27 only) is rendered mst by AV; cf @9 xa3xy cloud, A - 

vapor; and Job /. c. 6 vepéhkn. Here 6 has tnx fountain, and so $3; A, ém- 

Bkuoudc, a welling forth (of waters). We might think of the old Egyptian aad 

‘dew; but there can be little doubt that the Assyrian ed#, ‘flow, tide, highwater,’ 

of the sea and rivers, and 7di¢u, ‘flooding for irrigation’ are nearer the mark. [C/ 
DELITZSCH, Worterbuch, p. 125 below. — P. H.] The ultimate source of the 

term, therefore, is the Sumerian DE, irrigation of a field; A-DE-A or EDEA, 7d. See 

2 R 30,13.152>, The Arabic abi air (Qamiis), which is compared by GESEN.- 

BUHL", has nothing to do with 1%, for it seems to mean zwaccessible height; and 
R. Levi's ‘Aramaic’ “8 is simply taken from this passage of Gen. 

AM wdynn; a. mdi, as Al everywhere else (10,7.29; 25,18; 1 Sam. 15,7 &c.). 

The 7 may be due to dittography of n. 
41 8107, 2. 87; and so throughout the book. The supposed x17 fem. is con- 

tradicted (a) by philology, (4) by the general use of the OT. The Pentateuch 

itself is not quite uniform in the matter. In the older mode of writing — the so 

called scriptio defectiva — 8m would be read 81M or 8 according to the sense 

(STADE). Hence we have to do, not with a genuine archaism, but with the con- 

secration ofa blunder or, at best, a caprice. [C/ DRIVER’s note on Levit. 1, 13]. 

A 2B, w+ IND; Cf FT optimum. 

Ml Awys, GI imply Awy3, harmonizing with 1,26. — The term /e/f, applied to 

the woman, is remarkable, being used only of God elsewhere (wy 70,5; 115,9; 

Deut. 33,267), and that with reference to warfare. It looks as if the woman 

were made to be the man’s help in keeping the Garden against enemies. And 
possibly the name Chawzwah (3,20) was connected in the original form of the 

story with the Babylonian Aamd¢ or chawat, ‘help, support, aid in warfare.’ [C/ 

DELITZSCH, Hlandworterbuch, 2814 below]. 

2n6 + Ny, with reference to v. 7. »2.+&, which is implied by the following 

coordinate phrase. 

41 mn wP3; a marginal gloss which has crept into the text, where it is out of 

construction, 

AM yds. G kai maor toic metewoic=Ay 5dd1, as symmetry demands. So $3. 
Al DNs, 6 tH te Adan; but, just before, kai exddeoev Adau. The three contrast- 

ed expressions have the article, which would be required here also, even if the 

sense were ftir einen Menschen, as KAUTZSCH-SOCIN render. Cf 3,9.17. 
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a Critical Motes on Genesis e»- 

(6) \2 "m4, so G; AM at the end of v.7. The formal symmetry of the chapter justifies 

the transposition; cf vv. 9.11.15.24.30. 

(8) G+ a» oR 8M after DW; Cf vv. 3.10.12.18.21.25. But the clause would 
read better at the end of v. 7. Was it omitted by some scribe, who remembered 5 

that new was a title of God Himself? (ci Dan. 4,23; Luke 15,18; and the 

common Rabbinical use). The Jews of Origen’s time were puzzled by the 

omission (see Orig. ad Africanum 4); of. LAGARDE, Ankiindigung einer neuen 

Ausgabe der griech. Ubersetzung des AT (1882). 
(9) Al opr, but G6 ovvaywyi=mpp, which is, in fact, implied by n»m mMpH (cum 

artic.!), v.10. We retain ip’ and mp, on the ground of Jer. 3,17; Ex. 7,19; 

Lev. 11,36. A root mp gather together is further attested by the mistaken use of 
ouvdyw, ouvaywyn, 6 Jer. 8,15; 50,7; Zech. 9,12. See also on 37,35; 49, 10. 

At the end of the verse 6 adds: kai ouvyx8n TO tdwp TO UToKdtTW Tod ovpavod 

eig Tag OUVayWwyas adTwv, Kal W~pey h Enpd=onpp d& OYMwa ANNd DDT Nps 
MVAT SIA. Cf vv. 7.12.16.21.25. The term onpn (sg. not plur., as 6) looks 

original; and the clause may have been omitted by some editor who sacrificed 

symmetry to his dislike of monotony. The additions of 6 are often mere har- 

monistic interpolations; but sometimes they indicate a different Hebrew text, and 

occasionally old glosses imbedded in that text. 20 

(11) INH? d2s; so G; cf v.12; , Ml. 
Mil yy, but the sense requires py}; so w6SI@, 3 Heb. MSS and v. 12. 5 follows 

in M6, but seems needless; see v. 12. “1D py only recurs w 148,9; cf Eccl. 2,5. 

(12) RwIn) is suggested by v.11, and the uniform style of the chapter. Moreover, 

83° Hif‘'ll is rare in the sense required (Num. 17,24; Is.61,11; Hag. 1,11; y 104,14); 

and v. 24 is not quite parallel. #1 xyinj, and so the Versions (S even in v. 11). 

(20) }2 1", so G, as required by analogy. , #. 
(21) ax oma plene; cf. 6 kata Yévyn avtTWv, I 27 shecies suas. See on 4,4. 

(26) MM 1anips>. 1.6 prefix 1, which is often omitted after a preceding 1 or similar 
letter (*, }). That 'D, not '2 (Some MSS; ¢@°), is right, appears from 5,1.3; wy 58,5; 30 

Dan. 10,16. [\3n\eID may be an explanatory gloss on 1se>¥a — P. H.]; cf v.27; 

but see also 5,1.3. 

mn, so $; rightly, as the classification of the earth with animals is incongruous; 

rn A. 

(28) mama, so GS; cf v. 26; a Me. 35 

AM WN, ww. 77, as grammar requires. Possibly corruption or revision has gone 
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a Crpfanation of Colors e-- 

28, HE combination of ved and b/we: PURPLE (é. g. 15,13) indicates 

Ay the composite document (JE), commonly known as the Prophetic 
Narrative of the Hexateuch, compiled by an editor or redactor 
(RJE) about 640 from two independent sources: vzz. (1) the Judaic 

¥ document (J) whose various strata seem to have originated in the 

Southern Kingdom after 850 B. C., and (2) the Ephraimitic docu- 

ment (E), written by a native of the Northern Kingdom prior to 

650 B.C. The older strata of J (Jt, about 850 B. C.) are printed in 

DARK RED (e. g. 6,1), and the later strata (J?, about 650) in LIGHT 
RED (¢. ¢. 7,1). E is printed in BLUE (¢. g. 20,1). GREEN (¢. g. 26,5) is used for 
the Deuteronomistic expansions (D?) which were added to JE during the second 

half of the Exile (560—540), while BROWN (¢. g. 46,8) marks later strata 
(440—400) of the Priestly Code (P), the main body of which (compiled in 

Babylonia about 500 B. C.) is printed black without any additional coloring. 
C. 14, which seems to be derived from what might be termed an Exilic Midrash, 

has been printed in ORANGE. In the passages printed at the bottom of the pages 
(e. g. p. 29) the colors do not exactly indicate the source from which these 

glosses are derived, but simply call attention to the sections to which they 
were added. OVERLINED PASSAGES represent redactional additions, OVERLINING 

has also been used to mark tertiary strata of J (J3, about B. C. 640, e. g 2, 10) 

in distinction from J*. The arguments for these distinctions are given in the 
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introductory remarks prefixed to the explanatory notes on the English translation 65 

of the Book. 
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